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ABSTRACT
This study is an interpretation and evaluation of the work of 
visiting teachers in Louisiana,
Data were gathered chiefly through a questionnaire. Eighty- 
three of the eighty-eight visiting teachers in the state submitted 
answers to a ten-page questionnaire! this information gave a com­
prehensive picture of the visiting teacher program. Sixty-one of 
the sixty-seven parish and city superintendents also replied to a 
request for information about and evaluation of the visiting teacher 
program in their systems. Five hundred forty-seven principals com­
pleted a check list indicating their opinions about the value of 
various phases of the program.
Replies to these three questionnaires were compiled and ana­
lysed, In addition, information about the number of educables, en­
rollment, and attendance was compiled from the Annual Reports of the 
State Department of Education,
All of the sixty-seven school systems in Louisiana employed 
visiting teachers by 19^7* Act No* 239 of 19Ui had provided for their 
employment and for the appointment of a state supervisor of attendance.
In general, visiting teachers are mature people with many years 
of successful classroom teaching and a wealth of experience in other 
educational and social welfare fields. Host are well-trained for 
their positions; three-fourths hold Masterdegrees, chiefly in visit­
ing teacher work. They are professional people who belong to and sup­
port their professional organisations,
xiv
XV
Most are employed for full-time attendance and adjustment work 
with childrenj fewer than one-fourth are hired for other duties in 
addition, chiefly as supervisors* Only in fourteen parishes, involv­
ing thirty-one visiting teachers, do they work for lees than twelve 
months a year* Most perform only the duties specified in the atten­
dance law and in the resolutions of the State Board of Education, but 
at least twenty per cent spend a considerable amount of time in ad­
ditional duties* Many must spend too much time in clerical work, chief­
ly with the continuing census, to be able to devote much time to
referrals^ one-third are unable to spend even one day a week in working 
with referrals* Most have more referrals than they can properly handle 
because they must serve too large a school population^ more than half
of those who work with both white and Negro children have a reasonable
case load referred to them from the Negro population alone*
Two-thirds of all referrals involve attendance and enrollment 
problems, but all kinds of adjustment problems are r if erred to visiting 
teachers, who make effective use of state agencies and local organi­
zations in seeking to remove the causes of nonattendance * Most absen­
ces are caused by social, educational,and economic conditions in the 
homes*
In some parishes visiting teachers need more support from the 
courts in order to enforce attendance. Also, though court cases are 
a last resort, in many parishes visiting teachers have not used the 
courts at all In attempting to enforce the attendance law*
xvi
Principals and superintendents are convinced of the value of 
the visiting teacher program in their systems* They rat© the program 
as highly successful* Increase in enrollment and attendance in 
Louisiana schools support their opinions*
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In IShh the Louisiana legislature passed a compulsory school 
attendance law which placed on parents the responsibility for seeing 
that each child seven to fifteen years of age, inclusive, should 
attend school throughout the school year. To see that the provisions 
of the law were enforced, the legislature provided In the law for a 
State Supervisor of Attendance and for visiting teachers in the 
parishes.
As interpreted by the State Department of Education and the 
visiting teachers themselves, the Compulsory School Attendance Law of 
19hh provided for "careful investigation of nonattendance, poor 
attendance, and social or educational maladjustment,** and for "remedial 
measures . . .  to remove causes or Irregularities in attendance or 
behavior."*
I. THE STUDY
This study is an attempt to interpret the work of the visiting 
teacher by investigating the professional status to which the visiting 
teacher has attained, by analysing the work which the visiting teacher 
performs, and by evaluating the manner in which the visiting teacher 
has carried out the provisions of the Compulsory School Attendance Law.
^Louisiana State Department of Education, Visiting Teacher 
Services in Louisiana, Bulletin Wo. 629, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, 19k7»
p* i.
1
2Limitation of the study. This study deals with the profes­
sional status of the visiting teacher in Louisiana, and with his 
work since 19kk in enforcing the compulsory attendance law. Partic­
ular attention is paid to the work of the visiting teacher in the 
school session of 19*>2-1953 as a point of emphasis.
Importance of the study, Louisiana was one of the first 
states to adopt a state-wide visiting teacher program to execute the 
universal compulsory attendance law. An analysis of the work of 
visiting teachers in Louisiana should be valuable to other states con­
templating similar state-wide programs• Such an analysis should also 
provide Louisiana educators with a means of evaluating their attendance 
program.
Has the enforcement of the compulsory attendance law passed in 
19bli resulted in universal school attendance? How many children seven 
through fifteen years of age are still not enrolled in school? Has 
school attendance improved, and, if so, how much? Has the holding 
power of schools increased? What are the chief reasons for nonatten­
dance? How does the visiting teacher work with state agencies and 
other organisations to enforce the attendance law? To what extent 
have visiting teachers and superintendents resorted to the courts in 
enforcing attendance? What have been the results of court cases 
involving the school attendance act of 19UU?
What is the status of the visiting teacher? How does the 
visiting teacher go about his work with children referred to him 
because of poor attendance, or because of social or educational mal­
adjustment? What are the chief problems encountered by visiting 
teachers in working with such referrals, or in enforcing the Compulsory
3School Attendance Law? With how many children does each visiting 
teacher work?
What is the history of the visiting teacher program in Louisi« 
ana since 191(4? What is the opinion of parish superintendents about 
the value of the visiting teacher program? What is the opinion of 
school principals about its value?
These are the questions considered in this study*
II* SOURCES OF DATA
Most of the material for this study has come from answers to a 
questionnaire mailed to the visiting teachers of Louisiana.2 Question* 
naires were mailed to the eighty-eight visiting teachers in Louisiana 
and replies were received from eighty-three* Data concerning their 
professional status and their work were secured from this questionnaire 
study* These data were supplemented by personal interviews and printed 
and mimeographed material*
Check sheets were also mailed to all parish and city superin­
tendents and to 832 principals of white and Negro public and private 
schools for an opinion survey of the value of the visiting teacher 
program* In addition, the check sheet mailed to superintendents called 
for factual information about the program* Replies were received from 
more than ninety per cent of the superintendents and from more than 
sixty per cent of the principals polled.^
A copy of the questionnaire used appears in Appendix A*
3Copiee of both these check lists also appear In Appendix A*
hThe State Supervisor of Attendance was interested in the 
outcome of the study* He furnished the author with much census data 
and information about the history of the visiting teacher program, 
as well as printed information about attendance work in other states* 
The study also had the approval and interest of the State 
Superintendent of Education* The Annual Reports of the State Superin­
tendent were sources of information relating to number of educables 
and to attendance and enrollment figures* Other publications of the 
State Department of Education revealed something of the history of 
the visiting teacher program, the provisions of the attendance law, 
and the work and duties of visiting teachers.
A number of unpublished master's theses at Louisiana State 
University furnished information about studies relating to attendance 
and holding power of Individual school systems* Two master's theses 
dealt with visiting teacher work in two of the parishes of the state*
III. METHOD OP PROCEDURE
The Executive Committee of the Visiting Teacher Association 
of Louisiana, and later the Association Itself in its regular annual 
meeting at the Louisiana Education Association Convention in Lafayette 
an November 23, 1953, voted unanimously to cooperate in this study §
The writer had tested the questionnaire to be used by having 
some six or seven visiting teachers supply the information requested, 
and by conferences with several visiting teachers and the State 
Supervisor of Attendance. Their comments and criticisms helped to 
determine the final form of the questionnaire submitted to visiting 
teachers.
sThe information requested in the questionnaire was compre­
hensive* Much of the information received could foe tabulated* 
much of it required considerable analysis* Questions of opinion 
w»re included, and visiting teachers were encouraged to make any 
comments they chose about any aspect of the information requested*
Opinion check lists concerning the value of the visiting 
teacher program were also submitted to parish and city superinten­
dents, and another form of opinion check list was mailed to most of 
the principals of public and private white and Negro schools of the 
state outside Orleans. Parish* These check lists represented an 
attempt to evaluate the worth of the visiting teacher program* Com­
pilation of the opinions expressed In these check lists was a matter 
of simple tabulation*
IV. DEFINITIONS OP TERMS USED
Visiting teacher* The visiting teacher is a home and school 
visitor who has as his chief duties enforcement of the compulsory school 
attendance law (by seeking to discover and eradicate the causes of non- 
attendance and poor attendance) and maintenance of the continuing census*
Nonattendance * Nonattendance may mean either failure to attend 
school on the part of one net enrolled in school, or failure to attend 
school on the part of one who is registered in school*
Compulsory school attendance law* The Louisiana Compulsory 
School Attendance Law was passed as Act 239 of 19hlij it subsequently 
became Sub-part C, 17:221 - 17:232, of the Louisiana Revised Statutes 
of 195>0* The provisions of this law are discussed in detail in Chapter 
II.
6Referral.* A child reported to the visiting teacher as a 
problem in attendance or adjustment is called a referral* The term 
referral also means the actual reporting* or referring* of the case 
to the visiting teacher* or by the visiting^teacher to another agent 
or agency*
Sducable* Any child six to eighteen years of age* both 
limits inclusive* is an educable for the purpose of distributing state 
school funds on a per educable basis*
Continuing census* A complete census of children in the 
state* from birth through eighteen years of age* is kept up to date 
by visiting teachers* except in the parish of Orleans and the city 
of Monroe* (Monroe does not receive the per educable allotment from 
the statei the Orleans Parish school system has a separate section for 
census enumeration*) This continuing census includes name* sex* date 
and place of birth* and school attendance of each child, as well as 
background Information about the family* such as educational status 
and occupation of father and mother* Account is kept of births* 
deaths, movement of families into and out of the parish* and children 
reaching the nineteenth birthday*
Per cent of attendance* The per cent of attendance in Lou­
isiana schools Is figured in the Annual Reports of the State Department 
of Education as the total average dally attendance divided by the total 
average daily membership* or by the aggregate daily attendance divided 
by the aggregate daily enrollment*
7Adjustment problem* A child may have an adjustment problem 
because of home conditions* school conditions* physical and mental 
conditions* etc* An adjustment problem is an emotional failure. Most 
adjustment problems show up in nonattendance or poor attendance*
V* ORGANISATION OP REMAINDER OF DISSERTATION
The remainder of the dissertation is organised in this manner ;
In Chapter Two the development of compulsory attendance laws 
and the work of attendance officers in the United States is briefly 
discussed; the development of attendance laws in Louisiana culminating 
in the Law of 19lUi is briefly treated; and the beginning of the visit­
ing teacher program* its growth* and the philosophy visiting teachers 
have about their work are discussed*
In Chapter Three the personal and professional status of the 
visiting teacher is examined* The experience* education* salary and 
allowances* months of work in the year* office space and clerical help* 
membership in professional organisations and attendance at professional 
meetings* and the personal backgrounds of visiting teachers are all 
examined*
In Chapter Four the duties and work of the visiting teacher 
are discussed* Census enumeration and other duties* work with referrals 
and examples of case studies* reasons for nonattendance and poor atten­
dance* time spent in various phases of attendance work* and professional 
relationships all receive attention*
In Chapter Five an evaluation of the worth of the visiting 
teacher program is attempted. Results of opinion polls of superinten­
dents and principals are given* and enrollment and attendance figures
3for Louisiana schools are studied*
In Chapter Six the summary of the study is made, and the 
conclusions reached are given*
CHAPTER II
DEVELOPMENT OF THE VISITING TEACHER PROGRAM
In this chapter are discussed briefly the history of compul­
sory attendance laws in the United States, the development of the work 
of attendance officers, and the attendance laws of Louisiana, with 
particular attention to the Compulsory School Attendance Law of 19iik. 
The growth of the visiting teacher program in Louisiana since X9UU is 
traced, and the literature dealing with the visiting teacher program 
is reviewed*
I, COMPULSORY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE LAWS 
IN THE UNITED STATES
Since 1918, every state in the United States has had a com­
pulsory school attendance law* The provisions of these laws vary from 
state to state, and many states have found it necessary from time to 
time to enact new legislation which changes the provisions of these 
laws.
This ugif-vet sal-enactment of compulsory attendance legislation 
clearly demonstrates the American idea that education is for all of the 
children of all the people* The feeling is that in a democracy all the 
citizenry should be educated in order to participate intelligently in 
the affairs of government* Attendance laws emphasize, too, the idea 
of protection and guidance of childrenj and parents are held respon­
sible for observance of these laws*
9
10
The growth of the stated Interest in education led each 
state to consider how it might realize its aim for an educated citi­
zenry by bringing all its children Into school. In the early laws, 
legal machinery for adequate enforcement was frequently lacking*
There was a lack of supporting public opinion, too, to make such laws 
effective* Gradually legal provisions became more specific and manda­
tary with the growth of public opinion in the belief that education 
Is essential for a democracy
The provisions of the compulsory attendance laws in each of 
the forty-eight states are summarized in the United States Office of 
Education Bulletin already referred to* In exactly half the states, 
the ages for compulsory attendance were seven to sixteen in 19^5 j nine
states required attendance of children between eight and sixteen years $
2four states required attendance only to age fourteen or fifteen*
All states by 1952 required attendance in school of all chil­
dren at least to their sixteenth birthday, but in all states there were
3
legal exemptions from attendance in seme instances* All states 
exempted children who were mentally or physically incapacitated, for 
example* About half the states had provisions for exemption from the
■^Maris M* Proffitt and David be gel, School Census, Compulsory 
Attendance, Child Labors State Laws and Regulatione, Bulletin 19L5, Mo. 
1, United States office oFYducatlon, Federal Security Agency, Washing­
ton, D. c«, p* 3.
2fbld., Table II, pp* lk-15*
•^ United States Department of Labor, State Child-Labor Standards, 
Bulletin 15S, 1952, Washington, D. C., pp. l-2oSY
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provisions of the law for those children who lived a specified dis­
tance from school. Almost all states exempted from attendance 
children who were employed, but In all cases certain requirements 
had to be met; more than half the states required part-time atten­
dance of employed children in places where part-time schools were 
established, but often the establishment of such schools was not 
compulsory. However, in all except four states there were regula­
tions governing both school attendance and employment of children 
fourteen to sixteen, or fourteen to eighteen, years of age. Only 
three states in 1952 required attendance of less than the full term of 
school.**
Despite the fact that compulsory attendance laws do vary from 
state to state, they have a definite common pattern. In most states 
there is definite provision for enforcing the law, usually by means 
of attendance officers. The provisions for enforcing compulsory at­
tendance legislation are discussed in the following section.
II. ATTENDANCE OFFICERS IN THE UNITED STATES
Attendance officers are known by a number of different names 
and have a corresponding variety of duties in the several states. As 
attendance officers they have in common the duty of enforcing the 
attendance laws, usually with police power, such as picking up children, 
preparing or helping to prepare cases for court, and prosecuting or 
helping to prosecute cases in court. They are also required to perform 
many other duties.
^Loc. cit.j Proffitt and Segel, op. cit., p. 10 and Table II,
pp. Ii*-15.
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A Hat of some of the names applied to attendance officers 
indicates something of the diversity of these duties* attendance 
officer, truant or truancy officer, probation officer, supervisor 
of attendance, home and school visitor, welfare worker. These are 
the names which appear in the laws of the forty-eight states dealing 
with compulsory attendance. The last three terms are more recent 
In origin and indicate some of the change in conception of the duties 
of attendance officers# A further partial list of titles of atten­
dance workers in some of the cities of the country conveys even more 
strongly the modern conception: adjustment service worker, attendance 
and welfare worker, school social worker, school visitor, visiting 
and attendance officer or teacher, visiting counselor, and visiting 
teacher* The last name is the one most commonly used.
It is because of the growing understanding of the causes of
truancy that attendance officers in some states have become school and
home adjustment counselors. In addition to police duties, such as
those listed in the first paragraph of this section, these officers
have the duty of investigating the causes of absence of individual
7
truants and of attempting remedial action. These states are seeking 
to implement their compulsory attendance laws with a program to study
^Proffitt and Segel, og>. cit., pp. 80-l6Iu
Catherine M. Cook, The Place of Visiting Teacher Services in 
the School Program, Bulletin”T5h5>, No United States Office qjF~Edu­
cation, Washington, D. C., p. Ii3.
^Proffitt and Segel, 0£. cit., p. 12*
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and discover the underlying causes of nonattandanco and to try to 
find effective remedies#®
lew states provide feu* any supervision of such workers as 
visiting teachers at the state level# Pennsylvania has a large state 
staff of professionally qualified "home and school visitors*; Mary­
land's State Board of Education has established high professional 
standards for county officials who take over many visiting teacher 
functions; West Virginia has professionally trained and state-certi­
ficated attendance officials In a high percentage of its counties; and
in Alabama a staff member of the State Department of Education super-
9
vises the local attendance workers* Both Michigan and Louisiana in 
15>Ui provided for a state supervisor of attendance on the staff of the 
State Department of Education to oversee the work of attendance offi­
cers, called visiting teachers in both states# The states of Michigan 
and Louisiana, then; have accepted as their responsibility the provis­
ion of visiting teacher services; both states have provided money at
10the state level to support the program.
®Cook, op# ext#, p# 2#
9Ibid## p# 33#
3%athsrine Cook, "Some Recent Developments in School Social 
Work#** Education for Victory# United States Office of Education, Vol. 
HI, No. 13, January 3, pp. 10-12.
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in, attendance laws in lonxsxam before i9hk
As early as 1910 an attendance law was enacted for New Orleans,
providing for compulsory attendance of children between the ages of
eight and fourteen* Xh 1911* this act was extended to Include other
eltles with a population of more than 25,0001 for the remainder of the
state, the legislation was only permissive, providing for local 
11
option.
Two years later a more comprehensive law was passed* It pro­
vided that after September 1# 1916, all children between the ages of 
seven and fourteen would be required to attend school for a session of
li*0 days or for the full term of school, and that children should enter
12school not later than two weeks after school opened.
Several other school attendance laws were passed later, but 
compulsory school attendance in Louisiana was practically unknown until 
the passage of the aot of 19bU| very few attempts were made before lpiili
13
to enforce attendance laws. Aot of 1920, Aat 117 of 1922, and Aot 
hi of 1932 all dealt with the attendance problem, seeking to implement 
the provisions of Aot 27 of 1916*
H m . S. Robertson, Public Education in Louisiana After 1898 
(Baton Rouges College of Education, IJbuisiana State University, 1952), 
p. 178*
^Loc. cit.j Louis lam State Department of Education, Visiting 
Teacher Services in Louisiana, Bulletin NO. 629, Baton Rouge, I9M, pT 11.
^Robertson, loc* cit.f Louisiana State Department of Education, 
loo. cit.
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IV, LOUISIANA COMPULSORY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE LAW OF 19W*
The Louisiana legislature in 19J& tried to make provisions to 
Insure the enforcement of the attendance law. Act 239 of 19 Wi pro­
vided that every parent or guardian of a child between the ages of 
seven and fifteen, both inclusive, was responsible for the attendance 
of the child in a public or private day school for a minimum of 160 
days a year, or for the full session of the public school which the 
child would normally attend. To enforce such attendance, the law 
provided for visiting teachers who were charged with filing proceed­
ings in court. For each violation of the provisions of the act, with 
each day of violation considered a separate offense, a penalty of not 
more than ten dollars fine nor more than ten days imprisonment was
1hprovided.
This act became Sections 221 to 232, inclusive, of Title 17 of 
the Louisiana Revised Statutes of 1950, but the purpose and intent of
15
the act was not changed.
Some classes of children are exempted from the provisions of 
the law, with the parish school board serving as the sole judge in such 
cases: (1) children mentally or physically incapacitated to perform
^Louisiana State Department of Education, Compulsory School 
Attendance Law of Louisiana. Act ,239 of 19 Wi, BulletinW. 509 , 19U±, 
Sections 1 and 2, p. 3*
l5The full provisions of the act are presented in Louisiana 
State Department of Education Bulletin No. 70lt, Compulsory Sohool At- 
tendance Law of Louisiana, August, 1950, 6 pp. Further references to 
the provisions of this act will simply bear the notation, Louisiana 
Revised Statutes, with the Title and Section numbers.
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school duties; (2) Children living more than two and one half miles
from school where adequate free transportation is not furnished* and
children living more than one and one half miles from a transfer
route; (3) children temporarily excused from attendance under rules
16
and regulations promulgated by the State Board of Education,
The State Board of Education of Louisiana in 19h$ adopted and 
promulgated rules and regulations governing the excusing of children 
temporarily from attendance in school. These rules are summarized 
belowt
(1) Children personally ill. Parish boards may and should 
determine if a physician's certificate is required,
(2) Children in whose immediate family there is a serious 
Illness, The opinion of the visiting teacher and parish superintendent 
determines whether such absence Is justified* if the illness is not 
substantiated by the certificate of a practicing physician,
(3) Children in whose Immediate family there has occurred a 
death. Absence at such a time may not exceed one week,
(It) Children will be excused on special and recognized religious 
holidays regularly observed by members of their faith,
(5>) Children will not be excused to work* but the parish school 
board Is authorized and directed to arrange the school torm so that en­
forcement of attendance will "work the least possible hardship in the 
several communities•H The school board may shorten the school day* or 
stagger the school term* but It cannot shorten the school term.^
•^ Louisiana Revised Statutes* 17:223.
^Louisiana State Department of Education* Bulletin No, 70ii,
ff# £2£*» p * 2#
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The state superintendent has the duty of appointing a state
supervisor of attendance, Ba member of the department of education
whose primary responsibility shall be to supervise and enforce the
provisions’* of the attendance law. He wshall have general supervision
over visiting teachers, or other persons authorized to serve in lieu
of visiting teachers, and shall be responsible for the general admin-
18istration11 of the compulsory attendance law.
Each parish school board is responsible for administering the 
law and securing its enforcement in cooperation with other state agen­
cies, Each board Is authorised to employ at least one visiting teacher
for this purpose, and to prescribe the duties and compensation of such 
19
visiting teacher. Visiting teachers have the same tenure and retire-
20sent rights as other teachers. They are responsible to the parish
2L
superintendent and serve under his immediate jurisdiction.
Visiting teachers have the duties and powers of attendance
officers. They must cooperate fully with the State Departments of
Public Welfare, Health, Labor, and other state agencies; they must
make monthly and annual reports to the parish superintendent and the
22state supervisor of attendance.
^Louisiana Revised Statutes, X7?22lw 
^Louisiana Revised Statutes, 17*2 2*>.
^Louisiana Revised Statutes, 17* 228.
^Louisiana State Department of Education, Visiting Teacher 
Services in Louisiana, op. cit., p. 26.
22Louisiana Revised Statutes, 17*227.
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Teachers and principals of all public, private, denominational,
and parochial schools are required by law to cooperate with and assist
visiting teachers* They must report in writing the names, ages, and
residence of all pupils in attendance in their schools within thirty
days after the beginning of the school year. All schools muet keep
dally records of attendance, verified by the teacher keeping the
recordppen to inspection by the visiting teacher.^
Visiting teachers must report any habitual absentee, after
written notice to the parent or tutor of such child, to the Juvenile
court of the parish as a delinquent child. The juvenile court has the
2ii
power to determine what shall be done with the child*
In the official bulletin of the Louisiana State Department of
Education, shortly after the inauguration of the visiting teacher
program, the State Superintendent of Education wrote as follows s
I cannot emphasise too strongly the fact that the visiting 
teacher is not of the type of the traditional truant officer, , * , 
The visiting 'teacher should have a comprehensive knowledge of the 
school and what it is trying to do, so that he may carry to the 
hone, when necessary, the advantages of education in general and be 
able to explain in particular the opportunities offered by the 
local school system*
Two aspects of effective attendance work stand outt (1) the 
preventive measures that keep children well adjusted to their school 
work , . , requiring the cooperation of the visiting teacher5 and
(2) the corrective measures that remedy , * , conditions deterrent
^ Louisiana Revised Statutes, 171229* 
^Louisiana Revised Statutes, 17s 230,
2£\john P.. Coxe, “The State Superintendent*s Page,®* Louisiana 
Education in Wartime, Vol. Ill, No. U, October, 19Ui, pp. 3-It. ~
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to the child*a normal development and regular attendance, These 
are largely the problem of the visiting teacher *
Resort to the courts should be made only when defiance on the 
part of parents and children makes such a course necessary.
The State Board of Education, on August 1, 19hh, « , , autho­
rised the making of a new school census during the current session 
and authorised the establishment of a continuing census, which will 
automatically give an up-to-date list of the pupils living within 
a parish.
The maintaining of a continuing census has since been one of the chief 
duties of visiting teachers,
26
In September, lplik, the Superintendent had wrlttem
In compliance with the law, a state supervisor of attendance 
has been appointed in the Department of Education who will have 
responsibility for enforcement of the state attendance law, 
supervise the work of the visiting teachers whom the parish 
school boards are required to employ, and direct the continuing 
census, which is to be inaugurated on a continuing basis.
In the same journal later in the first year of the state-wide 
visiting teacher program, a visiting teacher of one of the parishes 
took a look at her job. Her conclusions help to establish the phi­
losophy of visiting teacher work in the state, **Absence from echoed, 
is only the symptom of the real problem, • • • Usually, the problem is 
with the parent rather than with the child,n27 Since that time, 
visiting teachers have found that much of their problem is educating 
parents to the need for education. Absence from school is only the
John E, Coxe, **The State Superintendent's Page,” Louisiana 
Education in Wartime, Vol, III, No. 3, September, 191*1*, p, Hfl
27johne Bowles, **The Job of the Visiting Teacher,1* Louisiana 
Education in Wartime, Vol. Ill, No. 9, March, X9h5$ pp. Ui-IF^ ~
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symptom of a sore much deeper in the social body, and visiting 
teachers must work with other individuals and groups, in and out of 
school, to remove the underlying causes of maladjustment*
V. GROWTH OF THE STATE-WISE VISITING TEACHER 
PROGRAM SINGE l?Mt
The new school attendance law was given wide publicity in the
school year 19kli-19li5* Thirteen parishes employed visiting teachers
from the inauguration of the program (one of these, Orleans, has had
an affective program since 1922)j twelve parishes appointed supervisors
28or principals to act as part-time attendance officers*
In Table I is illustrated the growth of the visiting teacher
program since 19¥ u
According to the animal report of the state superintendent for
19l*5>-19li6, there were sixty-nine full-time visiting teacners in $9
school system in that session; there were also four part-time visiting
teachers, in four systems; and there was also a school nurse who was
gi’lng part of her time to attendance work In one parish*^ Once again
there was set forth the conception of the function of visiting teachers
30which has guided their works
2®Louisiana State Department of Education, Ninety-Sixth Annual 
Report for the Session 19W*-19k9* Bulletin No* 985,'^aKS^ouiB,"l!5IS7 P* 13•
^Louisiana State Department of Education, Ninety-Seventh 
Annual Report for the Session 19U9-19U6* Bulletin No, 6lS, Baton Rouge,
3pLoc* clt*
a[Their] work primarily is that of diagnosing problems of 
nonschool attendance and of working out solutions to those 
problems, the visiting teacher serves as a "liaison” between 
the school and the home and not as a truant officer who simply 
enforces attendance laws* as many people are wont to believe.
If he is to be successful in his work, there must be a very 
close said co-operative relationship between other school person­
nel and the visiting teacher— each understanding the other’s 
problems, duties, aid responsibilities* This spirit of co­
operation and understanding attitude has prevailed among pupils, 
parents, teachers, principals, and visiting teachers* As a 
result much has been accomplished in public support of the law, 
increased enrollment, and solution of many individual problems.
TABLE I
GROWTH GF VISITING TEACHER PROGRAM IN LOUISIANA, 
19l*l*-19i*5 to 1952-1953*
No, Systems 
Session Employing
Visiting teachers
No, Systems
Employing
Part-Time
No, Visiting
Teachers
Employed
Per cent " 
of Systems 
Employing
19U*-19i*5 25 12 37,3
191*5-191*6 53 8 63 79,1
191*6-191*7 61* 6 71* 95,5
191*7-191*8 67 7 78 100,0
191*8-191*9 67 5 31 100.0
191*9-1950 67 U 83 100,0
1950-1951 67 h 85 100,0
1951-1952 67 h 8,8 100.0
1952-1953 67 11* 88 100.0
^Data for 19hh-19b$ from Louisiana State Department of Educa­
tion, Annual Report for the Session 19hh~19k5* Bulletin No, £85, 19^5• 
Data for 1952-1^55 from information secured from visiting
teachers•
Data for other years from Louisiana School Directory for 
respective years.
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In the 191*5-1*6 Louisiana School Directory , only sixty-three 
visiting teachers were listed, as shown in Table I* By 191*6-19b?, 
the number of visiting teachers had increased to seventy-four, and by 
19l*7«*19l*8 no school Systran was without the services of a visiting 
teacher. According to the Annual Report of the state superintendent, 
visiting teachers in 191*6-191*7 were generally regarded as school and 
home visitors who sought *to discover the causes of and remedies for 
non-attendanoe, truancy, and poor attendance.**-^ A report of recent 
surveys by visiting teachers indicated a number of major causes for 
poor attendance and nonattendanee: ^ ^
(1) In the home—  poverty and poor home conditions generallyj 
indifference of parents} work} illiteracy of parent®} discord and 
broken homes. (2) In the school— repeated failure} lack of 
adequate facilities} limited curricula* (3) In the community—  
employment of minors} poor roads} lack of legal backing* (1*)
In general—  illness} lack of understanding*
Summer workshops for visiting teachers were held at Louisiana 
State University in 191*5, 191*6, and 191*7* Thirty-six visiting teachers 
took part in the research for and preparation of a visiting teacher 
handbook in the 191*6 workshop} this was later printed by the State 
Department of Education as Bulletin No# 629, 19U7, Visiting Teacher 
Services in Louisiana: A Handbook,
^Louisiana State Department of Education, Ninety-Eighth Annual 
Report for the Session 191*6-191*7, Bulletin No* 61*o, Baton Rouge, 191*7,
p* 11.
32joc* cit.
33Louisiana State Department of Education, Visiting Teacher 
Services in Louisiana, op* cit*, p. 5«
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Since I9b7-19b8, visiting teachers have held an annual work 
conference attended fcy most of the visiting teachers of the state* 
Outstanding consultants have served as resource people* In this 
meeting visiting teachers also discuss Informally the problems which 
face them* This conference is sponsored by the State Department of 
Education and the Visiting Teacher Association of Louisiana.
The Visiting Teacher Association of Louisiana is a department 
of the Louisiana Education Association, with perhaps a higher per­
centage of membership of those persons eligible than any other 
department. Since September, 1950, the Visiting Teacher Association 
has had a representative on the United School Committee, the accepted 
voice of people engaged in education in Louisiana*
VI. REVIEW OF STUDIES OF THE VISITING TEACHER PROGRAM
Two master's theses have dealt with phases of visiting teacher 
work in Louisiana*
One of these is an analysis of his duties by Ksnoii L« Walters,
visiting teacher in Richland Parish* His data are for the school years
19b*>-19b6, 19b6-19b7, and 19b7-19b8, with particular attention paid to
19b£*19b6* For those interested in seeing how a successful visiting
teacher approaches his job, this study is recommended reading* It is
3bsmsnarised In the following paragraphs.
^Kermit L. Walters, Analysis of the Duties and Functions of the 
Visiting Teacher in Richland Parish, unpuISIIsheT’MasTer *s ihesis, 
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, 19b8- 53 pp.
2k
The duties of the visiting teacher are those of census direc­
tor, attendance officer, and school social worker. Not more than one 
day a week is devoted to the continuing census itself| most of the 
time Is spent with attendance and adjustment problems in the schools. 
Much tine Is occupied with general meetings of teachers, meetings of 
principals, and faculty meetings at individual schools $ a great deal 
of time is also spent in speaking to civic, fraternal, and parent- 
teaeher organizations, and in attending regular state and district 
meetings of visiting teachers,
Walters found referrals more frequent in the smaller rural 
schools where the level of living was lowest. The age group from 
which the greatest number of referrals came was the early teen-age 
group about to make the transition from elementary to high school. 
Referrals were usually made from teacher to principal, and thence to 
the visiting teacher if the problem still existed. The visiting teacher 
made effective use of state and other agencies in finding answers to 
adjustment and attendance problems; he worked together with these 
agencies in seeking and finding solutions.
The visiting teacher in Richland Parish had an especially high 
percentage of the enrollment referred to him in 19k$-l9U6$ almost ten 
per cent of the white children enrolled were referred to him. Thirty 
per cent of those enrolled in each of three small schools were refer­
rals, Of the 369 referrals, the visiting teacher sought help from 
other sources for 109; civic organizations, the Tuberculosis Associa­
tion, the Red Cross chapter, the Health Unit, and the Department of 
Public Welfare all cooperated,
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The other meter’s thesis about visiting teacher work In
Louisiana was written by Jewell V. Wilson, classroom teacher in Caddo
Parish, The study Is concerned with the procedure in dealing with
referrals^ the number and type of referrals; the distribution of
referrals by age and grads; court referrals; and the office and field
work of visiting teachers* The data cover the period from September,
l$Ui, to June, 19L9, the first five years of the program in Caddo
35Parish* Kiss Wilson’s findings are summarised below.
There was a consistent drop in number of referrals each year 
from 192(1-192(5, except for a slight increase in 19lt5-19W in the city 
schools* In the rural schools, referrals were 2*2 per cent of enroll­
ment in 1924i-192i5* There was a gradual drop till 192*3-192(9, when 
referrals were 1,3 per cent of enrollment. In the city schools, refer- 
rala were 3,9 per cent of enrollment in 191(5-192(6 (3,6 per cent in X9hh 
191(5), and ranged downward to 1*3 per cent in 192(8-192(9* There was 
consistently a higher percentage of referrals from city schools* The 
percentage of the enrollment referred in the parish (city and rural 
combined) ranged downward from 3J( in 191(5-192(6 (3*3 in 19hh-19k5) to 
1,7 in 192(8-192(9, the last year for which data were available.
m  the five-year period from 192d4-19h5 to 192(8-192(9, there were 
more referrals among fifteen-year-olds than in any other age group; 18,6 
per cent of all referrals came from this group. Almost as many referrals, 
17,2* per cent, were fourteen-year-olds; sixteen- and thirteen-year-olds 
each accounted for more than ten per cent of the total* In the city
35jewell V. Wilson, Visiting Teacher Service in Caddo Parish, 
Shreveport, Louisiana, 19w~Wk% (^published faster »s thesis, 
University of Vfyoming, Laramie, 1950. 69 pp.
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schools there were more referrals from the tenth grade than from .any 
other| in the rural schools there were more referrals from the sixth 
grade than from any other grade group* For th© pariah, 11*.]* per 
cent of the referrals were from the tenth grade, 12,9 per cent from 
the eighth, 10*7 per cent from the eleventh, and between nine and one 
half and ten per cent from each of the sixth, seventh, and ninth 
grades*
Personal illness was found to be the chief reason for referral, 
accounting for 22*7 per cent of all cases* Home conditions accounted 
for 15*9 per cent? truancy for 10,]* per cent; illness in the home for 
6*5 per cent) and misbehavior, employment, work at home, and lack of 
interest each accounted for four to five per cent of referrals.
There were sixty-seven court referrals in the five-year period) 
forty-eight were boys and nineteen girls. Absenteeism accounted for 
forty of these cases (twenty-seven boys and thirteen girls)) delin­
quency for twelve (nine boys and three girls)) truancy for ten (eight 
boys, two girls)) theft for three (all boys)) and employment for two 
(one boy and one girl).
CHAPTER III
THE STATUS OF THE VISITING TEACH®
2ft 29ifj-19iili, only one school system In Louisiana, Orleans 
Pariah, employed visiting teachers. Alter the passage of the Com* 
pulsory School Attendance Law of 19hii, all other city and parish 
school hoards also employed visiting teachers* In all parishes except 
Orleans, then, the position of visiting teacher is a relatively new 
one in the system* In this chapter an examination is made of the 
personal and professional status attained by the visiting teacher*
I* QUALIFICATIONS FOR THE POSITION
Legal qualifications required by the act of 19&&* Aot 239 
of 19W* set up certain requirements which must be met by visiting 
teachers* Visiting teachers appointed by local boards must be certi­
fied as competent by the State Board of Education* Provision is made 
for acting visiting teachers who do not meet the requirement, but such 
persons do not secure permanency of position under the teacher tenure 
laws*
The State Superintendent of Education is required to furnish 
annually, or as often as necessary, to the parish superintendent a list 
of qualified visiting teachers.
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Qualifications for certification* The special requirements 
fear certification of visiting teachers are as follows**
a* The applicant for a minimum certificate must hold a valid 
Louisiana teaching certificate based upon a college degree and 
must have had five years of successful school experience, three 
of which must have been during the six-year period immediately 
preceding appointment to the position of visiting teacherj pro­
vided that not more than two years of successful experience in 
guidance clinics, social case work, and/pr mental hygiene clinics 
nay be substituted for two years of school experience,
b. A certificate based upon the above minimum requirements 
shall be valid for one year but subject to renewal upon applica­
tion of six semester hours of credit at the graduate level, 
applicable toward a standard certificate.
e. the applicant for a standard oertifioate must meet the 
above requirements and must hold a Master’s degree from a regionally 
accredited institution with:
(1) Twelve semester hours in professional education, 
including six semester hours in principles of guidance 
and visiting teacher work
(2) Twelve additional semester hours, including at 
least one course in each of psychology, social work, 
and sociology
II. PERSONAL STATUS
In Tables II, HI, and IV is given a summary of personal infor­
mation about visiting teachers serving in 19£3-195k•
Of eighty-two visiting teachers answering the questionnaire,
fifty—four were married, three had been divorced, and three were wid­
owed. Twenty-two visiting teachers had not marriedj only one of these 
was male.
^Louisiana State Department of Education, Louisiana Standards 
for State Certification of School Personnel, bulletin NoTTbS, Baton"
SoSgepB^, pp. 3=857
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TABLE U
MARITAL STATUS OF VISITINO TEACHERS 
EMPLOYED IN 19S3-19&
Marital status Single Married Divorced Widowed
Number 22 % 3 3
There were more worsen than men employed as visiting teachers.
It may be noted that only two of the nineteen visiting teachers In the 
parish of Orleans were sale. In the parishes outside Orleans, men out- 
numbered women, thirty-nine to thirty; in the whole state, women 
outnumbered men, forty-seven to forty-one.
Of the sixty who had been married, twenty had no children; 
thirteen had one child each, seventeen had two children, nine had three 
children, and one had five. Of those who had children, the median 
number was two. Boys predominated; of the seventy-nine children of 
visiting teachers, forty-seven were boys.
TABLE III
number of children in family
Number of 
children None 1 2 3 h 5
Number of
visiting
teachers 20 13 17 9 0 i
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Of the seventy-eight who replied to this section of the 
questionnaire* eighteen visiting teachers were past fifty years of age; 
fifty-two were forty-one or older# The median age was h3* This re­
flects the experience of people chosen for visiting teacher work#
TABLE* IV
AGE
Age
interval
30 and 
below 31-35 36-1*0 1*1-1*5 1*6-50 51-55
“”38" and 
over
Number h 6 16 2k 10 10 8
III. TENURE IN IHE POSITION
Years of experience# Eight of the eighty-three visiting 
teachers answering the questionnaire had just accepted their positions 
in 1953-1951u However* most visiting teachers have had several years 
of experience in that work# The median number of years of tenure as 
a visiting teacher was seven# In Table V are given the data relative 
to years of experience of visiting teachers serving in 1953-195% •
In thirty-one parishes and two cities* involving a total of 
thirty-six visiting teachers* the asm visiting teachers who inaugu­
rated the program in those systems were still serving in 1953-1951* • 
(Two of these parishes* Caddo and Jefferson* have more than one visit­
ing teacher#) Six of these visiting teachers began their work in 
19Wi-19U5, the first year of the program; eighteen began in 19l*5-19l*6j 
and eight began in 191*6-191*7# The median number of years in the same 
position for this group of thirty-six teachers* including the academic
TABLE V 
TENURE OF VISITING TEACHERS
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No* years 
as visiting 
teacher#
No. visiting
teachers
reporting Percentage
One 8 9.6
Two 1 i.a
Three 6 7.2
Four 9 10.8
Five 9 10.8
Six it## i*.6
Seven 8*#* 9.6
eight 10 12.0
Nine 18 21.7
Ten 6 7.2
Eleven or more i*. 8
Total 83 99.7
Median 7
* Including I9$3~19$k as on© year
** On© of these reported six and one half years
Two of these reported seven and one half years each
■*### Twenty, eighteen, seventeen, and sixteen years respectively
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year 1953-I95b as on® year, wm  nine. ”
3
Visiting teachers who hay® loft the field since Iffljii, Sine® 
the beginning of th® state-wide visiting teacher program in 19l*i|:-19iiS, 
forty-seven visiting teachers have left visiting teacher work, gener­
ally to enter or to re-enter some other phase of educational work.
In addition, one visiting teacher has moved as a visiting teacher from 
one parish to another, and one has moved to another state to continue 
the same kind of work.
Ten left positions as visiting teachers to become principals 
of high schools| seven of these were still serving as high school 
principals in 1953-195U, one had become a classroom teacher, one had 
become Executive Secretary of the Louisiana Education Association, and 
one had gone into private business. One became an assistant high school 
principal, later moving into an elementary school principalshlpj one 
resigned and later took a job as high school principal. In 1952-1953, 
eight former visiting teachers were high school principals and one an 
elementaxy school principal, all in Louisiana,
%hese data are from the Questionnaire for Visiting Teachers, 
Item No, 1, page 1 (see Appendix A); from the Louisiana School Direc­
tories for the years from 19E5-X9E6 through 1952-1953$ and from 
replies to Check Sheet for Superintendents (Appendix A),
^Data for this section of the study came from the three sources 
listed in Footnote No, 2 and from a personal interview with Louis D, 
Robert, State Supervisor of Attendance, in January, 19$k.
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Four visiting teachers became parish superintendents after 
leaving attendance workj one of these served as parish supervisor 
before being elected superintendent* One became an assistant super* 
intendent, (Two visiting teachers serving as such in 1953-1951* were 
assistant superintendents as well,)
Bight became parish supervisors of instruction* and seven were 
still serving as supervisors in 1952-1953$ the other had become a 
parish superintendent* Six went back to classroom teaching and were 
still teachers in 1952-1953• One became Director of Lunchrooms and 
Special Services in his parish.
One visiting teacher became Supervisor of Attendance in the 
State Department of Education, Another went to the State Department 
of Education as Supervisor of Elementary Education,
In 1953-195k* six former visiting teachers were classroom 
teachers* nine were school principals* eight were parish supervisors* 
one was assistant parish superintend ait, four were parish superin­
tendents* and two were supervisors in the Louisiana State Department 
of Education, These thirty persons were serving in Louisiana* still 
in school work*
One former visiting teacher became the Executive Secretary of 
the Louisiana Education Association* and one became Field Secretary for 
the Association, Another took a position as college coach, A total of 
thirty-three former visiting teachers* approximately two-thirds of 
those who had left the field, were still actively associated with school 
work in Louisiana in 1953-195k, Most had loft attendance work to take 
better-paying positions.
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Five visiting teachers left their work for other fields, two 
to become social welfare workers* Three became housewives. One wont 
into the insurance business, Two retired, and one of them later became 
business manager for Hie town in which he lived* Two former visiting 
teachers are deceased* The exact position held by the other visiting 
teacher who left the field could not be determined,
IV. EXPERIENCE AND EDUCATION
Classroom teaching experience. Most visiting teachers have 
had from six to fifteen years of experience teaching in classrooms# 
Twenty-eight of the 82 visiting teachers answering tho question reported 
from six to ten years of experience, and twenty-one more reported from 
eleven to fifteen years spent in the classroom# Sixteen visiting 
teachers reported more than fifteen years of teaching experience, and 
seven of these reported more than twenty years.
In Table VI is given the classroom teaching experience of visit­
ing teachers.
TAELS VI 
CLASSROOM TEACHING EXPERIENCE
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Number of years 
as classroom 
teacher
'lumber of visit­
ing teachers 
reporting Percentage
None 3 3.7
1-5 1h 17.1
6-10 26 3b .1
11-15 21 25.6
16-20 9 11,0
More than 20 7 8.5
total 82 100,0
Median 8 years
• i Ti • - ■ -ti 'i -r • • ■ •• • ■ rr i i
Only three attendance workers reported having done no class- 
roan teaching* Of these, one served as principal for twenty-seven 
years and as supervisor for eight years; another has been a visiting 
teacher for seventeen years, seven years longer than the present com­
pulsory attendance law has been in effect; and the third has been an 
attendance worker for twenty years and a juvenile court worker for 
school attendance cases for twelve of those twenty years.
The longest tenure as a classroom teacher was thirty-one years; 
two other visiting teachers reported twenty-five years of teaching, 
and four others claimed between twenty-one and twenty-four years of 
classroom experience.
Most visiting teachers have had a wealth of experience in the 
classroom. The median number of years of teaching reported was eight;
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the ate an was even higher.
Other experience in educational work. Thirty-eight visiting 
teachers have held no other kind of position in education or social 
welfare except that of classroom teacher and visiting teacher, but the 
forty-five visiting teachers who have held other positions show a 
wide range of experience. Twenty-one have held principalships: two 
of these were high school principals for only one year each, but the 
range is from one to thirty years and the median is ten years. Five 
have served as assistant principal! five as coach and teacher* three 
as parish supervisors, with tenure of fifteen, ten, and eight years 
respectively! ten others have served and continued to serve in 1953- 
1954 as supervisors as well as visiting teachers! three others have 
served as supervisors in special fields! one has been parish and 
district home demonstration agent* one has been director of physical 
education* one has been supervisor of farm training* two continue as 
assistant superintendents and visiting teachers, and one of these has 
been State Director of Vocational Education.
Visiting teachers seem well qualified from their experience in 
education to interpret the schools to the public.
Experience in social welfare work. Several visiting teachers 
have been employed by the State Department of Public Welfare in varying 
capacities: as social welfare visitor, child welfare case worker, field 
worker, or group worker. One has served as a psychiatric social worker* 
one has been intake supervisor for Associated Catholic Charities* one 
has been a hospital social worker, and another a case worker, with the 
American Bed Cross % one has been a case worker with the Emergency
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Relief Administration} andther has served as a recreational supervisor} 
still another has been county supervisor for the Farm Security Admin* 
istration * Others have been case workers with private or state 
Welfare organizations*
Visiting teachers have had many and varied experiences and 
opportunities in social work, in working with people and their problems*
Academic degrees held* In fable VII Is a summary of the 
ae&demic degrees held by visiting teachers* Host visiting teachers 
hcild advanced degrees, and all except six have completed some graduate 
work* Only twenty-four of 83 reporting have received no graduate degree*
TABLE VII 
ACADEMIC DEGREES HELD
Under graduate Number Graduate Number
Bachelor of Arts $8 Master of Arts llj.
Bachelor of Science 23 Master of Education 33
Bachelor of Philosophy 2 Master of Science 1*
Hone 1* Master of Social Work ?
B.S. in Library Science 1
None 21*
Totals 83
* Attendance worker
*« Includes one visiting teacher with both B* A# and fi* 8*
Host visiting teachers reported holding the Bachelor of 
Arts as an undergraduate degree (fifty-eight)} twenty-three said they
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had received a Bachelor of Science degree, including one with a Bachelor 
of Science in Education; one had received both a Bachelor of Arts and a 
Bachelor of Science degree* Two had become Bachelors of Philosophy,
Thirty-three had received the degree of Master of Education; 
fourteen others had attained the Master of Arts; seven ranked as Master 
of Social Work; four were Masters of Science; one had received a Bach­
elor of Science degree in Library Science; and on© visiting teacher had 
received an Art diploma in painting and drawing in addition to the Bach­
elor of Arts and Master of Education degrees.
Of the twenty-four who reported they did not hold advanced 
degrees* eighteen claimed varying amounts of graduate training* and 
several expected to complete work for Master of Education degrees in the 
suvser of 19&,
Major and minor fields of undergraduate study. The undergrad­
uate training of visiting teachers was varied. In Tables VIII and IX 
their major and minor fields of study are shown; the Information In these 
tables shows that the academic training of visiting teachers was quite 
diverse. Social studies (including History)* English, Science or some 
particular field of science* Home Economics* Mathematics, and Education 
were all popular major undergraduate fields. Two-fifths of the majors 
reported were in the fields of Social Studies and English.
The undergraduate minors were almost as varied, but the social 
studies* fields of science, and English were even more popular; more 
than three-fifths of all undergraduate majors were in one of these three 
fields.
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TABLE V II I  
MAJOR FIELDS OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDY
Field Humber Percentage
Social Studies 21 21.0
English 19 19*0
Science 9 9.0
Mathematics 8 8*0
Education • 10 10.0
Elementary Education 7 7.0
Home Economics 8 a.o
Physical Education 3 3.0
Agricultural Education 7 7.0
Psychology 1 1.0
Sociology 2 2.0
French 2 2.0
Engineering 1 1.0
Commercial Education 1 1.0
Art 1 1.0
Totals 100# 100.0
# The total number of major fields reported Is not the same as the 
number of visiting teachers reporting because some visiting teachers 
reported more than one major.
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TABLE XX
MINOR FIELDS OF UNDSHGRADUATK STUDY
Field Number Percentage
Social Studies 2lt 26*7
English 17 18*9
Science 17 18*9
Mathematics S 9*6
Education 6 6.7
Elementary Education 2 2.2
Physical Education 3 3.3
Sociology 3 3.3
French 2 2.2
Spanish 2 2*2
Kindergarten-Primary 1 1*1
Philosophy 1 1.1
None 7 7.8
Totals 9 0 100.0
-a The 'total number of minor fields reported is not the same as the 
number of visiting teachers reporting because some visiting teachers 
reported mere than one minor field of study.
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The fact that all visiting teachers have had experience in 
educational fields, especially teaching, explains the diversity of 
under graduate training* Sixteen different major fields and twelve 
minor fields were reported* In addition, seven visiting teachers 
reported such specialised undergraduate training that they had no minor 
fields of study.
Major and minor fields of graduate study* Visiting teachers
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chose many different fields for graduate study, but they also chose 
courses which would better prepare them for visiting teacher work* 
Education was the most often chosen field for graduate study, but 
various fields of social work were frequent choices* In Tables X and 
XI there is a breakdown of educational choices for major and minor 
graduate subject matter fields*
Twenty-eight chose as their major field some form of social work 
or visiting teacher work; four others chose guidance} and two others se­
lected sociology* Seventeen selected social work or visiting teacher 
work as their minor field; six chose psychology} and four others took 
sociology as their minor subject*
a h  except six had done some graduate work* One who had nine­
teen semester hours of graduate work failed to indicate a major or minor 
field} three others did not indicate minor fields.
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TABLE X
MAJOR FIELDS OF GRADUATE STUDY
Field Number Percentage
NuniBer with 
no degree
Education 30 35*3 6
Visiting Teacher Work 8 9 .It k
Social Work 7 8*2 k
Social Casework 5 5.9 0
Croup Work 1 1.2 0
Social Welfare 5 5.9 3
Outdance 5 5.9 1
Adainistratian-Supervision k fc.7 0
History and Social Science 2 2.h 1
Sociology 2 2*U 1
Agriculture 2 2.1* 0
Physical Education 3 3.5 0
Library Science 1 1.2 0
English 1 1*2 0
Hone Economics 1 1.2 0
Mathematics 2 2.1* 0
Heme (no work on degree) 6 7.0 6
Totals 8f>* 100*2 26#
* Two visiting teachers without degrees each reported two major 
fields of graduate study.
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TABLE XI
MINOR FIELDS OF GRADUATE STUDY
PercentageField Number
Social Weltart 12 I6.ii
Psychology 6 8.2
Sociology h 5.5
Visiting Teacher Work h 5.5
Education 5 6.8
Case Work 1 X.U
History 5 6.8
Mathematics l X.it
Beef and Poultry 1 1.U
Animal Industry l IJi
Physical Education 2.7
Group Work l 1.U
Political Science l x.U
Administration 1 l.li
English l X.U
None 27 37.0
Totals 73 XQQ.l
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Educational institutions attended. In Table XII the data 
relating to undergraduate institutions attended and institutions granting 
degrees are presented.
Four Louisiana college® have provided the undergraduate 
training for almost all visiting teachers: Northwestern State College 
(formerly Louisiana Stats Normal College) has granted degrees to 
twenty-two, Louisiana Polytechnic Institute to fourteen, Louisiana 
State University to thirteen, and Southwestern Louisiana Institute to 
nine* Almost all visiting teachers received their undergraduate train­
ing in institutions in their own state.
Visiting teachers attended thirty-two different undergraduate 
colleges• Twenty-one different institutions granted undergraduate 
degrees to visiting teachers. Ten of these were out-of-stat© insti­
tution®, but they granted a total of only twelve undergraduate degrees, 
of the total of 8£ reported.
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TABLE XII 
UNDERGRADUATE INSTITUTIONS ATTENDED*
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Institution attending______ graduating
Northwestern State College 25 22
Louisiana State University 16 13
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute 16 Hi
Southwestern Louisiana Institute 12 9
Loyola University k h
Dillard University h k
Tulane University h 2
Newcoab College 3 2
Mississippi Southern 2 2
Mississippi State College for Women 2 2
Southeastern Louisiana College 2 1
Centenary College
Louisiana College
Mississippi State
Texas State College for Women
St. Mary’s of San Antonio
University of Arkansas
Sewanee (University of the South)
Xavier
University of Southern California 
Coe College (Tennessee)
* Visiting teachers attended eleven other institutions not listed here. 
None of these colleges granted any undergraduate degrees.
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Most visiting teachers with advanced degrees received them 
at Louisiana State University. The number of visiting teachers at­
tending various graduate Institutions and the number receiving 
advanced degrees from these institutions are indicated in Table XIII.
TABLE XIII 
GRADUATE INSTITUTIONS ATTENDED
Institution
Number
attending
Number receiving 
advanced degree
Louisiana State University 52 36
Tulane University 13 9
Columbia University 3 3
Atlanta University 3 3
Peabody College 3 3
Loyola University 2 2
Texas A. and M. College 1 1
University of Southern California 2
University of Washington 1 -
University of Chicago 1
University of Alabama 1 -
University of Maryland 1 4m
Totals 83 57
Some visiting teachers have attended more than one university, 
but three fifths of those "who have done graduate work have enrolled at 
their state university. More than three fifths of those with graduate 
degrees received them from Louisiana State Unlversityj several expected
h i
to receive graduate degrees at Louisiana State University in August of 
195L.
Visiting teachers have received most of the educational train* 
lag for their Jobs at institutions in their own state*
Educational courses found most valuable* Visiting teachers 
were asked what graduate or undergraduate course they found most 
valuable In preparing than for visiting teacher work.** There was no 
general agreement on the most valuable courses, but the two named most 
often were Visiting Teacher Work, named fourteen times, and Case Work, 
named ten times*
Many different courses were named as most helpful* Besides the 
two already named, Social Welfare and Psychology received most support* 
A number of specific courses in social work, psychology, guidance, and 
sociology also were named, but in general several courses or a whole 
field of work was named by each visiting teacher as being of most help*
V* SALARIES AMD ALLOWANCES
Salaries* In Table XIV the salaries paid visiting teachers 
in 1952-1993 and 1953-19& are shown.
Visiting teachers are better paid than classroom teachers} they 
receive salaries generally in a class with parish supervisors and 
principals* The median salary is in the range of $U500 to 15000 
annually, exclusive of travel allowances*
^Questionnaire for Visiting Teachers, Item No. 9, page 1* 
(See Appendix A*)
wTABLE XIV
SALARIES Ct VISIXBIO TEACHERS, 1952-1953 AHB 1953- 1951**
SALARY PAID NUMBER RECEIVING SALARY B) EACH RANGE
Salary interval Saasion 1952-1953 Saasion 1953-1951*
*3000 - $3h99 2 2
*3500 - *3999 3 1
#1*000 - #1*1*99 15 lit
#1*500 - *1*999 23 30
*5000 - #51*99 20 20
#5500 and over 13 16
Median 11*907 #1*916
# Exclusive of travel pay*
The State Board of Education has encouraged the employment of 
visiting teachers by parish school boards by providing a specific 
annual allotment by the state for one full-time visiting teacher in 
each parish* In 191*5-19l*6, this allotment, a part of the equalization 
formula, was $21*00; for the next school session, the allotment was 
Increased to $2600; and in 19l*6-19W, it was $3100* The allotment to 
each parish or city system for a full-time visiting teacher has been 
$3600 since 191*7-191*8.^
In 191*5-191*6, forty-eight systems drew from the state the full
5ihe data in this and the following paragraph are taken from the 
Annual Reports of the Louisiana State Department of Education for the 
sessions named, Bulletins Ho. 618, 61*6, 658, 699, 736, and 758 (for the 
sessions 191*5-191*6 to 1951-1952, respectively.) In each case the infor­
mation may be found in Table VII, Part II of the report.
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amount of $21*00} seventeen others drew partial allotments of $600 to 
$1000« In 191*6-191*7, fifty-nine systems drew $2600 each for a visiting 
teacher* In 19h7-19l*8, sixty parishes and cities received $3100 each* 
Sixty-two received $3600 each in 191*8-191*9} sixty-three received the 
saute amount the next year} and all sixty-seven parish and city systems 
drew the full amount of $3600 each in the sessions of 1950-1951 and
1951-1952.
Travel aid expense allowances* There is no pattern apparent 
in the allowances paid to visiting teachers for travel or other expenses* 
In 1953-1951*, twenty-three drew for expenses fixed amounts of twenty- 
five dollars or more each month} sometimes this amount was supplemented 
ty a gasoline or mileage allowance, but more often it was not* Some 
parishes were rather liberal with expense allowances, but most simply 
paid mileage* The allowances and travel pay authorized for visiting 
teachers are itemized in Table XV*
Visiting teachers who received a fixed amount each month for 
expenses drew from $25 to $75 a month} the median was approximately 
$50 a month* Thirteen of the twenty-three who reported that they drew 
a stated amount each month also drew additional allowances for profes­
sional meetings held outside the parish, but ten reported that they 
received no additional allowance to enable them to attend professional 
meetings* Eight of the thirteen were paid the actual expenses incurred 
in travel and in procuring lodging and meals | four received only a 
mileage allowance in addition to the regular monthly allowance.
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TABLE XV
NUMBER OF VISITING TEACHERS 
PAID VARIOUS ALLOWANCES FOR SESSION 1953-195h
ALLOWANCES >AID WITHIN...... ibbftibm jpcfe' P^oteslotiAL
PARISH M^INGS
Amount Number Evanses Mileage Other None'1
Fixed raonthl; 
amount only:
$16 - $25 1* 1
$26 - $35 3 1 1
$36 - $1*5 1 1
$i»6 - $55 10 k 2 1 3
$56 - $65 2 1 1
$66 - $75 h 1 3
Totals 23 8 k 1 10
Mileage only***
5$ mile 1 1
6# mile 6 k 2
7# mile 39 18 3 18
80 mile 2 1 1
90 mile 2 2
10# mile 5 2 2 1
Totals 55 26 a 1 20
Gasoline and 
auto expenses 2 2
No allowance 3 1 i 1
Actual expenses 1 1
TOTALS au*** 36 13 2 31
* Receives gasoline in addition
Three receive gasoline in addition 
*** one visiting teacher draws both a fixed amount and mileage
Si
Fifty-five visiting teachers received mileage allowances for 
trips within the parish; thirty-nine, or more than two thirds of them, 
received seven cents for each mil© traveled. Others were paid as 
little as five cents or as much as ten cents a mile. Thirty-five of 
those drawing mileage allowance received an additional allowance for 
at least one state or out-of-state meeting; twenty-six collected for 
actual expenses, eight received a mileage allowance at the same rate 
as that paid for travel within the parish, and one received reimburse­
ment in seme other way. Twenty of the visiting teachers receiving a 
mileage allowance for travel within the parish could not collect an 
additional allowance for travel to professional meetings outside the 
parish.
Two otter visiting teachers received a gasoline allowance and 
actual expenses incurred in travel within the parish, and both received 
an allowance of actual expenses for out-of-parish travel. Three visit­
ing teachers received no additional allowances for work within the 
parish, but one of these collected mileage and another the actual 
expenses incurred in attending meetings outside the parish. One visit­
ing teacher received actual expenses for travel both within and without 
the parish.
In Table XVI are indicated the actual meetings for which parish 
boards paid expenses or mileage to visiting teachers.
Ten of the fifty-two visiting teachers drawing extra allowances 
to enable them to attend professional meetings received reimbursement 
for expenses to only one meeting. Six of these ten indicated that the 
meeting which they could attend was the Spring Conference of Visiting 
Teachers, held annually in Baton Rouge; three others said that they
TABLE XVI
PROFESSIONAL MELTINGS TO WHICH SCHOOL BOARDS PAX EXPENSES OF' VISITING TEACHERS, 19$3-~l9$h
Number of meet­
ings to which 
school board 
pays expenses
Number of visit­
ing teachers 
drawing expenses 
or allox/an ces
Meetings to which expenses are paid Allowance paid
La.
Educ.
Ass’n.
Spring Nat*l. 
Work- League 
shop
Oct. District 
Conf. meetings 
(LSU) of VT’s Mileage Expenses
One 10 0 6 3 1 0 3 it*
Two lit it lb 3 5 2 it 10
Three 12 9 12 2 11 2 2 10
Four 5 5 5 5 5 0 1 it
Five 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 1
Unlimited 9 8 9 6 9 a 2 7
TOTALS 52 28 it 8 20 33 13 13 36*
# Three others did not indicate what allowances were paid.
The table should be read this ways Ten visiting teachers are reimbursed for attendance at erne 
professional meeting; six are paid expenses to the Spring Workshop, three are paid expenses to the 
National League (to Promote School Attendance), and one is paid expenses to the October Conference. 
Three are paid mileage only, four are paid actual expenses, etc*
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were reimbursed for expenses incurred in attending the meeting of the 
National League to Promote School Attendances and one said that he 
received expenses to attend the October Conference at Louisiana State 
University.
A H  of the school boards which paid the expenses of two or more 
meetings allowed visiting teachers travel expense for attendance at the 
Spring Workshop* On the other hand, only twenty visiting teachers were 
allowed expenses to attend meetings of the National League to Promote 
School Attendance or other meetings held outside the state. Only nine 
Indicated that they could attend an unspecified number of meetings of 
a professional naturej in fact, thirty-six of the fifty-two visiting 
teachers who drew any allowances for professional meetings were limited 
to three meetings or fewer than three, and these meetings were speci­
fied* In all cases except the four which have been mentioned, one of 
the meetings specified was the Spring Workshop, which visiting teachers 
are strongly urged, if not required, to attend.
Even for the Spring Workshop, only forty-eight visiting teachers 
were paid any part of the expense at all. Almost half of the visiting 
teachers, if they attended their most important professional meeting, had 
to do so at their own expense*
VI. CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
Positions for which employed. Most visiting teachers were em­
ployed for full-time visiting teacher work; sixty-five of the 83 answering 
the questionnaire were so employed. This is indicated in Table XVII, 
Positions for Which Visiting Teachers Are Employed.
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TABLE XVII
POSITIONS FOR WHICH VISBINQ  TEACHERS ARE M EW ED
Position Number Per cent
Full-time visiting teacher 6? 78.3
Special administrative assistant in charge 
of VT's and attendance 1.2
School social worker 2* 2.1|
Attendance worker 1* 1.2
Visiting teacher and supervisor 6 7.2
Visiting teacher and lunchroom supervisor 3 3.6
Visiting teacher and assistant superintendent 2 2.U
Visiting teacher and principal 1 1.2
Visiting teacher and coach 1 1.2
Visiting teacher and supervisor of reading 
materials and supplies 1 1.2
Total reporting 83 99.9
* FoU-tlM visiting teacher work
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Ten visiting teachers were also supervisors! two were also 
assistant superintendents* One was a full-time principal* and another 
a football and basketball coach who was acting visiting teacher* Two 
were classified as school social workers and one as an attendance worker* 
but these gave their full time to attendance or adjustment work* One 
was special administrative assistant in charge of visiting teacher and 
attendance work) another, classified above as a visiting teacher, 
actually held the title and function of parish supervisor of attendance* 
Sixty-nine of the 83 were full-time attendance and adjustment 
counselors) only fourteen were employed for additional duties*
Humber of months in year employed* Visiting teachers have come 
to be employed generally on a twelve-month basis* Fifty-two of th© 83 
employed for work in 195>3-19f& were hired for the full twelve months) one 
was hired for eleven months, ten for ten months of the year, one for about 
nine and one half months, and nineteen for nine months of work each*
This information is shown in tabular form In Table XVIII, Humber of 
Months in Year for Which Visiting Teachers Are Employed*
Actually, fifty of the 63 parishes from which visiting teachers 
reported on the terms of their employment hired visiting teachers to 
work for the full calendar year. All of the nineteen visiting teachers 
working for nine months each were from two parishes*
TABLE XVIII
NUMBER OF MONTHS IN IEAR FOR MICH 
VISITING TEACHERS ARE EMPLOYED, 
19S3-19&*
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Months of 
employment Number Per cent
Twelve $2 62.7
Eleven 1 1.2
Ten 10 12.0
Nine 20* 2b.l
Total 83 100.0
* One of these is employed for nine and one half months.
VII. OFFICE SPACE AND CLERICAL HELP
The local situation determined the office space and clerical help 
provided for visiting teachers. In Table X U  there is a breakdown of the 
number of visiting teachers occupying private offices and the number who 
had to share office apace with others in the session 1953-195&. In the 
same table there is information about the amount of clerical help which 
visiting teachers received.
Approximately one-third of the parishes provided no clerical help 
for visiting teachers; the twenty-one visiting teachers with no clerical 
help had to take care of all census enumeration by themselves. In this 
connection, a comparison with the answers of this group to the question 
about the amount of time they spent in various duties Is interesting.^ *
^Questionnaire for Visiting Teachers, Item No. 3$, page 8,
( Appendix A.)
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TABLE XEt
OFFICE SPACE AND CLERICAL HELP, 
1953-19^*
Office space 
provided Number
Number with 
full time 
clerical help
Number wibh Number with 
part time no clerical 
clerical help help
Private 30 11 11 8
Shared with 
others 1** 1
One other 12 1 6 5
Tvo others 9 1 7 1
Three others 5 1 k
More than 
three 7 2 3 2
Total 6k 23 21
* Data on tvo parishes from which reports were received are not included 
in this table* One of these parishes, Orleans, has two full time secre­
taries for a staff of nineteen visiting teachers, but the visiting 
teacher staff does not keep the census* One other visiting teacher re­
porting had a full time secretary but did not report on office space*
** One visiting teacher did not report on the number of person® with whom 
she shared office space*
Three failed to estimate the amount of time spent in various duties*
Three said that they spent at least three-fourths of their time with the 
censusj six others estimated spending more than half their time so occupied; 
three spent more than one third of their working hours on the census; and 
three others spent one fourth or more of their time* Only one reported 
spending less than one fourth of his time in census accounting; he was 
parish supervisor as well as visiting teacher and estimated his census 
work as a part of his total working time.
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It is also revealing to compare the information In Table X U  
with the suggestions matte by visiting teachers for Improving the program 
(Chapter ?)* More suggestions were mad© about providing additional 
clerical help, or about reducing th© amount of clerical work, than about 
any other phase of the program*
Almost half of the visiting teachers had private offices in which 
they could have conferences with pupils, parents, and others, but more 
than half of the visiting teachers had to share office space with others, 
which made conferences more difficult* Eight of the 30 visiting teachers 
with private offices had no clerical help3 eleven others reported part 
time elerlcel help* Fifteen of th© 61* visiting teachers had at least 
one full time secretary, and eleven of these occupied private offices*
Of those with full time clerical help, one was an assistant superintend 
dent, one a visiting teacher and coach, and one a supervisor, but 
twelve of the fifteen were doing full time visiting teacher work.
Maiy of the visiting teachers reporting had need of additional 
clerical help, and more than half needed office space with conference 
facilities*
VHI. MEMBERSHIP IN PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 
AND ATTENDANCE AT PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS
Membership in professional organizations* To judge from their 
membership in professional organizations and their attendance at profes­
sional meetings, visiting teachers were interested in the improvement 
of their program* The number holding membership in various professional 
societies is reported in Table XX*
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TABLE XX
MffiSRSHIF SI PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATION, 19$3-l9$k
Professional society Number Per cent
Louisiana Education Association 79 95. 2
Visiting Teacher Association of Louisiana 79 9Q.lt
National Education Association 1*6 95.k
NaVl League to Promote School Attendance 36 1*3.1*
Louisiana Conference of Social Welfare 18 a.?
Nat*l Ass'n of Sehool Social Workers 11 13*3
Local (parish) Education Association 10 12.0
Delta Kappa Gama, 7 8.1*
Phi Delta Kappa 9 6.0
American Association of Social Workers 3 3.6
American Association of University Women 3 3.6
American Home Economics Association 2 2.1*
Louisiana Home Economics Association 2 2.1*
Louisiana Vocational Association 1 1.2
Louisiana Adult Education Association 1 1.2
Kappa Delta Pi 1 1.2
Louisiana Library Association 1 1.2
Parish Health Council 1 1.2
Parish Administrators Club 1 1.2
Louisiana Supervisors Association 1 1.2
Association for Childhood Education 1 1.2
American Society for Curriculum Development 1 1.2
Friends of Retarded Children 1 1.2
Executive Board of City Juvenile Council 1 1.2
American School Food Service Ass'n 1 1.2
Teachers Federation 1 1.2
Crippled Children*a Association 1 1.2
Superintendent* s Association 1 1.2
Sufuber reporting* 83
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Almost all belonged to the Louisiana Education Association and 
to the Visiting teacher Association of Louisiana; of 83 visiting teachers 
who reported, seventy-nine belonged to the Louisiana Education Associa- 
tion and seventy-five to the Visiting Teachers Association in 1952-1953* 
Forty-six, more than half, were members of the National Education Asso­
ciation, and thirty-six, more than two fifths, were in the National 
League to Promote School Attendance* In addition, many visiting teachers 
reported membership in various other state and national associations of 
social workers and other educational bodies*
Attendance at professional meetings 3n 1932-1953* An even 
better indication of professional interest and growth was the attendance 
of visiting teachers at their various professional meeting® in .1952- 
1953* The number who attended meetings of the different societies is 
shown in Table HI*
Almost two-thirds of all visiting teachers reporting indicated 
that they attended the Annual Work Conference of visiting teachers in the 
spring of 1953* (Eight of these who reported were not visiting teachers 
in 1952-1953; actually, almost three-fourths of the visiting teachers 
In 1952-1953 attended the Spring Work Conference .) Even more reported 
attendance at the fall meeting of visiting teachers and the Louisiana 
Education Association in November of 1952* Thirty-five exhibited their 
interest in the problems of educational administration by attending the 
anm>fli October Conference held at Louisiana State University in 1952* 
Seventeen went to the convention of their national organization, the 
National League to Promote School Attendance.
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TABLE XXI
PROFESSIONAL MESXIUQS ATTENDED, 1952-1953
Heeting Number Per cent
Louisiana Education Association 57 68*7
Spring Work Conference 53 63.9
District nestings of Visiting Teachers 58 70.0
Parish meetings (of teachers or administrators) 58 70.0
October Conference 35 1(2.2
Rat'l League to Promote School Attendance 17 20.5
Parish workshop 5 6.0
Rational Education Association 3 3.6
Louisiana Crippled Children's Association 1 1.2
Louisiana Vocational Conference 1 1.2
Louisiana Conference of Social Welfare 1 1.2
State and Parish Health Council 1 1.2
Phi Delta Kappa 1 1.2
District Louisiana Education Association 1 1.2
Leadership Conference 1 1.2
Supervisors1 Winter Conference 1 1.2
Regional Rural Administrators' Conference 1 1.2
American Association of Social Workers 1 1.2
American Association of University Women 1 1.2
Humber reporting* 83
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Fifty-eight reported that they were present at district meetings 
of their association! many reported attending as many as nine of these 
meetings during the year* Most visiting teachers also took part in 
conferences of educators in their own parishes, perhaps as few as on© 
or as many as thirty in the year* Th© evidence is that generally 
visiting teachers were considered a part of th© school staff, rather 
than an independent group of social workers acting as truant or pro­
bation officers* Their attendance at professional meetings, many times 
at their own expense, is proof of their interest in educational and 
social welfare work*
CHAPTER IV
THE WORK OP THE VISITING TEACHER
Ia this chapter is presented an analysis of the work of visit­
ing teachers based upon the questionnaire report of the various functions 
perforated by visiting teachers in Louisiana in the session of 1952-1953* 
The duties prescribed by the Consulsory School Attendance Law of 
19Ut, by the State Department of Education, and by parish and city 
school boards and superintendents are first examined# The remainder 
of the chapter is devoted to an explanation of the manner in which these 
duties were performed in 1952-1953*
The method and the importance of census enumeration are explained; 
the nature of the work with referrals is discussed; the problems of en­
rollment and attendance are examined; the time spent in various phases of 
attendance and adjustment work is presented; and the professional re­
lationship of visiting teachers with other school people, with state 
agencies, and with court officials is examined.
I. DUTIES REQUIRED OF VISITING TEACHERS
The duties which visiting teachers perform are prescribed in the 
Compulsory School Attendance Law, in the State Department of Education 
visiting teacher handbook, Visiting Teacher Service in Louisiana^
-^Louisiana State Department of Education, Visiting Teacher Services 
in Louisiana* A Handbook, Bulletin No. 629, Baton Hougeyx^T, p7 Ilf* ""
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and lay the parish boards and superintendents who employ them.
Duties prescribed by the attendance law* The duties of visiting 
teachers as prescribed in the Compulsory School Attendance Law are sum­
marised in Chapter Two of this study* The interpretation of these 
dutiee by the State Department of Education and by visiting teachers 
themselves is explained in the section immediately following*
Duties prescribed in Bulletin No* 629 of the Louisiana State
Department of Education* The specific duties of visiting teachers are 
2
as follows;
1* To enforce the Compulsory School-Attendance Law by placing 
every physically and mentally capable child in a school situation 
and to aid in bringing educational and child-welfare services to 
the exceptional child
2* To discover the causes of nonattendance and work to allevi­
ate and, if possible, remove the causes
3« To work as consultant to parents, teachers, and pupils to 
help children obtain the maximum from the school program
L* To interpret the visiting teacher program to the community, 
parents, agencies, schools, and children
3>. To assume the responsibility for referrals to agencies
6. To work with all persons and agencies in modifying undesir­
able environmental conditions
7* To stimulate the development of needed services for children 
in the community
8* To devise and maintain records
^Loc* cit*
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Typical problems for referral to visiting teachers are listed 
3
as theses
1. Adjustment problems in the school, which include attendance* 
behavior, failure, etc*
2* Adjustment problems in the home, including poverty, lack 
of adequate care, broken homes, discord, etc*
3* Adjustment problems in group living, among which are 
stealing, dishonesty, sex misbehavior, etc*
h* Adjustment problems in personality, including withdrawal, 
aggressiveness, emotional unbalance, etc*
5* Adjustment problems of the exceptional child, such as 
deafness, visual deficiencies, speech, nutritional deficlences, 
etc*
Additional duties prescribed by parish and city school boards
and parish and city superintendents. The Compulsory School Attendance 
Law provides
• . * Each parish school board shall fix the compensation of 
• * * visiting teachers, payable from the school funds of the 
parish, and shall prescribe the duties of * . • visiting teachers 
and make * * * rules and regulations for the performance there­
of » « • *
Visiting teachers in 1952-1953 regularly performed many duties 
not directly connected with the specific functions set forth in the 
Handbook referred to in the preceding section* In the questionnaire 
mailed to them, visiting teachers were asked to list such additional 
duties regularly performed and those duties performed occasionally, 
and to estimate the percentage of working time spent in these addi­
tional duties* The results are presented in the following pages* The
3Ibid*, p, 15*
^Louisiana State Department of Education, Compulsory School At­
tendance Law, Bulletin No* 70U, 1950 (Revised Statuies' of Louisiana, Sub- 
Pia^TT,”177225), P. 3. “
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duties discussed are those performed by persons who were employed for 
full-time visiting teacher work; none of th® duties not related to 
visiting teacher work performed by persons employed for those addi­
tional duties are here considered*
Forty-three visiting teachers reported no additional duties 
performed regularly; thirty-nine reported no outside duties performed 
even occasionally* Those who did report duties outside the scope of 
visiting teacher work performed many and varied functions* Six were 
in charge of ordering and distributing state-owned pencils and paper, 
and four were in charge of ordering and distributing state-owned text­
books* Six reported helping with the annual statistical report to the 
State Department of Education; this was one of the duties performed in 
the summer by visiting teachers who were employed for year-round work* 
Six were in charge of collecting and compiling principals* monthly and 
annual attendance reports* Three others served as supervisor or 
director of transportation in the parish, one drew the regular duty of 
checking bus routes, and one had as his regular job the checking out 
of gasoline to parish-owned buses* Two worked regularly with the school 
lunch program; three distributed or allotted commodities to school lunch 
roans* Two distributed janitorial or other school supplies; two dis­
tributed the pay-roll* One ordered and allocated library books and 
supplementary materials, and one passed out school supplies* One regular­
ly worked at getting wood for schools*
Several worked in supervisory capacities in various fields s one 
served as supervisor of vocational agriculture; one was supervisor of 
non-Veteran adult education and one was supervisor of the Veterans* 
training program; one was supervisor of the Negro schools In the parish;
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and another was the person in charge of securing and appointing substi­
tute teachers, employing and processing records for all teachers and 
making files for new ones* checking certification of teachers and 
securing tej^orsry certificates for those not certified, preparing 
teachers1 contracts and having them signed, preparing the school calen­
dar for presentation to the school board, and making provision for 
instruction of hoaebound pupils, in addition to several other duties•
One visiting teacher was photographer for the parish schools; 
another had charge of legal transactions; still another was in charge 
of the Junior Red Cross program; yet another was charged with the main­
tenance of school buildings and grounds; and one full-time visiting 
teacher's regular duty was checking teacher allotments for all schools. 
One took the minutes at board meetings; one answered correspondence for 
the superintendent; and one ordered, proof-read, and distributed blank 
pupil report forms to all principals#
Some of the regular duties assigned to those employed for full­
time attendance work were in fields allied to the visiting teacher's 
work# For example, one had to issue birth certificate forms and another 
checked the birth certificates of first-grade children; three also had 
to verify the ages of children for work permits and for the Array, Navy, 
and Marines, and two of these issued the work permits# One worked 
regularly with a special children's clinic, one with the home bound 
program, and one with exceptional children# Two worked with others of 
the staff in organising and conducting parish workshops, and another as 
consultant for parish school personnel.
The occasional duties performed by visiting teachers were almost 
as varied# One purchased school materials and supplies, and eight others
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occasionally distributed them! one handled textbooks and two others 
pencils and paper* Sons dealt with transportation problemsj four 
reported measuring or checking bus routes, one reported checking school 
buses for safety, and three others worked with problems about drivers 
and their routes. One reported carrying on the testing program in the 
parish, and another gave standardised tests in Negro schools. Three 
reported conducting or assisting in drives of various kinds —  bond 
elections, civic drives, drives for funds. Six served as consultants 
or supervisors in various capacities, reporting some supervision of 
lunch roams, Hone Economics departments, parish workshops, faculty 
meetings. Two worked on school publicity or public relations! two 
others helped with school surveys! five worked on the annual statistical 
reports on a part-time basis. One worked on teacher certification! one 
prepared specifications for bids and another assisted in signing con­
tracts and leases! one attended meetings dealing with veterans. One 
worked part-time at supervising the maintenance and repair of buildings, 
Another attended professional meetings to represent the superintendent! 
still another prepared copies of reports requested of the superintendent 
and certified copies of board resolutions. One worked with other staff 
members cm the job of supervision and employment of teachers. One drew 
up grade distribution maps and boundary lines for school districts, a 
duty somewhat connected with census work.
It is shown in Table XXII, Percentage of Time Spent in Additional 
Duties by Full-Time Visiting Teachers, that thirty-two visiting teachers 
spent none of their time in additional dutiesj eighteen of these worked 
in Orleans Pariah, Eleven others did not estimate the amount of their 
time spent in duties outside the scope of visiting teacher work, though
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each of the eleven listed outside duties performed* However, twenty- 
six visiting teachers employed for full-time visiting teacher work 
did perform additional duties which they estimated consumed from one 
per cent to ninety-five per cent of their working time* The median 
percentage of time estimated to be so spent was eight; the mean percen­
tage of time spent by these twenty-six visiting teachers was consider­
ably higher*
Eleven of those employed as full-time visiting teachers reported 
spending more than ten per emit of their working time in duties not 
connected with their work as visiting teachersj five others indicated 
that they spent from six to ten per cent of their working time occupied 
with additional duties j and ten estimated that their additional duties 
occupied not more than five per cent of their time*
Of visiting teachers employed for other duties besides attendance 
and adjustment work, five did not estimate the time spent in additional 
duties* Eight estimated the time spent in work such as that of super­
visor, coach, or principal as from ten per cent to sixty per cent of 
their working time* The median was thirty-one per cent.
Many visiting teachers performed other functions which interfered 
with their attendance and adjustment work* Their duties were quite 
varied; In many cases they took considerable time*
10
TABLE XXII
PERCENTAGE OF TIME SPENT IN ADDITIONAL 
DUTIES m  FULL-TIME VISITING TEACHERS*
TIME SPENT NUMBER
1 - 5* 10
6 - 10$ 5
11 - 1 # 2
16 - 2035 l
2 1 - 2 # 3
26 - 3<# 1
31 - 39S None
36 - 2*0* 1
2il - li5* 1
si - m 1
91 - 95*
1
Total 26
Median 8*
* Eleven of the 69 visiting teachers reporting on additional duties 
did not estimate the amount of time spent in those duties; thirty-two 
Indicated that they spent no time cm additional duties*
II. CENSUS ENUMERATION
importance of the continuing census. The continuing school 
census In Louisiana serves two important functionst it furnishes 
statistical data which serve as the basis for the distribution of three- 
fourths of the State Public School Fund, and it serves as the control in
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accounting for the attendance status of all children of legal school 
age (seven to fifteen, inclusive).
The Compulsory School Attendance Law does not provide for a con­
tinuing census, but the Constitution of Louisiana provides that the 
basis on which three-fourths of the State Public School Fund is to be 
distributed to the parish school systems shall be th© ratio that the 
number of children six through eighteen years of age in the parish 
bears to the total number of children of the same age in the stated 
m  order to determine the number of children six to eighteen years, 
inclusive, the State Board of Education has the authority, granted by 
the State Constitution and Acts of the Louisiana Legislature, to use 
the united States Census figures or to take another census. Under the 
authority granted by Act 100 of 1922 as amended by Act 93 of 1939, th® 
State Board of Education in August, 19hh, directed the State Superin­
tendent of Education to make a school census during th© 19Wi-19h£ school 
session and each year thereafter. Tine State Superintendent of Education 
directed the parish school boards to include in the enumeration all 
children under nineteen years of age and set January 1 of each year as 
the official date for reporting the number of sducables to the State 
Department of Education.^
Without a continuing census, it is impossible to enforce ©j fee- 
tively a compulsory school attendance law. An accurate continuing 
census makes possible an accounting for all the children within the
^Constitution of Louisiana. 1921, Article III, Section 1L,
Fifth (a7.
6k. L. Walters, Analysis of the Duties and Functions of the Visit­
ing Teacher in Richland' Parish,' unpublished toaster *s thesis,“TouTsiana 
State University, Baton Rouge, 19h6, p. 20 j John iil. Coxe, "The State 
Superintendent * s Pago,” Louisiana Education in Wartime. Vol. Ill, Mo. It, 
October, 19hh, p. 3.
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school district*
Method of maintaining the continuing census.*^ Since 19U;-
19&>, each of the parishes has kept a continuing census record, which
is a complete account of the educable children within the parish*
Procedures for maintaining the census are fairly uniformj standard
forms are used throughout the state*
Family Field Record Sheets, Form La* C-3* are used for recording
information about the father, mother, and all children up to nineteen
years of age in each family* Recorded on this form are such data as
address, educational status of parents, occupation of parents, race,
distance the family lives from school, birthd&tes and birthplaces, and
nature of handicapping conditions* These sheets are maintained in
8alphabetical file, separate for whites and Negroes,
On the Individual Child’s Cards, Form La* C-£, is kept the same 
information} in addition, there Is space for recording transfer and with­
drawal from school. One card is maintained for each child, in th© family. 
These cards are filed alphabetically by year groups (for example, 
children bom between January 2, 19i;0,and January 1, IRll, in on© file, 
those bom between January 2, 19bl, and January 1, 191;2, in another), 
whites and Negroes separate* As a rule, records of the child’s grade 
by grade enrollment and finally his graduation are entered on the card.
?The information for this section was secured from Walters, op. 
eft*, pp. 22-21*5 and from personal interview with Mrs. Fannie Lee 
Lauter, Visiting Teacher, Gaddo Parish, August, 19S>3.
^Specimens of census forms described here are to be found in 
Appendix 0* White forms are used for the whit® race, blue for non-whites.
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On Form La, C«4*, Report on Handicapped Chi3l(iz>on^ is spates
for much of the same information recorded on forms La, C-3 and C-3,
but in addition there is space to show the nature of the handicapping 
9condition.
The continuing census records begin with the birth of the child. 
Through the attendance section of the State Department of Education, 
the State Department of Health furnishes birth lists to visiting teachers. 
The visiting teacher secures additional information regarding babies 
from local health unite, church records, teachers, parents, and perhaps 
other sources* If a family card is already set up, the visiting teacher 
adds the baby's name to the Family Field Record Sheet (Form La. C-3) 
and makes up an individual Child's Card (Form La, C-3) for him. If 
there is no record of the family in the files, the census keeper makes 
out a new Form La, C-3* In either case, the visiting teacher sends a 
Fora La, C-3 and a Form La, C-3 to the attendance section of the State 
Department of Education,
The State Department of Health also furnishes death rosters of 
children from birth through eighteen. Form La, C-3, taken from the 
parish files and marked with the date of death, goes to the attendance 
section as a report of death. For his office records, the visiting 
teacher circles the child's name on Form La, C-3 and writes In the date 
of death.
Transfers of families between parishes are reported on Form La,
C-7, Report of Qain or Loss, The visiting teacher of the parish gaining
^Specimens of census forms here described are to be found in 
Appendix B,
rpt(a
ths family sends th© form to th© parish .from which the family moved# 
The visiting teacher there returns a copy of the Form la* C-3 (Family 
Field Record Sheet) and the original Form La# 0-5 (Individual Child•s 
Card)* The report of th© gain is made to the state office,
New records are prepared for families moving into Louisiana from 
outside the state, and copies are sent to the state office (attendance 
section of the State Department of Education)# Reports of losses, if 
they are out-of-state, unclaimed, or destination-unknown, are also mad© 
to the state office#
Other school personnel must work with the visiting teacher to 
enable the latter to maintain an up-to-date census# The principal of 
each school reports gains and losses to the visiting teacher on special 
sheets prepared for the purpose#
III. WORK WHH REFERRALS
"To discover the causes of nonattendance and work to alleviate 
and, if possible, to remove the causes," visiting teachers must work 
with individual children and with their families| they must cooperate 
with and make effective use of official state agencies and civic 
organizations and Individuals willing to helpj and they must secure the 
cooperation of other school officials in reporting cases of maladjust­
ment and poor attendance and in working to remove th© causes#
The visiting teacher /is a school social worker, is faced with an 
impossible task without the cooperation of many groups of school and 
lay people# Each problem is an individual one which requires time and 
effort for solution#
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In this section a look is taken at th© kind of work visiting 
teachers are doing with referrals and th© way they go about their most 
discouraging and most rewarding task*
Kinds of referrals handled bgr visiting teachers* Visiting
teachers work with children on many different types of problems* The
visiting teacher program in Louisiana was established primarily to cope
with problems of nonattendance and poor attendance* Accordingly, most
of the work done by visiting teachers with children who have adjustment
problems grows out of referrals of children who are absent from school*
However, an examination of the data in Table XXIII shows that
children are referred to visiting teachers for many reasons* To get
the data for this table, the author asked visiting teachers to check
10the reasons for which individual children had been referred to them* 
Most visiting teachers have been called upon for help with all 
the different types of adjustment problems which children faces problems 
in school adjustment, problems in home adjustment, problems in social 
adjustment, problems in personal adjustment, and problems of a physical 
nature*
Eighty-two visiting teachers answered this section of the 
questionnaire* All reported having been called upon to handle problems 
connected with school adjustment, since all have had to handle atten­
dance problems* It is significant, however, that most have been called 
upon to cope with other problems arising in the schools seventy-three 
of the eighty-two have dealt with problems of behavior or attitudes j
^Questionnaire for Visiting Teachers, Item Ho* 19, p* U, 
Appendix A*
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TABLE XXIIX
KINDS or referrals h a n d e d bt visiting teachers
KINDS CF REFERRALS
School adjustment problems 
Attendance 
Behavior] attitude 
Unsuitable curricula 
Failure; poor scholarship 
Lack of interest in school 
Misbehavior on way to or from 
school (including buses)
Other
Hone adjustment problems 
Poverty; economic difficulties 
Neglect; lack of adequate care 
Burdensome home duties 
Broken homes
Other adverse home conditions
Physical problems 
Problems of general health 
Physical handicaps 
Peculiarities causing a feeling 
of rejection or ridicule 
Other physical problems
Social adjustment problems 
Stealing 
Cheating
Irresponsibility 
Defiance 
Lack of friends 
Sex misbehavior 
Other social problems
Personal adjustment problems 
Withdrawing behavior 
Aggressiveness 
Emotional Immaturity 
Nervousness 
Unhappiness
Other personal problems
NUMBER REPORTING PERCENTAGE REPORTING
82 100,0
73 89.0
1*3 52.1*
a 71* J*
68 82.9
5 9 72.0
10 12.2
73 89.0
69 81* .1
1*5 5U.9
65 79.3
33 1*0.2
60 73.2
71 86.6
55 67.1
7 8.5
51 62.2
17 20.7
1*7 57.3
52 63.1*
1*1* 53.7
1*5 51**9
1* 1*.9
51 62.2
1*1* 53.7
52 63.2*
51 62.2
1*8 58.5
1 1.2
7?
sixty-eight have had children referred because they were not interes­
ted in school| sixty-one have had referrals for failure or poor 
scholarship! fifty-nine have had pupils referred to them because of 
misbehavior cm the way to or from school, including misbehavior on 
basest forty-three reported referrals because of lack of suitable cur- 
riculai and ten others have had referrals for other school problems, 
including truancy, leaving school, destruction of school property, poor 
pupil-teacher relationships, mental retardation, or simply for what 
one visiting teacher called the school's failure to understand a child's 
normal way of behavior* Visiting teachers have had to cope with many 
and varied problems arising from the child's inability to adjust proper­
ly in school, problems which teachers and principals were unable or un­
willing to handle.
Almost all visiting teachers have had referrals for adjustment 
problems connected with the home* Seventy-nine reported such referrals, 
and seventy-three of these reported referrals because of poverty or 
economic problems* Sixty-nine have had children referred who were 
victims of parental neglect or laok of carej sixty-five have had 
children frem broken homes referred! forty-five have been called upon 
for help beoanse somebody realised that children were faced with burden­
some home duties} and thirty-three have had referrals because of other 
adverse home conditions, such as lack of parental control, over-protec­
tive parents, illness in the home, parental rejection, or re-marriage of 
one or both parents* One of the principal jobs undertaken by visiting 
teachers has been helping children overcome poor home conditions*
Seventy-six visiting teachers (more than ninety per cent) have 
bad referrals for physical problems* Sixty-one have had referrals with
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physical handicaps} sixty have had referrals in poor physical, health} 
fifty-five have had referrals whose peculiarities of a physical nature 
caused them to be rejected or ridiculed by their associates} and seven 
reported referrals of those with other physical problems, such as 
outmoded dress caused by ideas of their parents, pediculosis, refusal 
to talk in the classroom, or the necessity to see an "eye doctor.*
Sighty-five per cent of visiting teachers (seventy of the 
eighty-two) have had referrals for problems in social adjustment* 
Fifty-two have had referrals for a defiant attitude} fifty-one for steal­
ing} forty-seven for irresponsibility} forty-five for sex misbehavior} 
forty-four because of the child's lack of friends} seventeen to deal with 
cheating} and four for other causes, including need for a job, fighting 
on the playground, members of delinquent gangs, or among Negro children 
the social problems arising from vast difference In skin color* Tea­
chers and principals have accepted visiting teachers as helpers with 
children who have serious social fallings*
Sixty-five (approximately eighty per oent) have had referrals 
who had personal adjustment problems. Fifty-two visiting teachers re­
ported referrals for emotional immaturity} fifty-one reported referrals 
for nervousness, and the same number for withdrawing behavior. Forty- 
eight have had to oope with unhappiness, and forty-four have had to deal 
with aggressiveness. One has had to deal with the very real problem of 
fear of school*
In addition, one visiting teacher reported that one very frequent 
cause of referral was uhat either the Immediate family or friends thought 
that he had the power to Hgat the family on relief.1
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The eighty-two visiting teachers reporting on causes for referral 
Included eight who were appointed to their positions in X993-19$h* Sonne 
of these quickly discovered that visiting teachers were expected to be 
able to cope with all kinds of adjustment problems3 several reported 
being called upon to help with children's inability to adjust personally, 
socially, or in the home environment* Visiting teachers with experience 
reported all kinds of adjustment problems*
School population and number of schools served by visiting
teachers* In the Handbook for visiting teachers, this recommendation 
11
is madet
To deal most effectively with adjustment and attendance problems, 
a visiting teacher should not be required to serve too large a school 
population* It is estimated that approximately 2 per cent of all 
school children will at some time need assistance beyond that which 
home and school can give—  in other words, will need to be referred 
to the visiting teacher* Ideally the ease load per visiting teacher 
should be from $0 to 60, or a school population of from 2,*>00 to 
3,000* Based on the 2 per cent estimate, the present case load
of visiting teachers in Louisiana ranges from to 533*
Based on the two per cent estimate, the 1992-1953 case load of 
visiting teachers ranged from forty-three to 666 (computed from Table 
HIV, School Population and Number of Schools Served by Visiting Tea­
chers in 1952-1953)*. Visiting teachers served as few as three schools 
(in Orleans Parish) or as many as 7k (in each of two parishes) or 96 
(all of one Negro schools in one parish). They served as few as 2370 
pupils or as many as ten or twenty or thirty thousand* The median 
number of schools served in 1952-1953 was nineteen* the median number 
of pupils served was 5^23#
^•Louisiana State Department of Education, Visiting Teacher 
Services in Louisiana, op* cit*, p. 19,
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IS
16
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29
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TABLE XXIV
SCHOOL POPULATION AND NUMBER OF SCHOOLS SERVED
m  visrrxNQ teachers in 1952-1953
Number Number " Mbit* Sfogro ToiaX
of whit© of Wegro Total regis- rogls- regxs-
schools schools schools tration tration tration
22 9 31
6 b 10
6 11 17
8 7 IS
20 6 26
8 3 u
9 7 9
8 38 b6
21 52** 21
22 22
«. 98 98
IS 17 36
7 8 15
8 1 9
6 7 13
6 21 27
8 9 17
9 19 28
bS 29 7b
b 22 26
b 21 25
10 15 25
10 19 29
8 b 12
21 lb 35
e 2b 32
7 12 19
2$ 2 27
26 10 36
11 5 16
2b 19 b3
27 7 3b
9 1 10
11 8 19
12 3 15
b 27 31
11 27 38
28 33 61
5 - 5
6 • 6
3 m 3
8681 2229 10,910
3b92 1271 b,763
3616 2207 5*823^
212b* 1951* U,075*
6879 290b 9,783
b200 900 5,100
25b8 7 2,5b8
5356 381*1 9,197
111*13 - s 11,1*13
9632 - 9,632
15710 15,710
11*002 2531* 16,536
1659 850 2,509
1231* 152 1,386
2110 1100 3,210
2500 3300 5,800
1578 2076 3,651*
23i*9 1*396 6,71*5
22566 11717 3b,285
160b 2b27 b,031
893* 2665* 3,558*
53b8 2b23 7,771
379b 3787 7,581
257b 1016 3,580
6b3b* 3b93 9,927*
3020 320b 6,22b
2600 1500 b,100
11657 1308 12,965
931b 21b3 U,b57
5136 1619 6,755
8582 3678 12,260
8666 lbbb 10,110
330b 333 3,637
2801 2b78 5,279
bb87* 672* 5,159*
lb23 2639 b,062
bb70 bl25 8,595
5060 b933 9,893
2700 - 2,700
3130 - 3,130
2812 - 2,812
ai
TABLE XXIV (continued)
SCHOOL POPULATION AND NUMBER OP SCHOOLS SERVED 
BT VISIT BIO TEACHERS IN 1952-1953
Number Number Whiie Negro " ^evfr.iaV
Visiting of white of Negro Total regis­ regis­ regis­
teacher schools schools schools tration tration tration
vs 6 • 6 y n r ..... m m T,7fT~"
t o h • 1* 3822 m 3,822
Ui 8 10 18 2000 11*00 3,1*00
US 8 - 8 ]*60» i*,608
k6 8 • 8 3l»26 3,1*26
1*7 6 m 6 i(957 1*,957
1*8 (139)*** (62)*** (201)*** not applicable
1*9 10 - 10 6761 . 6,761
SO 9 - 9 ? . 7
SI - 8 8 7250 7,250
S 2 9 - 9 2*000 . 1*,000
S3 6 6 9000 9,000
51* - 7 7 - 6365 6,365
55 20 • 20 111x28 _ 11,1*28
56 - 8 8 1m 6192 6,192
57 ? *> 7 ? 7 7
58 21 ? a 7275 7 7,275
S9 7 16 23 1877 1189 3,066
60 7 33 1*0 2322 3203 5,521*
6X 30 26 56 3LJ56U 6657 20,221
62 1* 5 9 1398 1675 3,073
63 6 11 17 1(096 31*31* 7,530
61* 13 5 18 1(256 1137 5,393
65 7 1 8 2003* 367 2,370
66 10 8 18 1981* 1233 3,217
67 6 17 23 966 1636 2,602
68 8 12 20 1897 2305 1*,202
69 7 11 18 1721 2055 3,776
70 25 1*9 71* 101*97 10592 21,089
71 10 15 25 361*1 2351 5,992
72 u* 20 31* 5361* 3287 8,651
73 22 H* 36 1*971 2139 7,110
71* 18 16 31* 7588 2*162 11,750
75 3 16 19 1150* 2163* 3,313*
76 28 12 1*0 8521 2507 11,027
77 11* 8 22 2870 2018 l*,888
78 23 6 29 6361 1526 7,687
19 11 k 15 5089 531 5,620
30 8 7 15 1*015 21*52 6,1*67
81 13 25 38 5678 3806 9,1*81*
32 5 10 15 1278 11*1*6 2,721*
8J 7 5 12 3871* 1002 It,876
81* 2 25 27 363 1772 2,135
85 8 7 15 2629 1051* 3,683
86 3 h 12 3093 2518 5,611
87 8 3 11 3661 2181* 5,81*5
88 8 2 10 3311* 11*31 l*,7l*5
Median 19 5,823
* 1951-1952 «*# Supervisor of visiting teachers
Census only j Mot reported
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Thirty-five visiting teachers served a pupil population of 
fewer than $000* If only two per cent of the pupils in each parish 
were in need of visiting teacher help, this means that only about 
forty per cent of the visiting teachers could expect to have fewer than 
100 referrals, or anywhere near the ideal case load* Thirteen visiting 
teachers served a school population of more than 10,000; they might 
expect to have 200 or more referrals each, which means either that they 
would be considerably over-worked or that many of the cases would have 
to be neglected* The median would be more than 100 referrals.
Humber of referrals handled in 1952-1953 ♦ A consideration of 
Table XXV shows that many visiting teachers did have many more referrals 
in 1952-1953 than they could reasonably be expected to handle* In the 
last two columns of Table XXV is given the number of visiting teachers 
having various numbers of referrals, from fewer than twenty to more than 
800* Twenty-ei^it visiting teachers reported having had more than 200 
adjustment and attendance cases referred to them; only thirteen reported 
as few as 100 referrals* The median number of white referrals was li+0; 
of Negro referrals, 80* The median number of referrals of both white 
and Negro, or all cases handled, was 170, or approximately three tirr.es 
the ideal case load.
The actual number of referrals of whit© pupils and Negro pupils 
in the state is given in Table XXVI* Sixty-four visiting teachers 
reported a total of 9127 white and 5178 Negro referrals (an average of 
223 referrals for each attendance worker). Stated another way, about 
sixty-four per cent of the referrals were whit© and thirty-six per cent 
were Negro* Since between sixty-on© and sixty-two per cent of th©
TABLE XXV
NUMBER OF REFERRALS To VISH'IUO TEACHERS IN 1992-1933
WHITE NEGRO i Oi’Ai,
R eferra ls Visiting
teachers
R eferra ls Visiting
teachers
Referrals Visiting
teachers
1-20 6 1-20 10 1-20 1
21-1*0 2 21—1*0 7 a-l*0 5
ia-6o 6 i*l-6o 5 1*1-60 2
61-80 5 61-80 3 61-80 2
81-100 k 81-100 5 81-100 3
101-120 1 101-120 2 101-120 5
121-lUO 6 121-11*0 1* 121-11*0 6
na-i6o h H a -160 1 11*1-160 5
161-180 k 161-130 •nX 161-180 1*
181-200 1 181-200 - 181-200 3
201-220 6 201-220 2 201-220
221-21,0 2 221-21*0 • 221-21*0 1
2U-260 1 2la-260 3 2)41-260 2
261-280 1 261-280 1 261-280 1
281-300 m 281-300 3 281-300 5
301-320 3 301-320 - 301-320 2
321-31*0 1 321-31*0 m 321-31*0
3la-360 - 3la-360 - 31*1-360 2
361-380 - 361-380 361-380 1
381-2*00 2 381-1*00 1 381-1*00 1
1*01 or .no re 1* 1*01 or more 1 1*01 or more 8
T o ta l
Median
59
U *0
1*9
80
63
170
* One not broken down into white and Negro referrals
Sh
educables in the state are white, these figures indicate that Negro 
children have been receiving a fair share of the attention of visiting 
teachers*
TABLE XXVI
NUMBER OF REFERRALS FROM WHITS AND NEGRO HTBLIO AND PRIVATE SCHOOLS
Referrals Number Par cent
From white public schools 880$ 61.55
From Negro public schools $075 35.h8
From white private schools 3 22 2.25
From Negro private schools 103 0*72
Total lk,305 100*00
Total from white schools 9127 63.80
Total from Negro schools 5178 36.20
Total lh.3 05 100,00
Total from public schools 13880 97.03
Total from private schools 1»25 2*97
Total 1U.305 100.00
However, only two of the parishes, those with the largest school 
populations, have employed Negro visiting teachers to work with the 
Negro school population* In fact, only three parishes (Orleans, Caddo, 
and Jefferson) have ever employed more than one visiting teacher at the 
same time*
Also shown in Table XXVI is the number of referrals from private 
and public schools in the state* It is revealed by these data that 
public schools have made considerably more use of visiting teacher 
services, even considering that many private or parochial schools have 
little need for work with enrollment and attendance problems* Only three 
per cent of referrals came from private schools, though more than fif­
teen per cent of the pupils registered were in private schools*
Reasons for referral of white children* In Table XXVII is 
shown the number of white pupils referred according to the kind of 
adjustment problem involved. More pupils were referred for reasons of 
nonattendance or poor attendance, of course, than for any other reason. 
However, the number of children referred to visiting teachers because 
of other difficulties is quite revealing.
It might be expected, since the Compulsory School Attendance 
law had been in effect for fully eight years when the 1952-1953 session 
began, that the problem of children not being registered in any school 
would not plague any visiting teacher* This was not the case, though 
many visiting teachers did report that non-enrollment was no longer 
a problem* It is shown by the data in Table XXVII that the visiting 
teachers still have to work with other agencies in persuading parents 
of white children to send those children to school. Thirty-nine visit­
ing teachers (more than half the school systems $ only two Orleans 
Parish attendance workers reported any enrollment problem) reported 
anywhere from one to 153 referrals because of non-enrollment* The median 
number of non-enrollment referrals, of the thirty-nine visiting teachers 
reporting any such referrals, was nine.
White children reported to visiting teachers for behavior problems 
totaled 1131; forty-six visiting teachers found time to help principals 
and teachers with behavior problems* The median number of such problems 
handled was twenty-three to twenty-four, among workers reporting such 
referrals *
Forty-nine visiting teachers reported dealing with a total of 
672 exceptional children among the white population, children with physi­
cal defects of various kinds, many of which could be corrected or at 
least improved* The median number of such cases handled was seven; the
36
sable a m
REFERRALS OF WHITE CHXLMSEK TO VISITING TEACHERS, 1952-1953
REASONS FOR REFERRAL CF WHITE CHILDREN
Visiting Non- Mot Beha­ Poor r’xcep-
teacher attend­ enrol­ vior home con­ t/ional
reporting ance led problem ditions child Other Total
1 100 20 25 50 5 10 210
2 11 5 16
3 300 10 60 20 10 1*00
k ho 8 3 5 1* 60
5 18 7 6 1* 2 37
6 to 2 13 3 1* 12 77
7 167 10 29 5 1 2 ail*
8 96 HOi 21 20 7 22 310
9 261* 56 30 16 1*9 31* 1*1*9
10 70 12 10 1*0 30 1*2 201*
11 39 8 J 2 1 2 55
12 10 10
13 to 36 36 25 27 269 1*36
Ik 230 5 3 7 10 20 325
15 210 210
16 97 97
17 60 5 2 67
18 2i*5 30 25 50 25 25 1*00
19 68 21* 5o 1*3 5 195
20 175 30 20
1*
225
21 90 3 30 3 20 150
22 78 3 85 35 201
23 37 2 11 H* 8 6 128
2k 200 158 108 1*66
2$ 23 u* 1 2 7 1*7
26 16 1 13 2 32
27 15 11* 3 2
26
31*
28 65 9 23 13 7 ito
29 97 15 1 13 12 138
30 37 1*8 3 21* 11* 176
31 68 1*8 6 1*6 1*1 209
32 50 21* 7 31 1*0 152
33 120 6 57 12 33 1*7 275
3h 50 31 8 1*0 30 159
35 22 31* 5 21* 38 123
36 h9 37 1* 11 36 137
37 52 23 31 21* 130
38 92 5 16 l 57 171
39 ito 1*8 6 28 19 21*1*
ko 3U* 311*
3?
TABLE XXVII (continued)
REFERRALS CP WHITE CHILDREN TO VISITING TEACHERS, 1952-1953
Visiting
teachers
reporting
Non-
attend­
ance
Not Bsha— 
enrol- vior 
led problem
Poor
home con­
ditions
Excep­
tional
child Other Total
1*1 38 3 1*1
1*2 1*11 1*0 33 1| 1*88
ia 59 10 5 13 3 90
bk 20 20
1*5 13 1 3 17
1:6 62 19 28 9 k 37 159
1*7 2 1 1 2 k 5 15
1*8 15 2 3 20
1*9 150 25 5 2 15 3 200
50 63 8 h h 79
51 117 19 27 32 1 21* 226
52 250 20 50 20 60 1*00
53 60 10 8 12 2 92
51* 29 3 3 21* 59
55 ia 3 Hi 60
56 32 2 5 hO 8 8?
57 78 5 83
58 8 2 9 12 1 13 1*5
59 63 17 11 2 17 110
Total 5567 758 1181 608 672 931 9717
Per cent of
referrals 97.3 7*8 12.2 6.3 6.9 9.6 100,1
Number
reporting 59 39 1*6 Iji* 1*9 31 99
Median* 63 9 23.5 8.9________7____________ 137
* Median computed
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average number was twice as high.
Thirty-one visiting teachers reported being called upon to help 
children with other problems which could not be classified in the other 
categories listed in the table. There were a total of 931 referrals 
of such cases to visiting teachers.
It is apparent from the data in Table XXVII that visiting 
teachers are being called upon to help with many adjustment problems. 
However, most of the referrals among whit® children in 1952-1953 were 
attendance problems, some fifty-seven per cent of the total reported. 
Sixty-five per cent of referrals, or two of every three, still had to 
do with getting children to attend school, either those who did not 
attend at all or those who were irregular in attendance.
The fifty-nine visiting teachers reporting a breakdown of white 
referrals handled an average of 165 referrals of white children* (This 
may be computed from the data in Table XXVII,) They handled an average 
of 10? eases each dealing with attendance, or thirteen cases of children 
not enrolled and ninety-four cases of children attending irregularly.
Reasons for referral of Negro children. Nonattendance and poor 
attendance accounted for two-thirds of the referrals of Negro children 
in 1952-1953, also. Three thousand, four hundred six, or fifty-seven per 
cent, were referred for poor attendance after being enrolled in school; 
689, or eleven and one-half per cent of all Negro referrals, were re­
ported because they had not registered. Sixty-eight per cent of Negro 
referrals had to do with attendance and enrollment problems. The forty- 
nine visiting teachers reporting a breakdown of Negro referrals handled 
an average of 123 such cases. Each handled an average of more than 
sixty-nine cases of attendance and fourteen cases of non-enrollment, or
a total of more than eighty-three case® for reasons of poor attendance* 
The data on reasons for referral of Negro children are given in Table 
XXVIII,
The median number of attendance referrals among Negro children, 
among the thirty-three visiting teachers reporting such referrals, was 
forty-three and a half j the median number of non-enrollrae nt referrals 
was fifteen*
Behavior problems accounted for 1 referrals, or eight per cent 
of all Negro referrals in 1952-1953 to the forty-nine visiting teachers 
reporting on reasons for referral. The median number of behavior refer­
rals to visiting teachers reporting any referrals (twenty-nine) was 
ten.
As an example of the greater facilities for white exceptional 
children and the greater amount of time devoted to their problems, re­
ferrals of Negro exceptional children accounted for only about two per 
cent of total Negro referrals# Still, twenty visiting teachers report­
ed a total of 13b such cases. The median for the nineteen adjustment 
workers reporting referrals of exceptional Negro children was throe,
Negro children referred because of adverse home conditions 
totaled 615, ten per cent of all Negro children referred. The median 
for the thirty-two visiting teachers reporting referrals for home ad­
justment problems was fifteen.
In addition, 658 Negro children (eleven per cent of all refer­
rals) were reported to visiting teachers for other reasons besides those 
listed.
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TABLE XXVIII
REFERRALS OF NEGRO CHILDREN TO VISITING TEACHERS, 1952-1953
RE AS® FOR REFERRAL OF NEGRO CHILDREN
Visiting
teachers
reporting
Non*
attend­
ance
Not
enrol­
led
Beha­
vior
problem
Poor
home con 
ditlons
Sxeep-
- tional 
child Other Total
1 50 10 10 55 15 11*0
2 lk lit
3 60 25 15 100
It 10 1 11* 25
5 25 10 2 37
6 2kO 27 1*7 61 10 1* 389
7 72 22 12 18 1 3 128
6 20 15 5 20 5 20 85
9 2 2 k
10 18 2 20
21 277 17 17 5 Ht 369 699
12 251 8 i* 15 10 288
13 81* 8b
lh 11 11
IS 32 20 6 15 2 75
16 115 50 10 25 25 25 250
17 88 33 30 100 2 253
18 120 15 5 lbo
IS 30 10 10 5o
20 20 8 15 16
8
59
21 77 9 3 2 99
22 232 218 50 5oo
23 37 3 3 7 1 51
2h 5 6 11
25 28 27 5 60
26 38 Hi 2 3 57
2? 57 2 61 26 3 23 172
28 169 1*2 16 12 U 250
2? 95 38 2
21*
16 151
30 133 38 8 203
31 Sk 17 2 it 1 78
32 26 5 31
33 230 17 10 257
3k 10 10
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TABLE XXVIII (continued)
REFERRALS CP NEGRO CHILDREN TO VISITING TEACHERS, 1952-1953
REASON PGR REFERRAL Of’ NEGRO CHILDREN
Visiting Non- Not Behai Poor Sxcep-
teachers attend- enrol- vior hone con- tional
reporting anee led problem ditiona child Other Total
35 2b 2b
36 59 16 8 20 2 19 123
37 1 2 3
38 5 5
39 50 20 5 15 90
bo 8 2 10
bl b6 13 19 a  3 13 115
b2 228 22 8 30 12 300
b3 30 5 2 3 bO
bb 57 1 58
b5 59 6 65
b6 bl 12 2 6o 1 116
1*7 22 2 2b
b8 bO 30 20 20 6 119 335
b9 8 6 lb
Total 3b06 689 b91 625 13b 658 6003
Per cent 
of refer­
rals 56.7 11.5 8.2 10.1* 2.2 11.0 100.0
Humber
reporting 1*8 33 29 33 20 15
Median* 1*3.5 15 10 15 3
* Median computed
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Visiting teachers were called upon for help with many adjust­
ment problems of Negro children. An examination of the data in Table® 
XXV and XXVIII reveals that of the forty-nine visiting teachers report­
ing a breakdown of referral cases involving Negro children, twenty- 
seven had more cases of referrals among the Negro children alone than 
the ideal case load of fifty to sixty. (Five of these twenty-seven 
did work; only with Negro children, four in Orleans Parish and on© in 
Caddo.) In addition, five visiting teachers had a full case load of 
approximately fifty to sixty referrals from the Negro population alone* 
More than half the visiting teachers who could furnish data dealing 
with Negro referrals actually had referred to them a reasonable case 
load among the Negro population alone.
From what age groups did most referrals come? Visiting tea­
chers do not have figures available showing exactly how many referrals 
come from each age group or grade group. Accordingly, they were asked 
to rank the primary, upper elementary, junior high, and senior high 
school grade groups as to relative number of referrals. If they had 
most referrals among junior high school pupils, they were to rank that
group as 1; if they had fewest referrals among senior high school pupils,
12they were to rank that group as U, and so on. The results of the 
opinions expressed by visiting teachers are shown in Table XXIX.
There was general agreement among visiting teachers as to the 
age group of white pupils from which they had most referral®. Thirty- 
eight said they had more referrals from grades seven, eight, and nine
^Questionnaire for Visiting Teachers, Item No. 23# P* 5# 
Appendix A.
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than fro® any other group; only on® said that more referrals came from 
the senior high school group than any other*
Among white pupils, more referrals came from the junior high 
school grades than from any ether grade groupj more referrals came from 
the upper elementary grades (four, five, and six) than from the primary 
grades or the senior high school; more referrals came from primary 
pupils than from senior high, school students; and fewest referrals came 
from the group In senior high school*
The results among Negro pupils were similar* Apparently the 
upper elementary and junior high school grades furnished most of the 
referrals, but it was n ot clear from among which of these two groups 
more referrals came* It may be conjectured that the age group which 
would normally be in the junior high school grades was the source of 
more referrals because of greater retardation among Negro pupils, but 
the writer has no data to confirm such a surmise*
It is apparent that fewest referrals originated among the Negro 
pupils in the senior high school grades, and that fewer referrals came 
from the primary grades than from the upper elementary or junior high*
In these respects the data for white and Negro pupils indicated the same 
conclusions* Those who remained in high school were the source of few 
referrals, possibly because the woaker students had dropped out on 
reaching the age of sixteen, or at about the tenth grade in white schools 
and at a lower level in the Negro schools* Possibly, also, it may have 
been that since the compulsory attendance law applied to pupils only 
until they reached the age of sixteen, school officials may have felt 
that they could not control the attendance of pupils sixteen years of 
age or over—  those in the senior high school* Those who had poor
9k
TABLE XXIX
RELATIVE HUMBER OF REFERRALS BY A ®  GROUPS, 1952-1953*
WHITE PUPILS
Age group
First
Number of time® ranked 
Second Third Fourth
Primaiy (Grades 1-3) 6 7 23 19
Upper elementary (Grades U-6) 11 25 16 1
Junior high (Grades 7-9) 36 11 6 0
Senior high (Grades 10-12) 1 12 a 3h
Total responding 56 55 55 $k
NEGRO PUPILS
Age group
First
Number < 
Second
af times ranked
Third Fourth
Primary (Grades 1-3) 1 7 2h U
Upper elementary (Grades U-6) 21 15 7 2
Junior high (Grades 7-9) 20 1? 6 1
Senior high (Grades 10-12) 2 5 7 30
Total responding hh 1
i
Ui Jjlf
* Visiting teachers ranked the age group from which they had most 
referrals first and the age group from which they had least referrals 
fourth, ~
Opinions of visiting teachers who did not work with all grad® group® 
were not considered in compiling this table.
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attendance records and who were maladjusted would likely have dropped 
out of school upon reaching the age of sixteen.
Assistance with referrals by other agencies. One of the pro­
visions of the Compulsory School Attendance Law is that visiting teachers 
shall cooperate fully with such state agencies a® the Department of 
Public Welfare, the State Department of Health, and the State Department 
of Labor in the discharge of their duties.^ One of the duties listed 
In the Handbook is "To assume the responsibllty for referrals to agan-
1k
cies."
Visiting teachers made effective use of state departments and 
other agencies in 1952-1953 • They reported a total of more than two 
thousand, five hundred children referred to these agencies during the 
session. In Table XXX the numbers of referrals to such agencies are 
listed.
Visiting teachers reported help with 621 referrals from such 
service organisations as the Kiwanis Club and the Lions Club. These 
were by no means all of the referrals with which such civic organisa­
tions assisted; for example, one visiting teacher simply reported "many” 
eases of such referral, and another served as Sight Chairman for his 
local Lions Club, yet was unable to give the total number of children 
whom the Lions assisted In 1952-1953*
^Louisiana State Department of Education, Compulsory School 
Attendance Law, op. cit., 17*227#
^Louisiana State Department of Education, Visiting Teacher 
Services in Louisiana, ££>. git., p. ill.
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The local Health Unit, where one existed, was of tremendous 
help with referrals3 a total of 51*1 pupils received assistance from 
those organisations. Four hundred thirteen cases were referred to the 
Department of Public Welfare 3 more than one visiting teacher reported 
helping families or individual children with clothing, food, and money 
until such time as the Public Welfare workers could provide assistance# 
The Red Cross assisted with ninety cases3 the Tuberculosis 
Association helped with sixty-one childrenj and the Crippled Children*s 
Association worked with 111* children referred to them by visiting 
teachers# Visiting teachers also referred 229 cases to juvenile court 
authorities, and found occasion to call on the State Department of Labor 
for help in 132 cases# Visiting teachers also had the help of other 
agencies and individuals with 337 referrals#
It nay be noted from an examination of Table XXX that most 
visiting teachers who reported any referrals to other departments found 
occasion to call on most of the organizations offering services to chil­
dren with adjustment problems# They particularly made us© of the facili­
ties and help provided by the State Department of Public Welfare, the 
Health Units, and civic organizations# Only two of the 61* reporting 
made no use of outside helpf the average number of referrals to state 
and other agencies was forty#
IABLE XXX
REFERRALS BY VISIT D M  TEACHERS 10 OTHER AORHCIES, 1952*1953
AGENCIES TO WHICH REFERRALS WERE MADE
Visiting Public Red Labor Health Tubercu­ Civic Juven­ Crippled Other Total
teacher Welfare Cross Dept. Unit losis organi­ ile Children's
reporting Dept. Ass'n sations Court Ass'n
1 25 15 to
2 5 5
3 10 5 10 5 30
t 1 h 5
5 1 3 2 2 8
6 1 2 2 2 7
7 2 7 7 16
8 17 3 2 6 2 30
9 8 5 11 17 18 37 96
10 10 10 2 20 5 25 12 5 89
11 h 30 2 36
12 none
13 22 36 7 3 28 28 12h
It 7 29 6 1 h3
15 3 It 7
16 many 1 1
17 10 5 23 3 6 t7
18 20 10 25 20 10 5 90
19 18 2 It 37 12 21 2 106
20 23 17 19 6 3 21 89
21 3 3
22 3 3
23 8 5 3 it 20
TABLE XXX (oontlnusd)
REFERRALS BY VLSITINa TEACHERS TO OTHER AGENCIES, 1952-1953
AGENCIES TO WHICH REFERRALS WERE MADE
visiting Public Red Labor Health Tubercu­ Civic Juven­ Crippled Other Total
teacher Welfare Cross Dept, Unit losis organi­ ile Children’s
reporting Dept. Ass'n zations Gourt Ass’n
2k 20 10 25 3 10 5 73
25 5 12 6 7 k 36
26 5 3 5 2 15
27 7 some 1 6
26 12 28 6 lk 60
29 15 1 3 19
30 1 k5 1 29 76
31 2 2 26 2 30 62
32 2 23 2 9 36
33 1 7 31 19 58
3k k 2 3 2 k 15
35 32 7 39
36 5 k3 1 k9
37 7 lk 21
38 20 7 27
39 21 1 25 k?
ko 3 2 10 15
la 29 26 55
1|2 6 3 30 39
k3 k k
lk 1 11 11 23
k5 8 10 50 6 12 6 k 96
k6 13 9 15 10 k 3 5k
k7 17 15 9 13 12 1 k 71
k8 k lk 1 6 25
TABLE XXX (continued)
REFERRALS Bl VISITIRQ TEACHERS TO OTHER AQENCZES, 1952-1953
AGENCIES 10 WHICH REFERRALS WERE MADE
Visiting
teacher
reporting
Public
Welfare
Dept.
Red
Cross
Labor
Dept,
Health
Unit
Tubercu­
losis
Ass'n
civic
organi­
sations
Juven­
ile
Court
Crippled Other
Children's
Ass'n
total
2*9 1 1
SO i* 3 10 17
91 20 10 2 3 2 37
92 19 10 12 31 8 76
93 17 7 2i 28
92* 17 1 3 30 2 20 a 11* 99
59 2 17 9 2* 20
56 19 20 10 8 53
57 9 7 1* i 2 1 20
53 9 2 1 12
59 h 1 3 7 15
60 6 3 15 3 27
61 6 6
62 8 1 108 3 20 18 36 191*
63 1 It 6 11
62* none
Total 2*13 90 132 92*1 61 621 229 111* 337 2538
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Howe and school visits. In working S?as consultants to parents,
teachers, and pupils to help children obtain the maximum from the school
program, and to carry cm the other phases of their work, visiting
teachers found it necessary to make frequent visits to homes and
schools* Though most of them did not attempt to make accurate records
of all such visits, fifty-nine visiting teachers replied to the question
cm the number of home visits, and fifty-eight on the number of school
16
visits, made by them in 1952-1953• The results are shown in Table 
XXXI.
Six visiting teachers reported making more than 1*00 home visits 
during the school year, or an average of more than two visits to a 
home for each working day. Many of these were repeat visits, made in 
connection with the same referral. Of those reporting, the median 
number of home visits made was 150. Twenty-seven visiting teachers re­
ported an average of more than one home visit for each working day of 
the school session.
The median number of school visits reported was 170. Six visit­
ing teachers reported more than hOQ school visits during the session* 
twenty-six reported an average of more than one school visit for each 
school day.
These school and home visits played an important part in the 
public relations program of visiting teachers. By visiting the schools 
and the classrooms, visiting teachers had an opportunity to talk to
^Loc. clt.
^Questionnaire for Visiting Teachers, Items Wo. 27 and 28, 
p. 6, Appendix A.
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TABLE m i
NUMBER OF HOME AND SCHOOL VISITS IN 1952-1953
iaber of 
heBe visits
Humber of
visiting
teachers
Humber of
school
visits
Humber of '
visiting
teachers
None 0 None 1
1 - 2 0 2 1 - 2 0 1
a - ho 8 21 — 1*0 2
hi - 6o 2 2*1 - 60 1
61 - 80 5 6 1 - 8 0 1*
81 -100 3 81 -100 3
101 -120 5 101 -120 5
121 -Ho 3 121 -HO 2
H i  -160 2* H i  -160 8
161 -180 1 161 -180 5
181 -200 2 181 -200 5
201 -220 2 201 -220 I
2 a  -Ho - 221 -21*0 2
22a -260 3 22*1 -260 1
261 -280 1 261 -280 -
281 -300 3 281 -300 5
301 -320 5 301 -320 a
3 a  -32*0 1 321 -32*0 -
3ia -360 2 31*1 -360 3
361 -380 1 361 -380 «
381 -2*00 1 381 -2*00 1
2*01 or more 6 2*01 or more 6
Total
Median
59
150
58
170
I One of these included 86 office visits
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principals and teachers about their problems* and many referrals were 
mads as a result of such visits* People learned about the program by 
seeing it in action* Though visiting teachers made effective use of 
letters in enrolling and keeping children in school* more effective 
work with children mid parents resulted from actual personal contact 
in the form of school and home visits* Home visits gave m  understand­
ing of home environment which letters could not givef to solve the 
problems of children, workers first had to learn what those problems 
were*
Only twenty visiting teachers made fewer than 100 home visits 
during the session of 1952-19531 only twelve made fewer than 100 school 
visits* These visiting teachers apparently had to spend more time in 
office work than in working in the field* Most visiting teachers 
actually did visit, howeverj more than half made at least J00 visits to 
schools and homes*
Examples of work with referrals* Visiting teachers were re­
quested to give examples of case histories of their dealings with children 
to Illustrate the way in which they went about their work with referrals* 
Many visiting teachers took the opportunity to express their appreciation 
of the cooperative work of many agencies in making attendance problems 
less acute| others gave examples of ways in which they had cooperated 
with individuals and agencies in removing obstacles to attendance and 
adjustment*
Some of the stories reported about visiting teacher work are 
presented here*
One visiting teacher told of helping boys get jobs after school 
so that they could remain in school* She also reported giving and getting
1Q3
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clothes for many children in order that they could stay in school*
She placed older hoys in trade school so that they could learn how to 
sake a living, since they were dropping out of high schoolj she worked 
with principals and teachers in placing children with their peer groups 
so that they could be happier in school and thus remain ia schoolj she 
taught a girl in private school until her baby came and then placed her 
hack in public school in her regular class*
Another related the story of a visit made with the principal to 
the home of a maladjusted child* They met with the parents and discussed 
the problem in private, then called in the child to take part in the 
discussion* The visiting teacher offered as a possible solution placing 
the child in another room in the same grade* This was done, with the con­
sent of both teachers, and the other children were told it was done to 
equalise the pupil load, since one teacher had lost more children than 
the other* Since parents and child realised the school had the child's 
interest at heart, the boy adjusted himself to the new situation and was 
happy in school* The results were that he did better work and attended 
school regularly*
(hie visiting teacher wrote that she knew almost every family in 
her parish, having lived or taught in every community. As a result, she 
knew why Johnny was out of school and simply went and told him to get 
himself back in school* She used court cases as a last resort (as all 
visiting teachers do)* She reported that sometimes simply being a 
friend to children who had no friends, giving love where there was none, 
helping where she could when she could, did more good than laws and 
force 5 visiting the child usually did the job of getting him back in 
school* He went back because he wanted to, because together h© and the
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visiting teacher talked over the problem and straightened out the dif­
ficulties. If hone conditions were so bad that the visiting teacher 
considered the child would be better off in training school, the judge 
sent bin to training school, with the consent of the parents*
Another considered that her most rewarding experience was to 
convince a student of the definite need for further education when he 
was convinced he was unable to continue, and then to have him return to 
school and receive a diploma* Another, in his first year as a visiting 
teacher, wrote that his experiences in helping underprivileged and ex­
ceptional children were his greatest reward* Many similar reports were 
received*
One history reported was of a girl who dropped out of school in 
the seventh grade* The visiting teacher went to the home and was told 
by the father that he would not send the child back to school* the 
father was brought before the judge and given a jail sentence, the sen­
tence to be suspended on condition that the child attend school* When 
the girl reached high school, the Home Economics teacher became interested 
in her, bought clothes for her, took her to her own home, and in general 
treated the child as her own* the girl has now received a Bachelor of 
Arts degree from the state university and entered the School of Nursing*
Many ease histories were reported* They illustrate some of the 
many experiences which visiting teachers undergo, and they give an insight 
into the work of the visiting teacher which no amount of statistics can 
give* Six of these histories are given here in the words of the visit­
ing teachers who reported them*
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This case was reported from a large city# It involved a girl 
who was mentally and emotionally disturbed.
Beverly, a little girl of ten, was unhappy, withdrawn, and 
achieving nothing in the third grade# Visiting teacher arranged 
to have her psychologically tested and she was found to be mentally 
retarded# The visiting teacher helped the parent to accept this 
and arranged for the child to attend the special ungraded class.
The visiting teacher also arranged for the child to receive free 
lunch, since the family was receiving help from the Department of 
Public Welfare and she seemed undernourished# The visiting teacher 
discussed the problem with the Department of Public Welfare and 
the family is now receiving special instruction in budgeting their 
money to meet their needs# Beverly is now happy and active and has 
begun to achieve up to her capacity# She has gained weight and is 
even mischievous#
The following problem came from a broken homes
Rose, a fourteen year old girl, felt she could not attend school 
following the separation of her parents# The visiting teacher offer­
ed encouragement to Rose and helped her teacher and her principal 
to understand how the home situation was affecting Rose's behavior 
at school# Rose returned to school and through the efforts of the 
teacher, the visiting teacher, and the principal, school proved to 
be a constructive experience to Rose during the period of her 
parents' separation.
This case was one of truancys
Susan, a teen-age girl, was referred to the visiting teacher 
last year because of truantlng from school and from home. The home 
situation was poor both physically and psychologically, with inade­
quate income and a stepfather and three younger step-siblings.
Susan tried three schools last year but was unable to adjust in 
any of them# Finally, near the end of the term, with the advice of 
the psychiatrist, we gave her permission to stay out of school while 
we made plans for her to return in September.
The visiting teacher continued to see Susan regularly and en­
couraged her to study at home. The mother and stepfather were helped 
to understand her needs# Her problem was Interpreted to the school 
and this September it was agreed to accelerate her a year so she 
could be in her own age group# She has been attending regularly, 
doing good work scholastically, and appears happy and interested in 
school.
The teachers are encouraged by her improvement to extend their 
efforts to help other children with problems.
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A Hegro worker reported as follows about the ease of a neglec­
ted girls
1 worked with Jane* a twelve year old girl of high mentality 
who was neglected by her mentally retarded* indifferent mother*
At that age (12)* Jane became an unmarried mother who needed help*
We have no facilities for unmarried mothers. Through ray referral 
to the Child Welfare Division of the Department of Public Welfare 
and my work with the worker both Jane and her baby adjusted well 
in foster house* Jane visits her baby and is a happy high school 
girl* When she had the baby she was in the sixth grade*
This oass also was reported by a Negro workerj this time a 
parent needed help*
X worked with a mother who came in often to weep about her un­
grateful children. X listened and understood* Finally* X helped 
her to see that as a "good mother" she had worked hard to flH the 
economic needs of her children and they were starved for her love 
and affection* She gave this to boy friends* As the children 
matured they hated their mother* X helped her to see that it was 
net too late to help her younger children* We discussed practical 
ways of overcoming the problem* Today the mother is proud of the 
changed attitude of her children*
The following case was reported by an experienced visiting 
teacher from one of the parishes* Her wit and understanding of human 
nature are apparent} surely her work with parents and children has been 
successful* Her report of how she dealt with a problem of parental 
indifference is somewhat longer than the other cases chosen for presen* 
tations
Xt was reported that a white family had moved into our parish 
from another state and that the father refused to send his children 
to school*
There were ten children in the family* seven of compulsory school 
age* The father operated a small mill and was fairly well-to-do.
He was a self-made man and appeared satisfied with the job.
On the morning I went out to enumerate the family I found him 
already well on the way to a good binge* He was very frank in 
stating that he did not intend to send his children to a school run 
by a lot of aristocrats* He said he had a right to do what he 
thought was best for his children* He stated that he had plenty of 
money and that if legal action was taken to try to force him to send 
his children to school he would carry his suit to the highest court
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in the land*
1 asked if he had had any trouble about school attendance in 
the state in which he had formerly lived* He said there had been 
no difficulty as they had no such silly law there*
I then asked him if he had had any difficulty in obtaining his 
liquor there* He admitted that he had had difficulty in that 
respect*
X explained to him that we in Louisiana did not think liquor 
was important but that we thought children were very important 
and it was because we thought they were important that the compul­
sory attendance law had been passed* His remarks gave me a cue*
I felt that his belligerence and apparent prejudice were actuated 
by fear that his children would be subjected to ridicule.
I said, "You say you have plenty of money so you must be a 
pretty smart fellow, but you can't be such a good business man as 
you seem after all."
He wanted to know where I got this idea.
I replied, "Well, you are paying plenty of taxes, but you aren't 
getting anything for your money* These aristocrats are getting an 
education at your expense* That looks like a poor business deal to 
me* But you know these aristocrats can't keep your children out of 
that school. If you send them, I'll see that they are admitted in 
spite of the aristocrats*"
He looked at me for a minute and then said, "I believe you've 
got a point there* I think I will send them and I'd like to see the 
aristocrat that can keep them out*"
"That's a good Idea," I said* "I'll be there and see that they're 
allowed to enter."
He said, "Fine* How about a short snort before you go?"
The children entered school on the following Monday• They all 
needed special help and the teachers gave help as needed* Their 
adjustment was gradual but good and so was attendance.
About a month later, I called by to see if the home situation 
had changed. The father's habits had not changed, but the climate 
was entirely different* He said that he had decided that the school 
was 0* K* and the aristocrats were 0. K* too*
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IV. PROBLEMS B? BMBRDLLMSNT ANI) ATTENDANCE
Much of the work discussed in the preceding section grew out 
of enrollment and attendance problems* Except for maintaining the 
continuing census, which is not provided for in the attendance law, 
the burden of the visiting teacher's work is in dealing with such prob­
lems « In this section attendance and enrollment problems are consider­
ed from the following viewpoints: (1) problems in enrollment—  of 
children of compulsory attendance age who are not in school, of educables 
who have passed their sixteenth birthday, of children enrolled in other 
than regular classroomsj (2) problems in attendance—  chief reasons for 
nonattendance or poor attendance of white children, chief reasons for 
nonattendance of Negro children, problems encountered in enforcing the 
Compulsory School Attendance Law, and use of the courts to enforce the 
law*
Non-enrollment of children of compulsory school age. In Table 
XXXII is reported by parishes the number of white and Negro children age 
seven through fifteen who were not enrolled in school in 1952-195)3*
Many parishes could give no information on the actual number of such 
cases* However, the information given In Table XXXII does indicate that 
the schools still are not reaching a considerable segment of the popu­
lation*
In Table XXXIII the reasons for non-enrollment of white children 
are given insofar as these reasons could be determined, and the same 
information is given in regard to Negro children in Table XXXIV#
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TABLE r a n
NUMBER OF WHITE AND NEGRO CHILDREN AGE SEVEN THROUGH 
FIFTEEN HOT ENROLLED IN SCHOOL IN 1952-1953
Parish White Negro Total Parish White Negro Total
1 8 6 H* 22 21*8 696 9W*
2 5 30 35 23 15* 25* 1*0
3 35 35 70 21* 12 15 27
h 32 10 1*2 25 172 112 281;
5 ko 200* 21*0 26 1*9 26 75
6 261 2^6 517 27 1*1* 3 >!?
7 182 280 1*62 23 2 106 108
3 205 103 308 29 52 36 88
9 22 22 hh 30 7 15 22
10 16 5 21 31 1*7 35 82
11 35* 1*0* 75 32 35 80 115
12 25 21* 1*9 33 330* 160* 290
13 89 1301; 1393 Xh 219 609 823
1h 12 51* 66 35 7 16 23
X5 193 21 211 36 31* 26 60
16 1*3 17 60 37 28 69 97
17 id* X 101; 38 1* 0 1*
18 105 11*3 21*8 39 13 8 21
19 17 13 30 1*0 7 21 23
20 27 13 2*0 1*1 107 36 11*3
21 11*3 66* 209 1*2 3 11 11*
Total *#
Parishes reporting
283I*
1*2
1*71*7
hi
7581
1*2
*  Approxim ation
*-* Reports were not received from twenty-four parishes and cities 
which maintain the school census 
x Unknown
n o
From the data in Table XXXII it may be noted that more than 
75>OQ children of compulsory school age were reported as not registered 
in school for various reasons* These data are for forty-two parishes, 
almost two-thirds of the total school systems in the state* One visit­
ing teacher reported only four out of schoolj one reported almost 
fouteen hundred* Twelve parishes reported more than 200 white and Negro 
children out of school*
According to the information presented in Table XXXIII, 2061 
of the 2831* white children not enrolled could be accounted for as fol­
lows t 789 were married and hence not compelled to go to school j 38O 
were mentally handicapped j 3l**> were physically handicapped) 161 were 
ill or in poor physical healthj sixty-six were out of school because 
of illness of parents) 1hS were working) thirteen lived more than two 
and one-half miles from school where no bus transportation was provided) 
and a total of 162 were reported as not enrolled for other reasons*
No white child was reported as unable to go to school because he lived 
more than the legal limit (one and one-half miles) from a bus line*
From the data in Table XXXIV, it may be seen that 27$* of 
the 1*71*7 Negro children not enrolled were accounted for as follows t 
1*06 were married) 2l*8 were mentally handicapped and 269 others physi­
cally handicapped) 162 were out because of illness, and sixty-nine 
others because of the illness of their parents) 111* were working) 137 
lived farther than one and one-half miles from a bus line providing 
free transportation, and 12f> others more than two and a half miles from 
school where no transportation was provided (twenty-two of these were 
reported as living more than two and one-half miles from school and 
irregular in attendance because of distance and creek® to cross when the
TABLE XXXIII
NUMBER OF' WHITE CHILDREN AGE SEVEN THROUGH FIFTEEN NOT ENROLLED IN 1952-1953 LISTED ACCORDING
TO REASONS FOR NON-ENROuLMENT*
Parisn Harried Mentally
handicapped
Physically
handicapped
Illness 
of child
Illness 
of parent
Working More 
than l£ 
miles 
from bus
More Other 
than 2% 
miles
from school
Total
T 5 3 8
2 ? 15 5 10 5 0 35
3 25 5 2 32
k 20 5 9 6 &0
5 6 5 2 13
6 9 5 29 7 1 101 152
7 89 39 37 31* 6 205
8 1 3 10 2 2 1* 22
9 3 7 2 1* 16
10 3 U 2 3 2 5 19
H 12 5 6 1 1 ? 25
12 18 21 16 16 1 3 75
13 2 3 6 1 12
Ik lk2 10 7 20 12 2 193
15 35 2 3 1 2 h3
16 51 13 H* 2 1* 20** IGU
17 16 18 58 11 2 105
18 3 7 6 1 17
19 3 8 9 6 1 27
20 8 13 1 1 88 32 n a
21 3 3 3 2 XI
22 3 2 2 1 h 12
23 108 29*** 1 1 139
2k 31 12 3 1 2 k9
25 27 10 2 5 i*l*
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TABLE XXXIII (continued)
NUMBER OF WHITE CHILDREN AGE SEVEN THROUGH FIFTEEN NOT ENROLLED IN 1952-1953 LISTED ACCORDING
TO REASONS FOR ii ON -ENROLLMENT*
Parish Married Mentally
handicapped
Physically
handicapped
Illness 
of child
Illness 
of parent
forking More 
than 1} 
miles 
from bus
Mere Other 
than Zi 
miles
from school
Total
26 2 2
27 11 12 7 li ii 33
28 2 2 1 2 7
29 ? 21 22i 2 kl
30 10 5 5 5 5 5 35
31 50** 25*** 15** 15** 12 11 2 130
32 Hi 23 Hi 8 59
33 U 3 7
3k 10 9 15 3ii
35 h 8 6 2 2 6 28
36 1 3 ii
37 9 1 2 1 13
38 5 1 6
39 81 12 6 2 6 107
ko 1 1 1 3
Total 789 380 3it5 161 66 115 0 13 162 2061
Parishes
reporting 31 39 33 28 19 12 0
* Twenty-six systems did hot report on this item 7 Unknown
Approximation
4H4* Total of twenty-nine mentally and physically handicapped
TABLE XXXIV
NUMBER OF NEGRO CHILDREN AGE SEVEN THROUGH FIFTEEN HOT ENROLLED IN 1952-1953 LISTED ACCORDING
TO REASONS FOR NON-ENROLLMENT*
Parish
report­
ing
Marriage Mentally
handicapped
Physically
handicapped
Illness 
of child
Illness 
of parent
Working More 
than 1* 
miles
from bus
More 
than 2£ 
miles 
from bus
Other Total
1 k 2 6
2 7 $** 10 10** 30
3 7 3 10
k 10 lk 8 2 25** 59
5 ? 16 23 66 5 35 36 15 196
6 11 3 22 13 9 1 59
7 6k 12 8 11 7 1 103
8 U 1 1 6 12
9 h 1 5
10 5 11 3 2 2 8 31
11 ik 5 5 2k
12 33 19 17 30 1205 13Qk
13 5 9 6 1 15 12 k 52
Ik 12 9 21
15 10 5 2 17
16 28 21 69 17 18 153
17 3 5 5 13
18 1 5 h 3 13
19 8 5 h 3 10 22 52
20 9 1 5 15
21 2k 2 26
22 3 3
23 32 9 6 5 h 29 21 106
TABLE XXXIV (continued)
NUMBER OF NEGRO CHILDREN AGE SEVEN THROUGH FIFTEEN NOT ENROLLED IN 1952-1953 LISTED ACCORDING
TO REASONS FOR NON-BNROLLMENT*
Parish
report­
ing
Marriage Menially
handicapped
Physically
handicapped
Illness 
of child
illness 
of parent
“Wrklhg More 
than l4 
miles 
from bus
More 
than 
miles 
from bus
Other fotij
2k 5 6 6 3 u 2k
25 5 3 1 5 1 15
26 ? 11 21 35
27 66 20 21 18 15 16 k 160
28 2 5 k 11
29 6 8 2 16
30 12 6 8 26
31 6 10 5 2 3 5 10 28 69
32 7 1 8
33 10 8 3 21
3U k 5 1 26 36
35 5 1 2 3 22*** 33
Total k06 2k8 269 162 69 111* 137 125 123k 276k
Parishes
reporting 29 33 27 17 10 9 6 8 6
* Thirty-one systems did not report on this item 
■JHf Approximation
### Enrolled but unable to attend In bad weather 
? Unknown
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bus could not be run) 3 and I23I1 were reported as not enrolled for other 
reasons. More than 1200 of these last named were reported as the result 
of a survey which found them out of school*
Census reports of visiting teachers to the attendance section 
of the Stats Department of Education as of January 1 of each year are 
supposed to show reason® for non-enroilement of all educables in each 
parish. If© report is made separately for children of compulsory school 
age only. In this study an attempt was made to discover the causes of 
non-enrollment of children of compulsory school age only, and almost 
half the visiting teachers could not show such a breakdown. The figures 
that are available and that are shown in Tables XXXII, XXXIII, and 
XXXIV do show that a considerable number of children of compulsory school 
age are not in school and that most are legally not in school.
Records of the attendance section are not complete enough to 
show the total number of children legally or illegally out of school on 
January 1, 1953*^
Non-enrollment of eduoable® sixteen years of age or over. The 
data on the non-enrollment of white educables past the compulsory at­
tendance age are to be found In Table XXXV. Thirty-four of the sixty- 
six school districts which maintain census record® reported some 
breakdown on the youth aged sixteen through eighteen who were out of 
school in 1952-1953. Considerable effort would be necessary to dis­
cover the causes of nonattendance of all youth beyond the compulsory 
age limit for attendance, or of those who have not graduated from high 
school. Visiting teachers reported some success in reaching out-of- 
school youth beyond the compulsory school age, but they had to spend
Interview with Louis D. Robert, Supervisor of Attendance, 
January 23, 19$i*.
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TABLE X W f
NUMBER OF WHITE EWCABLES SIXTEEN TEARS CF ACiS OR OVER NOT ENROLLED IN 
1952-1953, LISTED ACCORDING TO If® REAS (MS FOR NON-ENROLLMENT
7SS35K Gradu­
ated
Working "lahHi-
capped
Married Armed
Forces
tlnac count­
ed for
Other TotSI
1 179 26 — saj
2 193 25 12 230
3 10b b7 10 161
h 120 11 13 b 11*8
5 7 5b 93 b7 157 28 695 69 181*36 293 SL7 273 63 11*1*6
7 Sk 100 3 b7 b b3 251
8 36 82 3 bl 162
9 b7 150 50 21 25 293
10 30 ? 30
11 690 93 16 132 53 221 1205
12 1|8 12 12 72
13 199 lb2 20 361
lb 217 19 37 29 302
15 209 310 519
16 133 87 23 93 193 72 601
17 108 125 20 b5 hi 35 12 392
18 18b 757 22 bl 3 91 3b2 11*1*0
19 102 60 28 b 191*
20 130 bo hi 80 297
21 58 12 37 55 162
22 kh 20 69 133
23 255 255
2b 21 12b 19 26 18 178 386
25 35 17 2 bo 91*
26 251 ? ? 239 5b 277 821
27 360 8b 3 875* 1322
28 2j00 150 bo 35 70 695
29 132 7 88 10 2 932
30 18 36 lb 16 9 10 103
31 99 21b 37 13 g'tWf 365
32 26 10 13 3 52
33 66 81 2 11*9
3b 8 7 1 1 2 19
Total 5603 b062 231 1872 679 I7bb 114*9 :15,61*0
Parishes
report­
ing 3b 20 13 31 25 13
? Unknown
« Not classified 
## Deceased
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most of their time with the children who were required by law to attend 
school.
of the 15,61*0 white youth sixteen to eighteen years of age, 
inclusive, reported as out of school in thirty-five parishes, more than 
one-third (5603) had graduated* More than twenty per cent (1*062) ware 
working j two hundred thirty-one were classed as mentally or physically 
handicapped; almost two thousand girls (twelve per cent) were married; 
679 were in the armed forces of the United States; l?kht> than ten 
per cent of the total, could not be accounted for, and 11*1*9 could not 
be classed in any of the categories mentioned. More than half of these 
last named (at least 875) could also be classed as unaccounted for.
No educable was counted twice; that is, If a youth was Included 
in the count under "Graduated," he was not also listed as "Working” or 
in any other category.
In Table XXXVI similar data are given for Negro e due able s six­
teen or over. Fewer than half the parishes (thirty-one) were able to 
supply any information on the reasons for non-enrollment ♦ More than 
half the educables past the compulsory attendance age on the census 
rolls (5032) could not be accounted for. More than ten per cent (1096) 
had graduated from high school; 196 were classified as handicapped;
992, approximately ten per cent, were married; 302 were serving in the 
armed forces; and 396 would have to be classed in other categories, 
chiefly unaccounted for.
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TABLE XXXVI
number or negro educables sixteen years or age m over not enrolled in 
1952-1953, LISTED ACCORDING TO REASONS FOR IK3N-EMROLIMENT
Parish Gradu­ Working^ Handi­ Harried Armedf Unaccount­ O^her fo¥aI
ated capped Faroes ed for
1 20 15 ----35
2 36 7 3 1*6
3 27 21 200* 21*8
& 23
63
39 18 i* 16 100
5 120 22 31 k 1830 1*0 2110
6 27 10*7 129 13 616
7 16 30 1 17 3 23 18 108
8 3 19 1 k 27
9 17 100 26 8 15 166
10 11 2 13
11 110 29 6 6 1 1232 1381*
12 37 6 9 6 58
13 5U Sk
lk 70 20 5 10 105
15 91 11*3 33 102 137 93 599
16 53 132 16 h2 17 95 18 373
17 62 ? ? 2 61*
18 1*5 250 71 57 1*23
19 2 21* 1 527 551*
20 78 6 32 10 126
21 21*7 21*7
22 1 32 12 5 1*2 92
23 10 30 3 100* 11*3
2k 67 ? ? 213 29 861 1170
25 105 100 10 18 22 255
26 8 1*25 2 1*35
27 16 ko 16 20 8 11* 111*
28 10 179 27 9 225
29 22 ko 3 23 8 96
30 2 11*1** 2 39 2 186
31 9 1 it H*
Total 1096 2170 198 992 302 5032 396 10,186
Parishes
report­
6ing 28 16 18 27 22 12
* Appr oximati cm
** Some register and attend in slack season 
? Unknown
1X9
The significance of the figures in Tables XXXV and XXXVI 
seems to be the large number of eduoables, no longer required by law 
to go to school^ who have not graduated from high school. Almost two- 
thirds of the unenrolled white youth and almost nine-tenths of the 
Negro youth have not completed their high school education before 
dropping out* Census figures compiled as of the first day of each year 
must show the number of graduates among ellgibleS; and thus the figures 
submitted by visiting teachers cannot be far wrong.
The lack of data on the number of eligibles who are not enrolled 
in school is also significant in that it reveals the incompleteness of 
the continuing census. Visiting teachers cannot enroll all eligible 
children in school until they know who those children are.
Children enrolled in other than regular classrooms. The number 
of parish school boards attempting to take care of the instruction of 
children who cannot be enrolled in regular classrooms is encouraging.
The data in Tables XXXVII and XXXVIII show the number of children in 
various parishes who were receiving instruction in extraordinary situ- 
ations in 19$2-19$3j the information in Table XXXVII is for white 
children and that in Table XXXVIII for Negro Children.
The data show that fourteen parishes reported hospital instruc­
tion for 10b white children and thirty-five parishes reported instruction 
in the home for 212 children. Only five parishes reporting did not 
provide either hospital or homebound instruction for children.
1
2
3
b
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
H i
15
16
1?
18
19
20
21
22
23
2b
25
26
27
28
TABLE XXXVII
NUMBER OF WHITE CHILDREN ENROLLED IN OTHER THAN REGULAR CLASSROOMS IN 1952-1953
Hospital Horaebouncf Correctional State' Schobl' State School State School In achobl
classes Instruction institutions for Deaf for Blind for Spastica outside parish
6 b 2 1
5 5 5 5 7
2
3 2 18
2 3 2 2 1 228
36 20 11 97
9 22 16 1 6<?2
12 1 b 1 22
1 l b5
1 22
1 31
20 28 10 3b 19 221
8 1 1 2
6 1 1 b
2 b 2 35
2 3 2 2
10 2 3 3 53
1 8 3 1 3
7 b 2 2 2 70
1 1
10 lb 2 7 22
2 7 3 79
3 1 1 2 1 102
3 b 1 2
3 5 1 38
Hi*
b
11
2
10
3
2
1
1
13
b5
2 b9
roo
TABLE XXXVII (continued)
NUMBER OF WHITE CHILDREN ENROLLED IN  OTHER THAN REGULAR CLASSROOMS IN  1952-1953
Parish H osp ita l Homebound C o rrectio n a l S ta te  School S ta ts  School S ta te  School In  school
classes in s tru c tio n in s titu tio n s fo r Deaf fo r B lin d fo r  Spastica outside parish
29 k 3 1
30 1 3
31 6 2 27
32 1 1 3 7 120
33 1 1 112
3h 2 3 2 2 1*5
35 8 21* 5 1 2
36 1 1
1*537 1 2 1* 2 1
38 3 2 1
39 6 12 h
ho 1 2 3 2 1 9
1*1 3 2
1*2 1 5 1*6
1*3 5 1
hh 1 2
1*5 6
T o ta l ioU 212 133 137 61* n 2298
Parishes
re p o rt­
ing 11* 35 33 31 19 6 . . . .  32
? Unknown
*  In  class fo r  exceptional ch ild ren
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The number of white children in state institutions is also 
given in Table XXXVII for each parish reporting. One hundred thirty- 
three white children were reported in correctional institutional 137 
were in the State School for the Deaf; sixty-four were in the State 
School for the Blind; and eleven were in the State School for Spas tics. 
(The actual enrollments in 1951-1952 in these institutions were as 
followsi State School for Deaf, 288; State School for Blind, 8?; the 
State School for Spastica was not in operation in 1951-1952.)*^ In 
addition, thirty-two parishes reported a total of 2298 children from 
their parishes who were in school outside the parish, and three parishes 
reported none in school outside the parish.
From Table XXXVIII it may be seen that only nine parishes re­
ported any hospital instruction for Negro children and only forty 
children receiving such instruction. Fourteen parishes reported home- 
bound instruction for forty-seven Negro pupils• Eighty-seven Negro 
children were in correctional institutions; twenty-one were in the 
State School for the Louisiana Negro Deaf (actual enrollment in 1951- 
1952, 180);^ fifteen were in the State School for the Louisiana Negro 
lyHnrf (actual enrollment the previous year, 90);^ two were reported 
in the State School for Spastic Children (not in operation in 1951- 
1952). In twenty-seven parishes reporting, 960 children were in school 
outside the parish.
Louisiana State Department of Education, CJie Hundred Third 
Annual Report for the Seaelon 1951-1952, Bulletin So. 758, baton Rouge, 
1952, TabieXXH, p. 3151
19too. elt.
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TABLE XXXVIII
NUMBER OF NEGRO CHILDREN ENROLLED IN OTHER THAN REGULAR CLASSROOMS IN 1952*1953
Hospital Homebound C o rre c tio n a lS ta te  School S ta te  School S ta te  School
classes in s tru c tio n  in s titu tio n s  fo r  Negro Deaf fo r Negro B lin d  fo r  Spastica
TABLE xxxviii {continued;
NUMBER 01-' NEGRO CHILDREN ENROLLED IN OTHER THAN REGULAR CLASSROOMS IN 1952-1953
Parish Hospital Homebouncl Correctional State School State School State School Out of
classes instruction institutions for Negro Deaf for Negro Blind for Spastica parish
28 7
29 1 2 3 106
30 30
31 3
32 3 3 7 1 1
33 2
3U 21
35 3
36 2 it h 1 2 6
37*
38*
39 1 1 82
Uo 2
la 2 2 2 1 19
la*
Total
reported UO It? 87 21 15 2 960
Parishes
report­
ing 9 Hi 22 11 7 1 20
# None enrolled in other than regular classroom
? Unknown
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Children enrolled through the efforts of visiting teachers.
Soma visiting teachers were extremely modest when asked to state the 
number of children who had been enrolled through their efforts In 1952- 
1953 (Questionnaire for Visiting Teachers, Item No* 29, p* 6, Appendix 
A)* One renarked, for example, that it was not a fair question* He 
"may have had a small part with the problem* Mary others aided in 
solving the problem*” Another remarked that he did not know how many 
were in attendance because of the compulsory attendance law* Many 
simply estimated the number they had enrolled in school since they had 
been working as visiting teachers; few could give accurate figures for 
the years before 1952-1953* Their responses are compiled in Table 
XXXIX*
Several visiting teachers pointed out that the number of 
children not enrolled had steadily decreased through the years s in one 
parish the decrease in those not enrolled was from 263 to about thirty; 
in a large parish very few white children were not enrolled and decreas­
ing numbers of Negroes; the visiting teacher in another parish simply 
remarked that the over-all record showed great improvement* Thirteen 
visiting teachers answered that all children of compulsory school age 
who were not excused from attending were in school, or simply reported 
"none" enrolled through their own efforts. Nine reported no record, 
or incomplete records* Twelve failed to answer the question; six of 
these were serving as visiting teachers for the first time in 1953“
195U, and had no record for 1952-1953.
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In the first four columns of Table XXXIX information is presented 
to indicate the number of educables enrolled through the efforts of 
visiting teachers in 1952-1953* Forty-eight visiting teachers reported 
enrolling in school in that year 563 white and 556 Negro children who 
would not otherwise have been enrolled* Six enrolled forty or more 
white pupils each) ten enrolled a total of more than forty white and 
Negro pupils who were not in school of their own accord*
Thirty-one visiting teachers reported on the number of youngsters 
they had brought into school since they had begun their work; they 
reported enrolling 1*118 children who would not otherwise have been in 
school* For example, one reported bringing in 121 youngsters the first 
year of the program (192*l*-19i(5) • Twelve visiting teachers claimed to 
have enrolled more than 100 children each in their years as attendance 
workers*
This conclusion may be drawn from the information in Table XXIXs 
the Compulsory School Attendance Law does not succeed in bringing into 
school all children who are required by law to be in school, but it 
does make it possible for many children who would not otherwise be in 
school to get some education. In 1952-1953# visiting teachers in at 
least thirty-eight parishes were called upon to handle referrals of 
children who were not registered in school* The data in Tables XXVII 
and XXVIII (pages 86, 07, 90, 91) show that thirty-nine visiting 
teachers were successful in getting many of these children to attend 
school; forty-eight visiting teachers succeeded in enrolling more than 
one thousand children in 1952-1953* Surely such an effort marks an 
important reason for existence of the visiting teacher program*
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TABLE XXXIX
HUMBER OF CHILDREN NOT Bl SCHOOL ENROLLED THROUGH THE HFFCRTS OF
TOTTING TEACHERS
IN T$g%-WS!r'   S'felCE 191*fl Ho. years
Visiting
teacher White Negro Total White Negro Total
as visii 
teacher
1 2$ 15 kO 125 100 225 8
2 ko 10 50 5
3 10 25 35 8
k ko 10 50 300 100 1*00 9
5 7 • 7 25 •i 25 10
6 • 27 27 1*9 1*9 k
7 k7 18 65 91 325* 5
6 6 7 15 09* 32* 121* 10
9 8 2 10 k
10 23 17 ko 7
u lk 23 37 1*2 6? 111 5
12 6 7 6 £06 7 506 8
13 h 8 12 LOO 100 200 7
Hi 60 60 lko 10
15 18 52 70 102 130 232 5
16 1 2 3 13 23 36 8
17 3 10 13 9
16 3 8 n 50 30 30 9
19 2 - 2 3 - 3 3
20 ia 51 92 31*7 k55 802 9
21 k 17 a 5
22 8 6 lk 9
23 6 11 17 2
2k 3 • 3 8
25 6 • 6 9
26 2 - 2 3i
27 - « • - 17
28 5 • 5 15 15 3
29 2 2 - 9 9 k
30 II k k
31 30 30 - 150 150 5
32 • 3 3 - 7 7 k
33 8 5 13 9
3k 1 2 3 3 7 10 8
35 1|0 17 57 9
36 3 6 9 18 26 kk 7
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TABLE XXXDC (continued)
NUMBER OF CHILDREN NOT IN SCHOOL ENROLLED THROUGH THE EFFORTS OF
VISITING TEACHERS
......W  1 5 ^ 3 5 5 1 “ ....... SINCE 191*1* $o* years
Visiting as visiting
teacher White Negrc) Total White Negro Total teacher
37 2 2 t 3 1* 7 ii
33 2 m 2 10 *• 10 9
39 15 5 20 35 15 50 3
Uo it 1 15 5
U 15 13 32
U2 30 22 52 18? 11*1 330 j/tn?
h3 8 10 18 36 20 56 8
tt 10 15 25 30 2*0 70
Ii5 • - • . m . t
h6 5> 10 15 15 30 t5 9
U7 5 2 7 160 1*0 200 9
U3 3 12 15 10
h9 • • • * • 9
Total 563 556 1119 21*50 1668 til 8
Median*** 6,5 10 15
Visiting
teachers lit to M 27 26 31
* For 19tt-19t5 only
Record is for former visiting teachers 
**» Median computed
? Unknown
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Chief reasons for nonattendance of white children in 1952-1953. 
Visiting teachers were asked to name what they considered to be the 
chief reasons for nonattendance among white pupils in 1952-1953 
(Questionnaire for Visiting Teachers, Item No, 30, p. 7, Appendix A). 
The results of this study are given In Table XL,
The reasons given have been classified under the five cate­
gories of referrals handled by visiting teachers (Table XXIII, Kinds 
of Referrals Handled by Visiting Teachers). Even so, the reasons given 
by visiting teachers for absence may overlap, as the reasons for re­
ferral nay overlap* a child with poor personality adjustment may come 
from poor hone surroundings, or economic difficulties may be related to 
behavior problems, or school adjustment problems may be closely con­
nected to home conditions. In spite of this, the chief reasons for 
absence of white children point up several significant facts.
Economic conditions were named most often by visiting teachers 
as the chief cause of absence of white pupils* These economic inade­
quacies were mentioned in several ways* poverty in the home, lack of 
lunch money, lack of clothes, or children needed at home to work,
(This last reason is listed separately in Table XL.) Almost as impor­
tant in keeping children out of school, In the opinion of visiting 
teachers, was parental indifference or lack of interest or neglect or 
simply failure to assume responsibility. Thirty-eight visiting teachers 
named economic difficulties and thirty-seven named parental neglect and 
indifference among the three most important things which kept children 
out of school.
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TABLE XL
CHIEF REASONS FOR NCNATTENDANCE OF WHITE PUPILS IN 1952-1953
Reason No, times 
listed as 
most
important
No, times 
named as 
second In 
importance
No. times 
named as 
third in 
importance
toial
Hone adjustment problems 
Economic difficulties 19 13 6 38
Parental indifference or 
lack of interest 13 15 9 37
Broken homes 5 3 7 15
Working—  jobs 2 6 1 9
Poor home conditions h 1 1 6
Needed at home to work 2 2 1 5
Socio-economic 3 0 0 3
Family relationships 0 2 1 3
Social condition of home 1 0 0 1
Total b9 k2 26 11?
School adjustment problems 
Lade of Interest in, or 
dislike of school a 7 9 2b
Lack of progress, failure, 
retardation 2 5 1 u*
Improper or inadequate 
curricula 2 1 h 7
Poor pupil-teaeher rela­
tionships 0 3 k 7
Flaying “hooky* 0 0 1 1
Total 12 16 25 53
Physical problems 
Illness of child 7 3 2 12
illness in family 0 1 3 k
Total 7 h 5 16
Personal adjustment problems 
Emotional or personality 
difficulties 2 3 5 10
Total 2 3 5 10
Social adjustment problems 
Defiance 0 1 0 1
Girls marrying young 0_ 0___________ 1  1
Total 0 1 1 2
Bad weather 0__________ 0  1 1
Total reporting    70 67   63 200
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Forty-nine of the seventy visiting teachers responding to this 
section of the questionnaire listed one of the two reasons named above 
or some other reason closely connected with the home as the chief 
reason for nonattendance of white pupils* Five visiting teachers con­
sidered broken hones the single most important cause for absencej four 
simply listed "poor hone conditions” as the chief reason^ three combined 
social and economic conditions and listed “socio-economic status” of 
the hone as most important j four others considered “working” the chief 
deterrent to attendance (two listed “working at home” and two “working 
at Jobs”—  one said “lucrative Jobs”—  as most important reasons for 
nena&tdndance) •
According to visiting teachers, the most serious threat to school 
attendance is to be found in the economic and educational difficulties 
of parents and of the homes from which children come* The chief hin­
drances to school attendance are also the chief reasons children should 
go to school.
Problems in school adjustment were also considered by visiting 
teachers to be serious hindrances to attendance by white children. Lack 
of interest in school cm the part of children or failure of children 
to adjust to school were considered by twelve of the seventy visiting 
teachers as the most important reasons for nonattendance among the re­
ferrals with whom they worked* Fifty-two visiting teachers listed some 
failure in school adjustment as one of the three chief contributing 
factors to absence.
Some laid the emphasis on the shortcomings of the school2 seven 
listed poor pupil-teacher relationships as either second or third in 
importance and seven others listed shortcomings of the curricula as among
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the most important factors. Some seemed to lay emphasis on pupil fail­
ure to adjust, still pointing to the responsibility of the school, 
however. Twenty-four thought lack of interest or dislike of school 
Important enough to mention, and thirteen listed retardation as a major 
factor.
School adjustment problems are multiple in origin, but the fact 
remains that schools must accept the responsibility for educating chil­
dren required by law to be in school. Teachers, principals, and visiting 
teachers work to make children well-ad ju.bted personalities in school, 
but better cooperation is needed in order that even fewer failures may 
be made,
Hlnese of the diild was considered the chief reason for non- 
attendanoe of white children by seven visiting teachers. Illness of 
the child or of his parents was second or third in importance in the 
opinion of nine others.
Nine visiting teachers also considered personality problems as 
among the chief reasons for absence$ two considered emotional or perso­
nality problems the most important single reason.
Problems in social adjustment were not regarded so seriously by 
visiting teachers as a cause for absence. One considered ndefiance® 
as of second importance, and one pointed to the problem of girls marrying 
young as the third most Important reason white children did not attend
school in his parish.
One visiting teacher considered nbad weatherM as one of the most
important reasons children missed school.
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Chief reasons for nonattendance of Negro children in 1952”
1953* In Table XLI are listed the chief reaeons given by visiting
teachers for nonattendance of Negro children in 19!?2-1953 (Question­
naire for Visiting Teachers, Item No* 31, p* 7, Appendix A). There is 
a striking similarity here to the results for white students.
Most difficulties in attendance originated in the horaej forty-
six of the sixty-one visiting teachers who replied to Item No* 31 on
the questionnaire considered poor conditions in the home or economic 
inadequacies in the home the chief reason for absence of Negro chil­
dren* Sixteen listed economic conditions and three listed socio-economic 
conditions as of prime importance } thirteen others listed working in the 
fields, at home, or on jobs to supplement family income or to support 
themselves, as of chief importance} eleven considered parental indif­
ference, neglect, failure, or ignorance as most Important} two listed 
adverse home conditions generally as first} and one listed broken homes 
as contributing,most to absence*
Problems in home and financial adjustment were listed 113 times} 
all reasons listed totaled l61u Poverty or economic need was named 
thirty-seven times; parental Indifference or failure was named thirty- 
five times* In the opinion of visiting teachers, these were the two 
chief problems faced in keeping Negro children in school*
Problems in school adjustment were important in contributing to 
delinquency in attendance, too* Lack of interest In school or active 
dislike of school by pupils was listed among the chief reasons for 
absence by fifteen attendance workers* “Retardation® drew support from 
seven} curriculum Inadequacies were considered very Important by eight 
respondents, and “lack of interest by school personnel® by one.
13b
t a b u ; xli
CHIEF REASONS FOR NCKATTKNDANCE OF NEORO CHItDHBS IN 1952-1953
Reason Wo. tiiiies Wo* times ^oV^timel Tresr
listed as named as named as
most second in third in
important importance importance
Home adjustment problems
Parental indifference,
neglect, or failure 11 15 9 35
Economic Inadequacies 16 17 k 37
Workingi jobs, labor
demand by landlord 7 8 3 18
Broken and unstable homes 1 k h 9
Working at home 6 0 1 7
Adverse home or living
conditions 2 0 2 h
Socio-economic 3 0 0 3
Total U6 lib 23 113
School adjustment problems
Lack of Interest in, or
dislike of school h 6 5 15
Retardationi over age, poor
scholarship, failure 3 2 2 7
Difficult or improper
curriculum 1 2 2 5
Lack of holding power of
school 0 0 2 2
Unmet educational needs 1 0 0 1
Lack of interest of school
personnel 0 1 0 1
Truancy 0 0 1 1
Total 9 11 12 32
Physical problems
Illness of child 3 2 1* 9
Illness of family 0 0 2 2
Lack of transportation;
distance child must walk 2 0 1 3
Total 5 2 7 lU
Personal adjustment problems
Emotional or personality
problems 1 1 3 5
Total l 1 3 5
Total reporting 61 58 b$ 16h
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Physical problems* especially Illness* were important In keep* 
ing Negro children out of schools nine visiting teachers mentioned 
personal illness or poor health* and two mentioned parental poor health# 
A physical problem of a quite different nature* lack, of transportation 
or the distance Negro children had to walk to school* was considered 
the chief problem in attendance in their parishes by two visiting 
teachers and third in importance by one.
Personality or emotional maladjustment was reported by five 
visiting teachers as an important reason for Negro children missing 
school,
The chief reasons for absence of white and Negro children are 
to be found in the home* in the educational and social and economic 
backgrounds from which children cane, The process of education of the 
children involves directly or indirectly the process of education of 
parents to responsibility* care* and control. The work of the visiting 
teacher must be to interpret to the home the function which the school 
perforate in preparing children for their places as adults in the 
community.
Chief problems in enforcing the Compulsory School Attendance law. 
In Item No, 37* page 9* of the Questionnaire for Visiting Teachers (see 
Appendix A), visiting teachers were asked to rank in order the five 
chief problems they had encountered in enforcing the Compulsory School 
Attendance Law, Fourteen suggested reasons for difficulty were listed* 
and visiting teachers were asked to list any other problems which they 
considered among the five most important• The results of this study are 
shown in Table XLI1,
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The findings discussed in the two sections of this study im­
mediately preceding this cane, Reasons for nonattendance of white children 
in 1952*1953 and Reasons for nonattendance of Negro children in 1952- 
1953s ere substantiated by the data in Table XLII. The two chief problems 
encountered by visiting teachers in attempting to enforce universal school 
attendance were the problems connected with "economic difficulties11 and 
"family attitude toward school*" Twenty-eight considered economic dif­
ficulties their chief problem, and fifteen others considered the family 
attitude toward school the chief hindrance* One of these ranked "family 
attitude" and * child's attitude" together as the chief reasons, sug­
gesting the dose relationship of the two* Five others considered the 
child's attitude toward school as their chief problem to overcome* 
Seventy-three visiting teachers responded to the question*
In the last column of Table XLII the total number of times each 
difficulty was ranked is given* It may be noted that "child's attitude 
toward school" was noted forty-five times and "child's lack of progress in 
school" forty-four times* Together the two difficulties, which are closely 
connected, were mentioned more times than either economic troubles or 
family attitude, each named fifty-eight times*
The four problems already mentioned comprised the majority of 
answers to the question, three-fifths of all the problems named as of 
outstanding importance in blocking enforcement of the law*
Many visiting teachers thought that the fact that they had too 
much clerical work to do, chiefly in maintaining the school census, was 
one of the chief drawbacks to proper enforcement of the compulsory at­
tendance law* Twenty-nine visiting teachers listed this as one of their 
five chief problems, and nine of them considered it of sufficient 
importance to rank it as the greatest hindrance*
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TABLE XLII
CHIEF FRQBILfiHS IN ENFORCING THE COMPULSORY ATTENDANCE LAM AS REPORTED
BY VISITING TEACHERS
Problem Number Number Number Number Number'•fWar­
times times times times times times
ranked ranked ranked 
first second third
ranked
fourth
ranked
fifth
named
Economic difficulties 
Family attitude toward
26 11 3 10 6 . 58
school 
Child9s attitude toward
15 lh 12 10 7 58
school
Child's lack of progress
6 10 16 6 7 hS
in school 
Too much clerical work
3 10 Hi 10 7 hh
for visiting teacher 
Lack of adequate school
9 3 3 9 5 29
curricula k 
Lack of adequate facilities
h 7 2 9 26
for exceptional children 
Too many children for
2 h 2 9 6 23
visiting teacher to handle 0 
Lack of adequate school
3 6 2 h 15
facilities 
Commity attitude toward
3 2 3 3 2 13
attendance lav 
Lack of cooperation by
1 1 1 1 5 9
district attorney 
Lack of cooperation by
1 3 0 1 1 6
other court officials 
Lack of cooperation by 
school officials in
2 0 2 1 1 6
reporting 0 1 1 1 l h
Broken homes
Lack of cooperation by
0 2 0 0 0 2
Labor Department 
Distance Negro children
0 1 0 0 0 1
live from school 0 1 0 0 0 1
Transportation 0 0 0 1 0 1
Working on farms
Lack of understanding by
0 1 0 0 0 1
parents of value of ed« 
Lack of personnel at
0 1 0 0 0 1
juvenile court 
Lack of facilities and
0 0 0 1 0 1
personnel at court 0 0 0 0 1 1
Total Reporting 7U 72 70 67 62
s ||
n
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In addition, fif lean visiting teachers considered that they had 
too many children to handlej none of them considered this the greatest 
drawback, but three rated it the second most important problem® The 
data in Tables XXIV, XXV, XXVII, and XXVIII show that visiting teachers 
generally do have too great a case load) apparently other problems were 
more pressing In importance.
The lack of adequate school curricula or adequate school facili­
ties was often mentioned as an important problem in enforcing attendance. 
Twenty-six classified "lack of adequate school curricula** as an out­
standing problem, and four considered this the most important problem 
they faced. Twenty-three thought "lack of adequate facilities for the 
exceptional child” an important deterrent to attendance in their 
parishes, and two considered this the most important deterrent. Thir­
teen others counted "lack of adequate school facilities” generally as 
of outstanding importance, and three counted it of prime importance.
Lack of support by the courts was mentioned by several visiting 
teachers as a hindrance to enforcement of compulsory attendance in their 
parishes. Six considered the "lack of cooperation by the district at­
torney1* as an outstanding problem) one even listed this m  his chief 
trouble, and three others ranked it second. Six visiting teachers also 
mentioned "lack of cooperation by other court officials," and two said 
it was their chief hindrance. One mentioned the lack of personnel at the 
Juvenile Court as a major problem, and another also mentioned lack of 
facilities and personnel at court.
Nine visiting teachers considered community opinion about the at­
tendance law as one of their chief problems in enforcing that lawj one 
considered this problem more important than any other. Several others
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named community problems as hindrances s one mentioned transportation 
difficulties, another the distance Negro children lived from school, 
and another the problems of children working on farms»
Four visiting teacher is considered the lack of cooperation by 
school officials, chiefly in reporting gains and losses and referrals, 
an an important problem; none considered this problem most important*
One erven mentioned lack of cooperation by the Department of Labor; 
none mentioned lack of cooperation by any other state agencies as a 
chief hindrance*
Two found the problems of children from broken homes among their 
greatest discouragements, and one other mentioned the lack of understand­
ing by parents of the value of education for their children*
All of these problems named were important in some degree to 
visiting teachers striving to see that every child capable of being 
educated was given the opportunity for that education. The task of 
informing the public about the value of education for every child has 
not been finished; visiting teachers must continue to work with other 
school personnel in all localities to interpret the school to the public*
Use of the courts to enforce the attendance law* The philosophy 
of visiting teachers about the use of courts to enforce the attendance 
law is explained in this additional note appended to the questionnaire 
by one of their numbers
This parish has never lost an attendance case in court. Even 
with this record, we feel court action is not the final answer*
We handle cases, with but few exceptions, as followss
1. Home visits by visiting teacher,
2, Letters (copies to District Attorney and to principals),
3* Office conferences— with visiting teacher and superintendent 
and parents,
b. Parent conferences with Judge or District Attorney,
5>, Letters from District Attorney to parents,,
11*0
We feel that If these measures fail to secure regular at­
tendance of children, we are justified in taking court action.
In instances where the Department of Public Welfare is involved,
we work with the field worker during all these steps.
The number and outcome of court cases involving the Compulsoiy 
Attendance Law in 1952-1953 are shown by parishes in Table XLII. Visit­
ing teachers were asked to report the number of informal conferences
or chamber proceedings and the actual number of court cases occurring
in their parishes In that year, and to give a breakdown on the outcome 
of such cases. It may be noted from the table cited that fourteen 
parishes made no use of the courts in 1952-1953 to enforce the provisions 
of the attendance law, either by chamber proceedings or by trial in open 
court. Thirty parishes reported no actual court trials} eighteen re­
ported no use of Informal conferences with the judge.
Twenty-two parishes made use of court trials to enforce the lawj 
these parishes reported a total of 203 cases brought to trial. (Eleven 
parishes or cities made no report on court cases.) In addition, thirty- 
four parishes reported informal conferences of judges or district at­
torneys and parents, involving a total of 302* violations of the 
attendance law.
Twenty-four of the court cases resulted in fines for the defen­
dants and seventy-three in suspended fines. In sixteen of these cases, 
fine suspensions were correlated with probation, evidently a probation­
ary jail sentence. An additional hundred cases were dismissed with 
warnings or probation. In forty cases, the children were placed in 
foster homes} in forty-nine others, they were put in institutions} and 
in fifteen cases, other action was taken, perhaps jail sentences. Only 
thirteen cases were nolle prossed or resulted in no action against the 
defendants.
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TABLE XLIIX
NUMBER M B  OUTCOME OF COURT CASES BTVOOTUQ THE
COMPULSORY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE LAW B  1952-1953
No . No, No, No, No. No. No,
court court fines sus­ sent warn­ sent
case* con­ pended to ings to
fer­ fines foster and insti­
ences hone* proba­
tion
tution
1 7 7
0 0
0 0
2 5 5 5
0 3
2 0 2
2 1 2
16* 5* 6 3
0 12
1 0 1
0
0 0
0 0
0 28 26
0 6
111 1* 1 12 1
0 1
5 10 6 2
12 2 9 1
11 37 8
7 2 6 1
1 0 1
3 7 1 1
1*7 10 17 25 3 11 1
0 3
0 2
3 8 2 1 8
1
0 2 1 1
0 0
U* 58 18 I*
0 3 2
2 2 1 1
0 0
0 0
0 h
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
W T  No.
no other
action action 
taken taken
X*#
2
1
6
TABLE XLII I (continued)
NUMBER AND OUTCOME OR COURT GASES INVOLVING THE
COMPULSORY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE LAW IN 1952-1953
Parish No, ho* "Tto. ’ TBK... ho. “is;— 1o* n s r .
court court fines sus­ sent warn­ sent no other
cases con­ pended to ings to action action
fer­ fines foster and Insti­ taken taken
ences homes proba­
tion
tution
U 7 1 7
1*2 21 10 8 8 5
i«3 0 k
1*1* 35 33 2 19 3 6 3 2
kS 0 0
1*6 0
kl 1
1*8 8 0 3 1 2 2
k9 0 6
50 0 0
51 0 7 1 5 1
52 1 1
53 0 6 6
51* 0 0
55 0 3 2
Total 203 30lt 2l* 73 1*0 116 1*9 13 15
Number parishes reporting no court cases:
Number parishes reporting no informal conferences: 18
Number parishes reporting neither court cases nor informal
conferences: Hi
Number parishes reporting court cases tried: 22
Number parishes reporting informal conferences:
* Outcome of seven court cases and five informal conferences with 
judge or district attorney not reported
** Case turned over to district attorney but no action taken 
Visiting teacher reports "no cooperation from D* A#*1
H a
The data cm the number of court cases since 2$4i are not 
complete. Twenty parishes reported "no data11 or did not report on court 
cases since X9UU* The information in Table XL TV shows, however, that 
at least thirteen parishes have not reported to the courts in a single 
ease since the Inception of the Compulsory School Attendance Law.
Whether they have needed to use the courts nay be a moot question) the 
data on the number of children out of school indicate that court action 
is sometimes needed.
Thirty-eight parishes have used the courts. Of these, five 
parishes have tried one case each in the courts: two resulted in fines, 
two in suspended fines, and one in probation or warning. Two other 
parishes have had two cases eachi in one parish, one child was insti­
tutionalized and one parent was warned) in the other parish, both 
defendants were fined.
Efforts to use the courts must have been frustrating indeed in 
some parishes. In one parish the visiting teacher reported a total of 
or 5® cases, and each case resulted in 11 no action.® In another 
parish, ten of eleven cases resulted in ®no action.® In only thirteen 
parishes have fines been imposed. (In three others, ®other action® was 
taken, which may indicate jail sentences.) Fifty-one defendants have 
been fined since l?Wi, of the total of plii court trials reported by the 
thirty-eight parishes. Parents or guardians have received suspended 
fines in 2h9 cases, and have received court warnings or been placed on 
probation in 333 others. Thirty-six children were reported as being sent 
to foster homes as a result of court action, and ninety-nine others were 
sent to institutions such as detention homes and reformatories. In 
twenty-six cases, other action was taken, and in only fifty cases
liflf
tabus xunr
NUMB® AND OUTCOME OF COURT CASES INVOLVING THE COMPULSORY
SCHOOL ATTENDANCE LAW SINCE 191dl
Parish No. No. Ifcu No. No. " No. ftb .' No,
court fin es sus­ sent warn­ sent no other
CaSSS pended to ings to action action
fin e s fo s te r
homes
and
proba­
tio n
in s ti­
tu tio n s
taken taken
1 IT 1 8 ,,r,T  "
2 5 5
3 0
h 30 2 20 5 20 5
5 0
6 6 1 3 1 2
7 16 3 2 10 1
8 96* h 5 1 Hi U 6 10
9 3 3 3
610 16 6 li
u 2 2
12 0
513 5
Hi 1 1
96 UIS 107 7
16 1 1
17 li*** 18 li
18 1 1
IS 12 5
16
7
20 kty 1 18 5
21 53 19
822 59 35 5 10 1
23 10 9 1 >
2h 12 1 3 2 6
2$ 125# 20 75 12 30 8 3
26 17 Hi 3
27 0
28 20 h 2 1 12 1 1029 11 1
30 15 1 1 2 9 2
31 0
32 15 7 h k
33 6 5 1
3h 0
35 0
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TABLE XLIV (continued)
NUMBER AND OUTCOME OF COURT GASES INVOLVING THE COMPULSORY
SCHOOL ATTENDANCE LAW SINCE I9hk
Parish' No. No. No. No* ^ Jfb. tfo. No. ~No.
court fines sus­ sent warn­ sent no other
cases pended to ings to action action
fines foster
homes
and
proba­
tion
insti­
tution
taken taken
36 1 1
37 0
38 1*0 35 5
39 31 8 8 5
l*o 2 1 1
la 51 6 20 18 3 1*
1*2 l 1
1*3 0
1*2* 10 1* 1* 2
1*5 3 1 1 2
1*6 0
1*7 18 1 15 2
1*8 0
1*9 1*2 3 6 31
50 0
51 0
Total 911* 51 21*9 36 333 99 50 26
Number parishes with no court cases: 13
Number parishes employing court cases: 38
Number parishes with one court case: 5
Nuaber parishes with two court cases: 2
* Outcome of 52 cases not reported
** All In 1952-1953
# Approximation
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reported was no notion taken.
In most instances, judges have been content to warn parents 
or to levy fines which were suspended on condition children were sent 
to school; whether this has served as a sufficient deterrent to keeping 
children out of school is open to doubt. In many parishes, more effec­
tive court action is dearly indicated. Court action is the foundation 
on which enforcement of the law is built) if the foundation is weak, 
the whole structure Is imperiled.
Enforcement officials have ably presented their side of the 
case in court) this is clear from the fact that fewer than six per cent 
of cases involving attendance have resulted in no action. In instances 
where court action is necessary, that court action must be effective.
In many parishes, it has been) in others, It has not,
V. TIME SPENT BY VISITING TEACHERS 
IN VARIOUS PHASES OF THEIR WORK
In Item No. 35 of the Questionnaire for Visiting Teachers (page 
8, Appendix A), attendance workers were asked to estimate the percen­
tage of their tine spent in visiting teacher work which was occupied 
with these several categoriest professional meetings and reading, census 
accounting, school visits, work with referrals, and the total time spent 
in any other phases of their work. A tabulation of the responses of 
sixty-eight visiting teachers is presented in Table XLV*
An interesting facet of the report is the amount of time spent 
in census accounting* Fifteen visiting teachers reported no time spent 
on the census) thirteen of these were from Orleans parish. On the 
other hand, thirteen visiting teachers estimated that they spent sixty-to 
ninety per cent of their time in child accountingj eight estimated the
1k7
time spent as sixty per cent of the total* one estimated sixty-five 
per cent* two said seventy-five per cent, one eighty per cent, and 
one ninety per cent* Thirteen also reported approximately twenty- 
five per cent of their time spent in census workj fourteen others 
estimated the time spent on the census somewhere between thirty-one 
and fifty per cent* Visiting teachers reported spending as much on 
census work as in any other phase of their duties.
The amount of time spent by visiting teachers in work with
referrals was quite varied. Two visiting teachers estimated spending 
elgity-five par cent of their time in case work. Six others estimated 
spending more than half their time with referrals* Six of these eight 
visiting teachers were freed entirely from work with the census* Fif­
teen attendance workers spent at least half of their time in work with 
referrals*
On the other hand* twenty-eight visiting teachers* or forty-
one per cent of those reporting* estimated that they could and did
spend twenty pm* cent or less of their time with referralsj sixteen of
these spent no more than ten per cent of their working time in case
work.
Much time was occupied In calling on the schools. More than 
h i of those responding to this question (thirty-seven) reported spend­
ing more than twenty per cent of their time in school visits; nineteen
spent at least one—third of their working time in this way*
The total percentage of working time spent by visiting teachers 
In school visits and work with referrals is reported in Table XLVI. Ten 
visiting teachers spent more than four-fifths of their time in this way.
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TABLE XLV
TIME SPENT BY VISITING mCHSRS 
IS VARIOUS PHASES OF THEIR WORK
Percentage 
of tine spent 
as estimated
Professional 
meetings and 
reading
Census
Account­
ing
School
visits
Work
with
referrals
(JflERer"
duties
by VT»s Number Number Number Number " Number
Hone 5 15 0 1* 12
1-1(9 58 5 8 15 Ut
11-20* 5 8 23 12 7
21-30* 13 18 11 h
Ji-Uq* 8 17 7
U-5Q* 6 1 It 1
Si* or more 13 1 8
Total 68 68 68 68 68
Median time 
spent 5* 25* 23* __22L.___ 5*
* Visiting teacher in first three months of his work
Thirty-seven consumed more than half of their working time in the field* 
bat thirty others could not arrange to spend even half of their time 
working with parents* children* and teachers* Ten actually spent less 
than one-third of their time in visitation and field work*
TABUS XLVX
PERCENTAGE OF TIME SPENT IN THE FIELD IN 
SCHOOL VISITS AND WORK WITH REFERRALS
Farcmteg. Number
Nan. 0
1-10% 1
10-20% k
21-30% 6
31-U0% 12
ia-so* 8
51-60* 9
61-70* 9
71-80* 9
61* or more 10
Median 55*
The median for the total tine spent in work with referrals and 
in visits to schools was fifty-five per cent. The median percentage of 
tine spent in various duties is reported in Table XLV. The median time 
spent in census accounting was twenty-five per cent of the total work­
ing time* The median percentage of time spent In school visits and in 
work with referrals was also approximately twenty-five in each case, 
while the median time reported for professional meetings and reading 
and for other duties performed was in each case about five per cant*
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The typical visiting taaohor, if there was on®, spent almost 
equal amounts of time in census accounting, work with referrals, and 
school visits* More total time actually was consumed In census ac­
counting and in work with referrals than with school visits, but these 
three duties occupied almost all the working time of visiting teachers*
VI. PROFESSIONAL :^ ELATICMSHI?S
Visiting teachers reported excellent relationships with the 
individuals with whom they worked* They were asked in the questionnaire 
(Item Ho* 16, page 3, Appendix A) to rate their professional relation­
ships with these people as excellent, good* fair a or poor* They 
reported an overwhelmingly excellent relationship with school personnel, 
parents, state agencies, and court personnel.
The results of the opinion survey of professional relationships 
are given in Table XLVII* Seventy per cent of their working relation­
ships were classed as excellent* Only six relationships, or eight- 
tenths of one per cent, were classed as poor, and only twenty-one, or 
two and six-tenths per cent, as fair. A total of 211 relationships 
(twenty-six and a half per cent) were classed as good.
Visiting teachers reported more excellent relationships with 
superintendents than with any other parson* Sixty-three, or 83 per 
cent, thought their relationship with the superintendent was excellent} 
eleven, or lb*5> per cent, thought it good} one classed his relation­
ship with the superintendent as fair; and on© considered the relation­
ship poor*
The least satisfactory relationships were reported with the 
district attorneys and with the State Department of Labor* About half
1$1
(thirty of -the fifty-eight) rated their relationship with the Depart­
ment of Labor excellent; twenty-five, more than two-fifth©, rated it 
good| two (three per cent) rated the relationship fair; and the same 
number, two, rated their relationship as poor. Relationships with the 
Department of Labor were considered as satisfactory on the part of 
ninety*three per cent of the visiting teachers, if good and excellent 
relationships are considered as satisfactory,
fifty-eight visiting teachers also rated their relationship with 
the district attorney. Two, or more than three per cent, rated their 
relationship poor; four, or seven per cent, rated it fair; twelve, or 
twenty-one per cent, considered it good; and forty, or sixty-nine; par 
cent, rated the relationship excellent. Relationships with the district 
attorneys were at least satisfactory In ninety per cent of the cases.
The per cent of relationships considered excellent with other 
persons and agencies were as follows: with supervisors, 81*7; with 
assistant superintendents, 81,1; with the Health Unit, 7^*5; with 
principals, 75,0; with the Department of Public Welfare, ?2,0; with 
teachers, 67.9; with the Tuberculosis Association, 6£,9; with the Juve­
nile Court, 6 3 with parents, $$*1. Visiting teachers rated their 
professional associations with their colleagues in the field of edu­
cation higher than with any other group, and the percentage of excellent 
relationship© rose in general with the rise in administrative rank. The 
percentage of excellent relationships was highest with superintendents, 
next highest with supervisors, then, in descending order, with assis­
tant superintendents, principals, and teachers.
l$2
TABLE XLVII
PROFESSIONAL RELATIONSHIPS AS RAXED BT VIS IT B O  TEACHERS
Excellent Good Fair Poop Total
No. % No. % No. % No. %
Superintendent 63 82.9 11 3iw5 1 1.3 1 1.3 78
Assistant Superintendent s)30 81,1 7 18.9 0 0.0 0 0.0 37
Supervisors) 58 81.7 12 16.9 1 1.1* 0 0.0 71
Principals 60* 75.0 19 23.8 1* 1.3 0 0.0 80
Teachers 55# 67.9 23#28.lt 3 3.7 0 0.0 81
Parents 1*3& 55.1 32&2*1.0 3 3.8 0 0.0 78
Dept, of Public Welfare 59 72.0 23 28.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 82
Labor Department 30 50.8 25 1*2.1* 2 3.1* 2 3.1* 59
Tuberculosis Association 29 65.9 12 27.3 3 6.8 0 0.0 1*1*
Health Unit 52 76.5 16 23.5 0 0.0 0 0.0 68
Juvenile Court 1*0 63.5 19 30.2 3 l*.8 1 1.6 63
District Attorney Uo 69.0 12 20.7 k 6.9 23.1* 58
Total 559 70,1 211 26.5 21 2,6 6 0.8 797
# One visiting teacher rated a owe relationships excellent, aorae 
fair
# One visiting teacher rated some relationships excellent, some 
good
it One visiting teacher rated some relationships excellent, some 
good
In each case, the lowest rating given is used in the table
3S3
A H  relationships with assistant superintendents were reported 
as satisfactory, that is, as either excellent or goods 98*7# P©r cent
of relationships with principals, 98,6 per cant of relationships with
supervisors, and 96,3 per cent of relationships with teachers were rated
as satisfactory. Fewer than four p8r cent of relationships with any
school group ware reported as unsatisfactory,
The percentages of somewhat unsatisfactory relationships (fair 
and poor) with other persons or agencies were as follows a with the 
Juvenile Court, 6,1* per cent; with the Tuberculosis Association, 6,8 
per cent) with parents, 3,8 per cent) and with the Department of Public 
Welfare and the Health Units, none.
The many excellent relationships with professional personnel 
indicate that visiting teachers feel they have the opportunity to ac­
complish the job they have been assigned.
CHAPTER V
3 VALUATION OF THE VIS H E W  l’EAOHKR PROGRAM
'  A
Several mean? of evaluating the visiting teacher program have
bean used* The sixty-seven parish and city superintendents were asked
to complete a check list which Indicated their opinions of the value
1
of the visiting teacher program to their systems $ sixty-one of them, 
or more than ninety per cent, replied* Almost nine hundred principals 
of white and Negro public and private schools outside the parish of 
Orleans were also requested to indicate their opinions of the worth 
of the visiting teacher program as to total value, enrollment or regis­
tration of those not enrolled in school, getting children to attend
who were not regular in attendance, and work with children with adjust- 
2
sent problems; Ski principals, sixty-two per cent, replied.
An analysis of attendance and registration figures was made 
from Annual Reports of the State Superintendent of Education* In ad­
dition, opinions of superintendents and of visiting teachers themselves 
about how the program might be improved were invited in the questionnaire 
mailed to them; many excellent suggestions were made, and these replies 
are evaluated in this chapter.
1A specimen of this check list is to be found in Appendix A. 
L^oc* cit.
ISh
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I. WHAT PARISH SUPERINTENDENTS THINK 
OF THE VISITING TEACHliR PROGRAM
Superintendents generally were convinced of the value of the 
visiting teacher program in their systems# The data in this section 
of the study reveal the answers of superintendents to the several 
parts of the check list sent to them# Respondents to the questionnaire 
included all except six of the sixty-four parish and three city super­
intendents#
Results of questionnaire relative to comparative value of 
program# Each parish and city superintendent was asked to check the 
one of these statements which in his opinion most nearly represented 
the value of the visiting teacher program in his systems of little value, 
of some value, or of considerable value# Sixty superintendents respond­
ed to this question# Two checked "of little value**; nine checked the 
statement **of some value11; and forty-nine, or 81 *7 per cent, checked 
the statement "of considerable value#”
Jn Table XLVIII is a statistical presentation of this response#
lf?6
TABLE XL¥III
OPINIONS OF PARISH AND COT SUPERINTENDENTS ABOUT THE VALUE OF THE 
VISITING TEACHER PROGRAM TO THEIR SYSTEMS
Response Number Par cent
Of little value 2 3.3
Of some value 9 15.0
Of considerable value is 31.7
Total 60 100.0
Overwhelmingly, superintendents agreed that the visiting teacher 
program was of considerable value to their parishes.
Results of questionnaire relative to employment of visiting 
teachers if no state funds were available or no state regulations requir­
ed their employment. Perhaps in Table XLIX there is a more revealing
indication of the attitude of parish superintendents toward the visiting
3teacher program. Superintendents were asked:
If there were no state provisions for visiting teachers and no 
state money provided for their employment, check the statement 
below which most nearly represents your feeling about what you 
would dot
Would not have a visiting teacher ____
Would employ a visiting teacher If sufficient
local funds were available t
Would find the money somewhere to employ one or 
more visiting teachers
^Check Sheet for Superintendents, Appendix A
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As Indicated in Table XLII, fourteen superintendents (twenty™ 
fear per cent) checked the answer which indicated that they would wake 
a special effort to find the woney to employ visiting teachers\ thirty- 
nine others (sixty-six per cent) indicated that they would employ 
visiting teachers if they had the money (one checked both of these 
snswers)j and only six (ten per cent) stated that they would not employ 
a visiting teacher if the state made no provision for the program#
Three superintendents replying did not answer this section of the ques­
tionnaire#
TABLE XLIX
WHAT SUPERINTENDENTS WCKJLD DO IF THERE WERE NO 
STATE PROVISIONS FOR VISITING TEACHERS
Response Number Per cent
Would have no visiting teacher 6 10.2
Would employ visiting teacher If 
money were available 39 66*1
Would find money to employ visiting 
teachers lit 23*7
Total 59 100.0
Results of questionnaire relative to the need for additional 
visiting teachers# Superintendents were also asked how many visiting 
teachers they thought they needed in their parishes# The replies were 
then contrasted with the number of visiting teachers actually employed* 
Twelve superintendents indicated a need for additional visiting teachers| 
in general, these replies indicated that two visiting teachers were
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needed instead of the on® presently employed to carry on the program.
One other superintendent indicated that one visiting teacher would be 
sufficient if enough clerical help were also provided.
One superintendent answered that he needed no visiting teacherj 
the other who indicated that the program was of little value in his 
parish did not answer the question, implying that he also needed no 
visiting teacher* Two other superintendents did not answer the question* 
The other forty-three replying indicated that the present number 
of visiting teachers employed was enoughj each of these superintendents 
employed one visiting teacher.
Opinions of superintendents about how the program could be im­
proved. Host superintendents made no suggestions about improving the 
visiting teacher program. Others had valuable suggestions to offer*
Four superintendents suggested that visiting teachers be given 
■ore clerical assistance, and two others suggested reducing the amount 
of clerical work necessary so that visiting teachers might spend more 
time in the field* Another wanted visiting teachers to be able to spend 
at least seventy-five per cent of their tine in the field* Like visit­
ing teachers, superintendents realised that too much time of some 
visiting teachers was occupied with purely clerical duties*
Two had definite suggestions about the continuing census* One 
would eliminate it entirely, so that the visiting teacher might spend 
all of his tin© visiting parents and schools; the other suggested that 
the census be taken as it was before the visiting teacher program 
began, except that it be taken every two years*
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One suggested using the Child Labor Law to make attendance 
possible and eliminate the compulsory attendance features of the law. 
Another remarked that too many children were not in regular attendance, 
so that some new approach was needed.
Several suggested a better public relations program and a 
better understanding of the program among principals and teachers*
Two would have frequent conferences of visiting teachers with faculty 
groups; three others would like to see the public better Informed 
through P.-T. A* groups and service organisations; others suggested 
more frequent visits to classrooms.
Though convinced of the value of the program, many superin­
tendents were not sufficiently enthusiastic to see that adequate visit­
ing teacher services were made available in their parishes* It has 
been shown in this study that visiting teachers in general have too big 
a case load, that many need additional clerical help, that some are too 
much occupied with additional duties* Apparently some superintendents 
have not been convinced of the truth of these conclusions; most think 
they have enough visiting teachers to carry out the visiting teacher 
program*
II. WHAT SCHOOL PRINCIPALS THINK OF THE PROGRAM
School principals in Louisiana regarded the visiting teacher 
program highly* In a check sheet, all of the principals of public 
and private white and Negro schools with four teachers or more as listed 
in the Louisiana School Directory for 1952-1953^ were asked to rate the
^Louisiana State Department of Education, Louisiana School 
Directory for 1952-1953* Bulletin No, 755, Baton Rouge7T^2,TET"pp*
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program In the four respects discussed below* Orleans Parish prin­
cipals wore not included in this opinion survey because of the compara­
tively long time the visiting teacher program has been in operation 
there.
Principals of white and Negro public schools tended to rate the 
various phases of the visiting teacher program in the same way* In 
every case, the largest percentage of principals of the two groups ex­
pressed the same opinion* For example, the greatest number of princi­
pals in each group rated the total program "of considerable value," 
and the next largest number in each group considered the program "of 
some value*" Their opinions are summarised in Table 1.
The largest number of both white and Negro public school prin­
cipals adjudged visiting teacher success in enrolling children not 
registered aa "some success," and the next largest number in each group 
judged the program as of "considerable success*" In judging the success 
of visiting teachers in getting children to attend school, the greatest 
percentage of both groups agreed on "some success," and the next largest 
percentage of both judged the work of "considerable success*" The 
greatest percentage of both agreed that visiting teacher work with ad­
justment problems was "of some value," and the next largest group of 
both that the work was "of little or no value*"
Principals of white public schools formed the largest group of 
those sent check lists, and returned by far the largest number of re­
plies* Questionnaires were mailed to 631 white public school principals $ 
replies were received from 398, or 63.1 per cent# These 398 replies 
constituted almost seventy-three per cent of the $h7 questionnaires 
returned*
TABLE L
OPINIONS OP SCHOOL PRINCIPALS ABOUT VALUE OF VISITING TEACHER PROGRAM TO THEIR SYSTEMS
A. VALUE OF TOTAL PROGRAM
PUBLIC SCHOOL PRINCIPALS PRIVATE SCHOOL PRINCIPALS TOTAL WHITE TOTAL NEGRO GRAND TOTAL
OPINION White Negro Total White Negro Total
No. % No* % No, % No. % No. % No. % No.' % No. % No. %
Of little or no value 51 13.0 10 11.9 61 12.8 6 13.3 2 25.0 8 15.1 57 13.0 12 13.0 69 13.0
Of some value 153 39*0 32 38.1 185 38.9 26 51.1 2 25.0 25 47.2 176 40.3 34 37.0 210 39.7
Of considerable value 188 48.0 42 50.0 230 48.3 .16 35.6 4 50.0 20 37.7 204 46.7 46 . 50.0 250 47.3
TOTAL RESPONDING 392 84 476 45 8 53 430 100.0 92 100.0 529 100.0
B. SUCCESS IN ENROLLING CHILDREN NOT REGISTERED
PUBLIC SCHOOL PRINCIPALS PRIVATE SCHOOL PRINCIPALS TOTAL WHITE TOTAL NEGRO GRAND TOTAL
OPINION White Negro Total White Negro Total
No. % No. % No. % No. % Ho. % No. % No. 56 No, % No. *
Little or no success 70 18.0 21 25.0 91 19.2 18 43.9 3 37.5 21 42.9 88 20.5 24 26.1 112 21.5
Some success 169 43.4 38 45.2 207 43.8 16 39.0 1 12.5 17 34.7 185 43.0 39 42*4 224 42.9
Considerable success . 2129^8 1.75 37*0... 7 ,17.1...-.4-50,0 ,J1 ,.22*4.,.. -JL5Z.... 36,5, ,-22. . .Jtt- ,35,.6
TOTAL RESPONDING 389 84 473 41 8 49 430 100.0 92 100.0 522 100.0
C. SUCCESS HI GETTING CHILDREN TO ATTEND SCHOOL
PUBLIC SCHOOL PRINCIPALS PRIVATE SCHOOL PRINCIPALS TOTAL WHITE TOTAL NEGRO GRAND TOTAL
OPINION White Negro Total White Negro Total
No. $ Ho. $ Ho. % No. % No. % No. $ No. % No. J6 Ho. 56
Little or no success 73 18.6 17 20*5 90 18.6 16 35.6 2 25.0 18 34*0 89 20.3 19 20.9 108 20.4
Some success 175 44.5 40 48.2 215 45.2 11 24.3 3 37.5 14 26,4 186 42.5 43 47.3 229 43.3
-16 31*UJ8 35,0 .,18, 40.0 -.13.7,1..H  22i6 - ...3Z&2__.239. .31,2.-,..122,...-.
TOTAL RESPONDING 393 83 476 45 8 53 438 100.0 91 100 J. 529 100.0
D. VALUE OF WORE OF VISITING TEACHERS WITH CHILDREN WHO HAVE ADJUSTMENT PROBLEMS
PUBLIC SCHOOL PRINCIPALS PRIVATE SCHOOL PRINCIPALS TOTAL WHITE TOTAL NEGRO GRAND TOTAL
OPINION White Negro Total White Negro Total
Ho. % Ho. % Ho. % Ho. 56 No. % No. % No. 56 No. % No. %
Of little or no value 130 32*8 31 36.9 161 33.5 12 28.6 3 37.5 15 30.0 142 32.4 34 37.0 176 33.2
Of some value 183 46.2 34 40.5 217 45.2 17 40*5 2 25.0 19 38.0 200 45.7 36 39.1 236 44*5
Qff. ,sp.Md?rflHg-Y?,iy.Q ..19_aa^.l02 21,3 ....2,131,0-.— 137,,5 ,1.6 32.0 -_26___ 21,9 , 2 1 2 - JLii. 32,3
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Questionnaires were nailed to 102 principals of white private 
and parochial schools* and replies were received £rom fifty-three of 
these, though six attempted no evaluation of the program. Fifty-two 
per cent of white private school principals answered the question­
naire! these replies comprised almost ten per cent of the check sheets 
returned*
Check sheets were also mailed to 13$ principals of Negro public 
schools* Replies were received from eighty-six, or 63.7 per cent*
These replies constituted 1$,7 per cent of the check sheets counted*
Two of the eighty-six principals returning the questionnaire attempted 
so appraisal of the program*
Ten of the fourteen principals of Negro private schools polled 
returned answers to the questionnaire (71*U per cent)| two of these 
attempted no evaluation* These ten replies made up less than two per 
cent of all cheek lists considered in the tabulation*
A total of 882 check lists were mailed to principals* In ten 
of the 52»? replies, no attempt was made to evaluate the visiting 
teacher program*
Results of questionnaire relative to over-all value of the 
visiting teacher program* Three hundred ninety-two principals of 
white public schools rated the effectiveness of the visiting teacher 
program in their parishes* One hundred eighty-eight of these, or 1*8.1 
per cent, ranked the program nof considerable value*1 to their schools 
and to their parishes* Principals of white public elementary schools 
generally considered the program more valuable than principals of 
combined schools or principals of junior and/or senior high schools 
(Table LI)* More than half, or sixty-eight of 132, of the elementary
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school principals classed the program as "of considerable value."
Only fifty-one of the 392 principals (13*0 per cent thought)the 
visiting teacher program unsatisfactory*
The reaction of the principals of white public schools and the 
opinions of the principals of white private schools and Negro public 
and private schools are indicated In Table 1.
The opinions of principals of whit© public schools were in general 
the opinions of principals of other schools polled* Actually, Negro 
principals were even more convinced of the worth of the visiting teacher 
program than white principals: exactly half of the ninety-two Negro 
principals rated the program as having * considerable value”; forty-two 
of the eighty-four Negro public school principals and four of the eight 
Negro private school principals called the program ,fof considerable 
value." However, twelve Negro principals, or thirteen per cent, con­
sidered the program "of little or no value"; thirteen per cent of white 
principals also considered it "of little or no value.**
Principals of white private schools were least sure of the value 
of the programj only sixteen of the forty-five principals, slightly more 
than one-third (35*6 per cent), considered the program as having "con­
siderable value."
Forty—seven and three-tenths per cent of all principals, or 250 
of the $29 who rendered an opinion, considered the program of "consider­
able* wort** Only thirteen per cent, or sixty-nine, considered it "of 
little or no value*" Visiting teachers have convinced principals of 
the value of their work with children*
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Results of questionnaire relative to success in enrolling 
children who would not otherwise be registered. The data on the opinions 
of principals regarding the success of visiting teachers in enrolling 
children are presented in Part B of Table L.
Principals were not quite so convinced of the success of visit* 
lag teachers in enrolling children who otherwise would not have been 
registered in school* However, one hundred eighty-six of the 522 prin­
cipals who answered this question, or 35*6 per cent, thought visiting 
teaGhars had enjoyed "considerable success** in enrolling non-registrants, 
and two hundred twenty-four others, or It2.9 per cent, thought visiting 
teachers had experienced "sons success." Only one hundred twelve of 
the principals reporting, 21*5 per cent, considered the work of enrolling 
non-regisWants of little or no value*
Three hundred eighty-nine principals of white public schools 
expressed an opinion on the natters 1*>0 of these, or 38.6 per cent, 
thought visiting teachers had obtained "considerable success"; 169, 
or 1*3*1* per cent, thought they had obtained "some success"; and seventy, 
or 13*0 per cent, thought visiting teachers had had little or no success 
in enrolling children not in school*
Other principals in general agreed* Of the eighty-three prin­
cipals of Hegro public schools who replied to the question, twenty-six 
(31*3 per cent) considered the sucoess of visiting teachers in per­
suading children to enroll in school "considerable"; thirty-eight (1*5*2 
per cent) considered that visiting teachers had had "some" success; and 
exactly one-fourth, twenty-one principals, thought visiting teachers 
had had little or no success in enrollment of non-registrants.
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Negro public school principals were not as convinced as white 
principals of public schools that visiting teachers were bringing into 
school all the children who should have been there* This supports the 
evidence presented in Chapter Four (Tables XXXII, XXXIXX, XXXIV, XXXV, 
and XXXVI) showing that more Negro children were out of school in 1952- 
1953*
Again, principals of white private schools were least convinced 
of the value of the visiting teacher program* Of course, many private 
or parochial schools had little need of the efforts of visiting teachers 
in this direction* White private school principals rated the success 
of visiting teachers in enrolling non-registrants as follows s of 
considerable success, seven (17*1 per cont)j of some success, sixteen 
(39*0 per cent); of little or no success, eighteen (1*3*9 per cent).
Half of the eight principals of Negro private or parochial 
schools answering this question thought visiting teachers had achieved 
"considerable success’1 in enrolling children who would not otherwise 
have been In school; only one of the eight thought visiting teachers 
had achieved little success*
Results of questionnaire relative to success in getting chil­
dren to attend school* Five hundred twenty-nine principals expressed 
an opinion on this questions RXn your opinion, how much success have 
visiting teachers had in getting children to attend school?" One 
hundred eight, or 20*1*. per cent, answered "little or no success"; more 
than twice as many, 229 (1*3*3 per cent), answered "some success1*; and 
one hundred ninety-two, or 3^*3 per cent, checked the answer, "con­
siderable success•"
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The opinions of principals of white and Negro public and 
private schools in regard to the success of visiting teachers in 
getting children to attend school are tabulated in Part C of Table L,
For example, 393 principals of white public schools answered the ques­
tion* On© hundred forty-five, or 36*9 per cent, thought the success 
"considerable"! one hundred seventy-five, or hi* *5 per cent, answered 
"some success*; and seventy-three, or 18*6 per cent, answered "little 
or no success,"
Forty-four white parochial or private school principals re­
ported as follows! eighteen (forty per cent), "considerable success"; 
eleven (2i*,l* per cent), "some success"; and sixteen (35.6 per cent), 
"little or no success," Once again, this group was least convinced 
of the value of the visiting teacher program.
Eighty-three Negro public school principals evaluated the 
program as follows: twenty-six (31*3 per cent) thought the program 
had been of "considerable success"; forty (1*8.2 per cent) considered 
it had had "some success"; and seventeen (20*5 P©r cent) rated it of 
"little or no success*" Negro public school principals did not rate 
the program as successful as principals of white public schools*
The eight Negro private and parochial sohool principals at­
tempting to evaluate the program of attendance work rated the work as 
follows: three (37*5 per cent), "considerable success"; three (37*5 
per cent), "some success"; and two (25 per cent), "little or no success*"
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Results of questionnaire relative to value of work with 
children who have adjustment problems, A perhaps surprising finding 
of the study was the large percentage of principals who considered that 
visiting teachers had achieved considerable success In their work with 
children with adjustment problems* Though a somewhat larger group 
of principals thought the work of visiting teachers In this field **of 
little or no value,** one hundred eighteen principals answering the 
questionnaire considered that visiting teachers had achieved ^consider- 
able" success with adjustment problems of children* This la testimony 
to the effective work which many visiting teachers are doing in solving 
the problems which lead to poor attendance and nonattendan ce*
A detailed analysis of the answers of principals to the question 
about the effectiveness of the work on adjustment problems appears in 
Part D of Table L.
The one hundred eighteen principals rating visiting teacher work 
with adjustment problems **of considerable value** represented 22*3 per 
cent of the 530 principals expressing an opinion about It* One hundred 
seventy-six principals (33*2 per cent) thought the work of visiting 
teachers in this regard wof little or no value.** Two hundred thirty- 
six per cent) considered the work "of some value.**
Once again, the opinions of principals of white public schools, 
of white private schools, of Negro public schools, and of Negro private 
schools corresponded fairly closely. Eighty-three of the 396 white 
public school principals answering (21*0 per cent) considered visiting 
teacher work with problem cases ,!of considerable value"j thirteen of 
the U2 white private school principals (31*0 per cent) considered it so* 
Nineteen of the 81* Negro public school principals (22*6 per cent) and
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three of the eight Negro private school principals (37.5 per cent) 
found the program "of considerable value.”
One hundred eighty-three white public school principals (1*6.2 
per cent) considered the work wof some value”j seventeen principals of 
white private schools (1*0.$ per cent)f thirty-four principals of Negro public 
schools (1*0.$ per cent); and two principals of Negro private schools (25 
per cent) also found the work nof some value «n
Following is a comparison of the number and percentage of 
principals of schools of different types who considered the program ”of 
little or no value”* white public school principals, 130 or 32.8 per 
cent; white private school principals, twelve or 28.6 per cent; Negro 
public school principals, thirty-one or 36.9 per cent; and Negro private 
school heads, three or 37#5 per cent.
Principals of white private schools rated the work of visiting 
teachers of more value with adjustment problems than the principals of 
any other group. Little difference was found in the type of school 
represented) principals of high schools and of elementary schools tend­
ed to make the same evaluation. This is discussed in the next section.
Comparison of opinions of elementary, combined, and junior and 
senior high school principals. In Table LI the opinions of principals 
of the different types of white public and private schools and of Negro 
public school principals are compared. The replies of principals of 
white public elementary, junior and/or senior high, and combined ele­
mentary and high schools, of Negro public high schools and combined 
elementary and high schools, and of white private elementary schools 
and combined schools or high schools were separately compiled.
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It has already been remarked that principals of white public 
elementary schools tended to rate the value of the visiting teacher 
program higher than any other group in considering the total value of 
the program# It was also true that this group tended to rate other 
phases of the visiting teacher program of greater value than principals 
of junior and senior high schools and principals of combined elementary 
and high schools# In each phase of the program, a larger percentage of 
elementary school principals marked the program of "considerable" value 
then either group of principals of schools which included high school 
grades# In every case except in judging success with adjustment prob­
lems, however, there was also a larger percentage of elementary prin­
cipals than of principals of combined schools who rated each phase of 
the program as of little or no valuej in the one case mentioned, the 
difference was not appreciable. In spite of the fact that elementary 
school principals rated the program higher, in no case were differ­
ences among white public school principals appreciable.
The largest single group of principals answering the question­
naire was the group from combined white public schools} this group 
comprised approximately two-fifths of all principals answering. More 
than one-fifth of all replies received cams from principals of white 
public elementary schools; more than one-eighth of all replies came 
from Negro public combined schools#
The data in Table LI show that in general principals from all 
classes of schools tended to rate the visiting teacher program in the 
same way; the difference was one of degree# Not more than twenty per 
cent of any one group rated the total visiting teacher program of 
little or no value} 35 per cent of white private elementary school prin­
cipals rated the program of considerable value and 31*5 per cent of
I ABUS LI
OPINIONS OP PRINCIPALS OF ELEMENTARY, COMBINED, AND JUNK® AMD/OR SENIOR 
HIQH SCHOOLS ABOUT THE VALUE OF THE VISITING TEACHER PROGRAM
T. VALUE OF TOTAL PROGRAM
White public _______  Negro public White private
Opinion Elemen­ Jr. and/or Com­ Com­ JiigTi Momen­ Combined
tary Sr. H. S. bined bined School tary or H. S.
No. Per No. Per No. Per No. per No. Per No. Per No. Per
cent cent eent cent cent cent cent
Of little or no value a 15.9 5 10,2 28 11.8 8 10.8 2 20.0 2 10.0 2* 16.0
Of some value 2*2 32.6 22 2*2* .9 88 2*1.7 29 39.2 3 30.0 U 55.0 12 2*8,0
Of considerable value 68 51.5 22 2*2* .9 98 2*6,2* 37 50,0 5 50.0 7 35.0 9 36.0
Total 132 2*9 2U 72* 10 20 25
B. SUCCESS IN ENROLLING CHILDREN NOT ENROLLED
White public Negro public mite private
Opinion 'Elemen­ <7r. and/or Com­ 'CbasK High Momen­ Combined
tary Sr. H. S. bined billed School tary or H. S.
No. Per No. Per No. Per No. Per No* Per No, Per No, Per .
cent cent cent cent cent cent cent
Little or no success 23 18.5 9 17.3 38 17.8 18 2h*3 3 30.0 7 36.8 11 50,0
Some success 50 2*0,3 22 2*2.3 91 1*5.5 35 2*7.3 3 30.0 8 2*2.1 8 36*1*
Considerable success 51 2a .1 a 2*0,1* 78 38,6 a 28 .1* 2* 2*o.o k a.i 3 13.6
Total 12lt________g2 213_________7lt_________10 19 22
TABLE LI (oontlnuad)
OPINIONS OF PRINCIPALS OF ELEMENTARY, COMBINED, AND JUNIOR AND/OR SENIOR
H i m  s c h c k i s a b o u t t h e v a l u e or t h e visit ino t e a c h e r p r o g r a m
G. SUCCESS IN GENING tHltuMf to A W M )  SdHOOL
White public Negro public White private
Opinion Elemen­
tary 
No* Per 
cent
Jr. and/or Com- 
Sr. H* S* blned 
No* Per No. Per 
cent cent
Com­
bined 
No. Per 
cent
High 
School 
No. Per 
cent
Elemen­
tary 
No. Per 
cent
Combined 
or H. S. 
No* Per 
cent
Little or no success 
Some success 
Considerable siccess
2h 13*6 
55 2*2.6 
50 33*8
11 21*2 38 17.9 
23 hh.2 97 2*5.8 
18 3h.6 77 36.3
15 20.5 
36 2*9.3 
22 30.1
2 20.0 
2* 2*0.0 
I* 1*0.0
5 25.0 
h 20.0 
U  55.0
11 Uuo
7 28.0 
7 28.0
Total 129 52 212 73 10 20 2?
D. VALUE OF VISITING TEACHERS* WORK WITH CHILDREN WHO HAVE ADJUSTMENT PROBLEMS
White public Negro public White private
(pinion Elemen­
tary
No* Per 
cent
Jr. and/or Com- 
Sr. H. S. blned 
No. Per No* Per 
cent cent
Com­
bined 
No. Per 
cent
High
School 
No. Per 
cent
Elemen­
tary 
No* Per 
cent
Combined 
or H. S. 
No* Per 
cent
Of little or no value 
Of some value 
Of considerable valise
U2 32.3 
53 hO.B 
35 26*9
16 30.8 72 33.6 
26 50.0 IGl* I4B.6 
10 19.2 38 17.8
26 35.1 
32 2*3.2 
16 21.6
5 50.0 
2 20.0 
3 30.0
6 31.6 
7 36.8 
6 31.6
6 26.1 
10 1*3.5 
7 30.1*
Total 130 52 211* 7k 10 1? 23
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white public elementary school principals rated it of considerable 
value, while the other groups ranged in between these two extremes.
More than forty per cent of each public school group rated the total 
program of considerable value* The only group of which more than 
forty per cent rated visiting teachers1 success in enrolling children 
as "considerable” was the group of white public elementary school 
principals, and only a fraction more than forty per cent of this group 
rated it so*
A summary of the ratings of the five groups of public school 
principals should show the tendency to rate different phases of the 
program alike*
The range of the groups considering the total program of little 
or no value was from 10,3 to 20,0 per cent; of those considering the 
total program of some value, from 30*0 to 1*1* ,9 per cent} of those con­
sidering the total program of considerable value, from 1*2,6 to 51*9 
per cent.
White and Negro public school principals showed this range in 
judging success in enrollment of children: little or no success, from 
17*3 to 30,0 per cent; some success, 30*0 to 1*7*3 P©r cent; consider­
able success, from 28,1* to 1*1,1 per cent.
In judging success in getting children to attend school, white 
and Negro public school principals ranged as follows: little or no
success, from 17*9 to 21,2 per cent; some success, 1*0,0 to 1*9*3 P©r cent; 
and considerable success, 30,1 to 1*0,0 per cent* In the two latter 
cases, principals of Negro high schools and of Negro combined schools 
were at the two extremes*
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la their judgment of the value of Work with adjustment prob­
lem*, the ranges in percentages of principal® of white public elemen­
tary, combined, and high schools and of Negro combined and high schools 
who expressed each of these opinions were as follows s little or no 
value, 30*8 to 50,0 per centj some value, 20*0 per cent to 2*8*6 per 
eentj considerable value, 17.8 to 30*0 per cent. In each case here, 
the small number of Negro principals of high schools only (ten) pro­
vided an extrema somewhat out of line with the ratings of other 
principals* For example, the range in percentages of principals of 
the ether four groups expressing an opinion about adjustment work was 
net nearly so great: little or no value, 30*8 to 35*1 per cent; some 
value, 2*0.8 to 50*0$ considerable value, 17*8 to 26.9,
White and Negro public school principals of all kinds of 
schools tended to rate various phases of the visiting teacher program 
in the same way*
in. MEMBERSHIP AND ATTENDANCE IN LOUISIANA SCHOOLS
In this section, membership and attendance figures for Louisi­
ana schools are examined* These figures are taken from the Annual 
Reports of the State Superintendent, In general, an increase in per­
centage of attendance as well as a growth in attendance is indicated.
In addition, registration and enrollment have increased with the growth 
of the visiting teacher program.
Holding power of Louisiana high schools, 191*0-191*1 to 1951- 
1952. One w®y to study the holding power of the schools is to follow 
the fluctuations in the membership of a class from year to year* In a 
sense, this Is done in Table LII for Louisiana high schools for the
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years between 19LO-19U1 and 19?1-19£2.
Such a study is only an Indication of any change In holding 
power and does not take into account the reasons for the changej it 
also does not indicate the degree of enforcement of the compulsory 
attendance law, since attendance is required only to age sixteen or 
to grade ten or eleven if advancement is normal * Many factors have 
influenced the holding power of schools since the passage of the Com* 
pulsery School Attendance Law: an improved school lunch program, a 
statewide minimum salary law which has encouraged competent teachers 
to remain In the profession, the G* I* Bill of Rights which has enabled 
many veterans to return to school and complete their high school edu­
cation, better economic conditions which have allowed more children to 
remain in school, and enforcement of child labor laws*
Fluctuations in the extent of holding power of the schools may 
be accounted for in various ways, then* War years are not normal times, 
but neither are any other years normal j periods of relative recession 
and prosperity follow each other regularly*
The figures in Table 1X1 indicate that whatever the reasons, 
holding power of high schools in Louisiana has been gradually increas­
ing since 19li3-19Ui* The number in the senior class in 19l*3-19U* was 
only 1*6*6 per cent of the number who had been enrolled in the same 
class in the freshman year* Since 19U7-19W, the size of the senior 
class has been approximately three-fifths the size of trie same class 
entering high school*
In Table LII the growth of the size of the senior class in com - 
par Is on to the size of the same doss in its first year of high school 
is indicated* The eleventh grade in 19bh-19k$ was almost half as large
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TABLE III
HOLDING POWER OF LOUISIANA HIGH SCHOOLS, 
19l*0-19i*l to 1951-1952
Session Number in 
freshman class*
tiumber In 
senior class
Per cent senior 
class is of fresh­
man class
19l*3-19W* 37,050 17,269 1*6.6
XS»i*lt-iS>l*5 36,776 18,178 1*9.1*
191*5-191*6 36,167 16,381 50.8
191*6-191*7 35*618 20,372 57.2
191*7-191*8 28,807 18,090 62.1
191*8-191*9 8,879 6,095 68.6
191*9-1950 27,251 16,236 59.6
1950-1951 28,918 18,097 62*6
1951-1952 30,997 18,961 61.2
* In each case the enrollment in the freshman class is for the 
session four years before the one given, the enrollment of the 
senior class entering high school# For example, the number 
given for the freshman class in the first row is the number 
enrolled in the freshman class in 19^0-19^1#
The table should be read this way: the senior class in 19li3*
19hh enrolled Ii6#6 per cent as many as the freshman class four 
years before, etc#
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as the eighth grade of 191*1-191*2; the graduating class of 191*5-191*6 
was slightly more than half the size of the freshman class four years 
before; the enrollment of the senior class in 191*6-191*7 was 57*2 per 
cent of the enrollment of the freshman class in 191*3-191*1*3 the senior 
class in 191*7-191*8 had more than three-fifths as many enrolled as the 
freshman class four years before* The small group graduating in 191*8- 
191*9j the year of the completion of the change to a twelve-grade 
system in most parishes, was more than two-thirds as large as it had 
been when the same group entered high school, and actually larger than 
the same class in its junior year, but the senior class of each year 
from 191*9-1950 to 1951-1952 was about three-fifths the size of its 
freshman class* Louisiana high schools have been increasing their hold­
ing power*
Per cent of attendance in Louisiana schools* 1938-1939 through 
1951-1952* The figures in Tables LIU and LIV show the percentage of 
attendance in Louisiana schools for each year from 1938-1939 through 
1951-1952* The data for the years since 191*7-191*8 include figures for 
white and Negro public and private schools j the figures for the years 
before 191*7-191*8 are far public schools only*
In Table LIII the per cent of attendance Is arrived at by divid­
ing the total number of children in average daily attendance (in shite 
and Negro public and private schools) by the total number in average 
daily membership* The figures for attendance and membership are taken 
from the Annual Reports of the State Superintendent of Education for the 
respective years* In the second, third, and fourth columns of the table, 
respectively, are given the total average dally membership, total aver­
age daily attendance, and the percentage attendance is of membership.
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table liii
PER CENT (F ATTENDANCE IN LOUISIANA SCHOOLS, 1938-1939
THROUGH 1951-1952
TEAft AVERAGE DABS' ..
MEMBERSHIP
AVERAGE iffiTLY 
ATTENDANCE
frfiR CENT OF 
ATTENDANCE
1938-1939 1*39,539 399,289 90,8
1939-191*0 1*1*1,927 398,111* 90.1
191*0-191*1 1*38,751 397,122 90.5
191*1-191*2 1*27,711 387,957 90.7
191*2-191*3 1*11*,130 375,556 90.7
191*3-191*1* 398,359 359,585 90.3
19l*lt-19l*5 399,216 365,159 91.5
191*5-191*6 1*03,656 366,561* 90.8
191*6-191*7 1*06,71*0 373,032 91.7
191*7-191*0* 1*85,285 1*1*2,509 91.2
191*8-191*9* 507,652 1*67,161* 92.0
191*9-1950* 51*1,1*1*1* 1*97,811 91.9
1950-1951* 551,805 511,131* 92.6
1951-1952* 569,1*76 525,270 92.2
* Includes private schools
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This par cant of at tan dance is for all children in membership in Louisi­
ana schools.
The data show a gradual increase In per cent of attendance5 in 
the sessions of 1950-1951 and 1951-1952 the average percentage of those 
enrolled attending school had climbed to above ninety-two, compared to 
less than ninety-one per cent of attendance in each of the years shown 
through 192j3-19M»
The per cent of attendance figure® in Table LI? are taken from 
the Annual Reports of the State Superintendent of Education for each of 
the years from 1938-1939 through 1951-1952* In this table, the per 
cent of attendance figures for white and Negro public school® are given 
for each year, and the figures for white and Negro private schools are 
given for each year since they first became available in 19li7-19t8* 
White private schools have consistently maintained a per cent of at­
tendance of ninety-four or above) white private high schools have main­
tained a per cent of attendance of about ninety-six. White public high 
schools have consistently averaged ninety-three per cent or more of 
those registered in average daily attendance since 19^U-19^5• Figures 
for white public elementary schools have shown a gradual increase in 
per cent of attendance. Per cent of attendance in Negro public schools 
has also shown a slight upward trend.
TABLE LIV
PER CERT OF ATTENDANCE IN WHITE AND NEGRO PUBLIC AND PRIVATE 
SCHOOLS FROM 1938-1939 THROUGH 1951-1952
tear---------------- mm"mm----- mwrmwm-------- raonrwHnc------- -\mio~wtmr
e~j H i • H . X ^otaTElVmY' fa.a. ■ T O S T iil’eni. H/fc. - m a n " £rXsiQt H.§» toia
1938-1939 91 9k 92 90 95 90
1939-191(0 90 93 91 89 91* 90
1910-19Ul 91 9k 92 89 91* 90
19ld-19ti2 91 9k 92 89 9k 89
19t(2-19li3 90 93 90 90 93 90
19li3-19til» 91 93 91 90 9k 90
19Wi-19ti5 92 9k 93 91 9k 91
19U5-19li6 92 93 92 90 9k 90
19U6-19U7 93 95 93 91 9h 92
19ii7-19li8 92 95 93 9it 96 9lt 90 92 91 86 9k 88
19U8-19U9 93 95 93 9k 96 95 90 90 90 88 92 88
191(9-1950 9k 95 9k 91* 96 9U 91 93 91 91 92 91
1950-1951 9k 9iuU 9k 9k*k 96.1 9^*6 90.5 93.3 91.0 89.7 9U.8 90.0
1951-1952 93*1 93*6 93*7 92.0 95.8 9k *6 90.8 92*6 91.1 91.3 9h*k 91.5
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Per cent of educables enrolled In schoola 19k7-19hQ through
1951-1952. Since 19l*7-19U8, the census work of visiting teachers has 
made available figures showing the number of educablea in Louisiana*
In Table LV the number of educables is compared with the number regis­
tered in Louisiana schools to show the percentage of educables enrol­
led* Since 19l*7-19U8, this percentage has steadily increased*
In 19U7-19W, 81.70 per cent of the white educables were 
enrolled in school} in 1951-1952, 86*75 per cent of the white educables 
were enrolled, an increase of five per cent in five years* In the 
same period, the percentage of Negro educables registered climbed from 
73.02 per cent to 78,32 per cent, an increase of more than five per 
cent* The total number of educables registered in 192*7-19^ 8, both 
white and Negro, was 78.33 per cent} by 1951-1952, the percentage was 
83*1*8, more than a five per cent increase in the five-year period* 
These figures, too, have been taken from the Annual Reports 
of the State Department of Education for the respective sessions*
When the figures in Table LV are compared with those in Tables 
LIU and LIV, it is apparent that not only are more eliglbles being 
enrolled in school, but that those who are enrolled are attending more 
regularly* Louisiana is gradually approaching the goal of universal 
education*
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TABLE LV
PER CENT OF EDUCABLES ENROLLED IN SCHOCL, 191*7-191*8 
THROUffl 1951-1952
WHITE
TEAR EDUCABLES REOISTRATICK PER CENT OF EDU- 
FUBLIC PRIVATE TOTAL CABLES ENROLLED
191*7-191*8 1*06,881* 273,571* 58,870 332,1*1*1* 81.70
191*8-191*9 1*17,239 281,218 61,680 31*2,898 82.18
191*9-1950 1*26,556 299,766 65,961* 365,730 85.71*
1950-1951 1*36,951 309,121* 67,751 376,875 86.25
1951-1952 1*1*5,1*31* 316,122 70,288 386,1*10 86.75
TEAR EDUCABLES
NEQRO
fcSOISTRATICW PER CENT OP EDO- 
PUBLIC PRIVATE TOTAL CABLES ENROLLED
191*7-191*8 257,91*9 167,031 21,320 188,351 73.02
191*8-191*9 263,51*6 17!*,1*1*0 20,827 195,267 7l*.09
191*9-1950 269,953 183,597 21,079 2Ql*,676 75.92
1950-1951 271*,823 193,118 21,261* 211*,382 78.01
1951-1952 281,338 198,257 22,075 220,332 78.32
TOTAL
TEAR EDOCABLES REGISTRATION PER CENT OF EDU- 
PUBLIC PRIVATE TOTAL CABLES ENROLLED
191*7-191*8 661*,833 1*1*0,605 80,190 520,795 78.33
191*8-191*9 680,785 1*1*5,658 82,507 538,165 79.05
191*9-1950 696,11*9 1*83,363 87,01*3 570,1*06 81.91*
1950-1951 711,779 502,21*2 89,015 591,2S7 83.08
1951-1952 726,772 511*,379 92,363 606,71*2 83.1*8
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IV. SUGGESTIONS OF VISITING TEACHERS 
FOR IMPROVING THE PROGRAM
Visiting teachers agreed with superintendents about some of 
the needs of the visiting teacher program. They were particularly con­
cerned about the demands of the continuing census, which took much of 
their time which should have been spent in the field.
Twelve suggested that they be given additional clerical helpj 
six others wanted the visiting teacher relieved of clerical and census 
workj five suggested that census taking and clerical work be simpli­
fied! another wanted a larger staff of workers. More suggestions were 
made about clerical help and clerical work than about m y  other phase 
of the program.
In addition to the suggestions about census work, visiting 
teachers also were concerned about other duties. Two suggested further 
standardisation of duties of visiting teachers throughout the state, 
and one suggested a greater standardisation of inter-parish procedures. 
Two also would like to see a limit placed on the number of additional 
duties assigned to visiting teachers. Two simply desired more time to 
work with cases or in the field; two others wanted more visiting 
teachers In order to lighten the case load so that they could do a better 
job; one suggested a Negro visiting teacher to work with the colored 
population; one wanted teachers to have encouragement to train themselves 
for positions as visiting teachers in order to fill vacancies.
Altogether, thirty-one visiting teachers made suggestions con­
cerned with finding more time for visiting teachers to work with refer­
rals, either by relieving visiting teachers of some clerical work or 
by hiring additional attendance workers.
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All of those suggestions are in line with the findings of this 
study. Many visiting teachers do need more clerical helps some 
parishes do need additional visiting teachersj soma visiting teachers 
do have additional duties which interfere with attendance work) per­
haps Negro visiting teachers could work better with Negro children) 
and if more visiting teachers are needed, teachers should be encour­
aged to prepare themselves for attendance work.
Eight visiting teachers suggested various changes in census 
keeping and other records, chiefly looking toward better use of the 
information available and more cooperation among people concerned in 
the gathering and sharing of data collected. One suggested studying 
records to find ways of making them more meaningful to the whole school 
program) another wanted to combine visiting teacher records with parish 
cumulative records to avoid duplication) yet another suggested giving 
the visiting teacher responsibility for seeing that records In each 
school were up to date and used In counseling and guidance) and still 
another wanted to find some more effective way of using the school's 
information about children. In connection with census records, several 
changes were proposed. One visiting teacher suggested that Form La,
C-3 be ehanged to insert the family's economic status in place of race, 
since the color of the card indicates race. Another wanted all par­
ishes to send in drops at the end of the year, after all gains had been 
cleared in the parish and the State Department of Education office, a 
plan which might prove impractical, since losses often balance gains. 
One would do away with individual child and family records at the 
state level. Still another visiting teacher would have the due date 
for census materials later in the year to give more time for school
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▼isits at the beginning of the school year rather than during the 
second semester.
Several agreed with superintendents that a better public 
relations program was needed. Six visiting teachers made suggestions 
about public relations, and one of these suggested beginning an in­
terpretation to future teachers in undergraduate classes. Chiefly, 
the six were concerned with achieving a better relationship between 
visiting teachers and parents and teachers.
Many expressed concern for the welfare of children. As one 
expressed it, he would like to see greater interest shown in children's 
seeds by administrators, parents,and community groups; as another said, 
there should be more cooperation among all concerned for the welfare of 
children* A visiting teacher who did not have access to a juvenile 
court would like to have a juvenile judge appointed to handle only 
juvenile eases. Two suggested better facilities be provided for Negro 
children.
Some emphasized prevention rather than correction of difficul­
ties, One of these suggested allowing the visiting teacher more partici­
pation in curriculum planning and in formulation of a school program 
which would promote good mental hygiene for the majority of children.
Two suggested study groups which might include teachers, principals, 
and bus drivers. One would simply like to see more relations between 
schools and parents. Visiting teachers thought they could solve the 
attendance problem by educating parents to the need for education and 
by selling plantation owners on the need for education for their farm 
families.
i«s
Suggestions of ways of doing bettor work were varied. One 
suggestion was that the visiting teacher should have a better under­
standing of school personnel. Another was to have a visiting com­
mittee of attendance workers from neighboring parishes to visit with 
each worker once or twice a year to offer suggestions about his work. 
Somebody suggested better preparation on the part of visiting teachers 
for their job) another wanted a continuous in-service training pro­
gram! still another wanted more adequate supervision.
Some were ooncemed about security or status. One would like 
to see a state-wide maximum and minimum salary scale established, and 
another would have the state give to visiting teachers the security of 
a definite status, presumably by statute.
Two disputed issues were proposed, both looking to the improve­
ment of the whole educational program, but both certain to arouse an­
tagonism on the part of many concerned. One visiting teacher wanted 
to see the compulsory attendance provisions changed to require all 
children to be in school until high school graduation or until the age 
of elghteenj another suggested changing the per edueable allotment so 
that it would be based on all the children In the public schools.
Seme visiting teachers were concerned about securing better co­
operation from the courts. One emphasised that Mtalking” to indif­
ferent parents was not enough) one wanted to see more definite 
application of tin provisions of the attendance law) another wished he 
could secure the cooperation of court officials when he needed it*
If the suggestions of visiting teachers themselves were fol­
lowed, a better attendance program would result. These school and home 
visitors displayed a definite concern for the welfare of children;
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they had definite suggestions to offer for the improvement of their 
work with adjustment and attendance problemsj these suggestions were 
in keeping with the findings of this study, A summary of the sug­
gestions made would show that they were particularly aware of the 
need for additional clerical help, a better interpretation of their 
work to the public and to school personnel, better use of the in­
formation secured through the continuing census, education of parents 
to the need ibr education for their children, and more effective use 
of the courts.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND COS* CMS JONS
In the foregoing chapters the data relative to statue and 
functions of the visiting teacher have been presented* In this con­
cluding chapter, the information presented is summarised and conclusions 
are drawn about the status attained and the work performed by visiting 
teachers in Louisiana.
I. SUMMARY
By the fourth year of the state-wide visiting teacher program 
(19lt7»19Jid), all the school systems in Louisiana employed visiting 
teachers.
Legal provisions for the position of visiting teacher. Act 
Ho. 239 of 19UU of the Legislature of Louisiana provided for appoint­
ment by the state superintendent of a state supervisor of attendance 
to supervise and enforce the provisions of the compulsory school 
attendance law through visiting teachers employed by parish and city 
school boards. Local school boards are responsible for seeing that 
the law is enforced; they are empowered to employ visiting teachers 
to see that the law is enforced. Visiting teachers are given the 
police powers of attendance officers; teachers and principals of all 
schools are required to cooperate with and to assist visiting teachers 
in the performance of their duties.
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Qualifications. Visiting teachers are certified by the State
Board of Education, through the State department of Education. To 
secure a standard certificate, a visiting teacher must hold a Master's 
degree with twelve semester hours In professional training and twelve 
additional graduate semester hours which include courses in psychology, 
social work, and sociology; -l he must have had five years of success­
ful school experience, including three years in the six-year period 
immediately preceding employment, but two years of social work may be 
substituted for two of the five years of school experience.
Personal background. Most visiting teachers are mature 
people; a majority are forty years of age or over. Almost three-fourths 
of them have been married, and two-thirds of those who have been married 
have at least one child, only one of the sixty who have married has 
more than three children.
More women than men are employed as visiting teachers; 53 *1+ per 
cent are women. Of the twenty-two visiting teachers who have not mar­
ried, twenty-one are women.
Tenure. More than one-third of the visiting teachers employed 
in the state-wide program since 19 Ui have left the field, generally to 
enter other fields of educational work. Many have accepted positions 
of undoubtedly higher status s four are now parish superintendents, 
one la an assistant superintendent, one is State Supervisor of At­
tendance, one is Elementary Supervisor in the State Department of 
Education, seven are parish supervisors of instruction, on© has become 
the Executive Secretary and another the Field Secretary of the Louisi­
ana Education Association. Jn addition, eight are school principals.
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some undoubtedly because the particular prlncipalship is considered to 
be an advance in rank and salary. Five of the forty-seven former visit­
ing teachers have returned to classroom teaching.
In thirty-three systems the visiting teachers who inaugurated 
the program are still active; the median number of years of service of 
■fee thirty-six visiting teachers concerned is nine, after ten years of 
operation of the state-wide program.
The median number of years of service of all visiting teachers 
now active is more than six. This figure Is for eighty-three visiting 
teachers, eight of whom were new to the work in 1953-19!&.
Experience. Most visiting teacher© are veterans of classroom 
instruction. The median number of years of classroom teaching is eight; 
the average number of years spent in the classroom is even higher. 
Forty-five per cent have had ten or more years of instruction in the 
classroom.
In addition to the classroom experience, more than half the 
visiting teachers employed in 195>3-195>U had served in other positions 
in the school system; almost one-third had served as principal or 
assistant principal. Also, many had been employed in various social 
welfare activities.
Education. Not all visiting teachers have received the Master’s 
degree, but who are classified as visiting teachers or acting visit­
ing teachers are recipients of Bachelor’s degrees. Almost three-fourths 
hold Master’s degrees; six of the 82 answering do not report any grad­
uate work done.
The undergraduate education of visiting teachers Is quite varied, 
This can be accounted for by the classroom teaching experience which
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they have had,
The graduate work shows a preponderance of social work and 
work In allied fields, though many visiting teachers have received 
graduate degrees in fields ether than the visiting teacher program.
Almost all visiting teachers received their educational train­
ing, graduate and undergraduate, In the colleges of Louisiana} three- 
fifths of those who had received Master's degrees did their graduate 
work at the state university, and only one-sixth got graduate degrees 
outside the state.
Visiting teachers did not agree on any single course they found 
most valuable in preparing them for their work, but approximately half 
of those answering the questionnaire regarded a course in social wel­
fare or visiting teacher work as most valuable.
Salaries. Every school system In the state has since 1950- 
1951 drawn $3600 yearly from state funds to apply on the salary of the 
visiting teacher. No school system has since that session drawn mors 
nor less than this amount from the special fund provided.
The average salary of visiting teachers in both 1952-1953 end 
1953-1951* was approximately $1*900. This is considerably more than the 
-»^Tri salary provided for classroom teachers by the state minimum 
salary law. More than one-fifth of the visiting teachers who reported 
were drawing salaries of less than $2*500 In 1953-1952*1 one-third were 
drawing a salary between $2*500 and $5000} and approximately one-fourth 
were receiving salaries of between $5000 and $5500,
Allowances. The local situation determines the allowances 
paid visiting teachers to permit them to attend professional meetings.
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More then one-third of all visiting teachers receive no allowances 
for travel outside the parish; fewer than one-third receive allowances 
for three or wore meetings outside the parish. Generally the parish 
school board determines the specific meetings for which expenses or 
allowances will be paid.
Allowances paid for travel within the parish—  for example, 
home and school visits—  are generally mileage allowances; the mileage 
paid is usually seven cents* More than one-fourth of the visiting 
teachers receive a fixed amount for travel; on the other hand, five- 
eighths receive a mileage allowance, and three-fourths of these draw 
seven cents for each mile traveled* Three visiting teachers actually 
receive no allowance of any kind besides salary*
Conditions of employment. More than three-fourths of all the 
visiting teachers in the state are hired for full-time attendance work* 
However, six of the 83 answering the questionnaire are also supervisors 
of instruction (in the smaller parishes) and three are lunch room 
supervisors; two have the title and function of assistant superinten­
dent; one is football and basketball coach; and one is principal of a 
twelve-grade school* Still, almost all visiting teachers are employed 
to devote their full time to attendance work*
Generally, visiting teachers are employed for year-round work# 
Only three parishes, involving twenty visiting teachers, employ at­
tendance workers for less than a ten-month period; however, eleven 
other parishes hire visiting teachers to serve for less than twelve 
months a year.
in
qjerioal helg* Approximately one-third of the school systems 
in Louisiana provide no clerical help for visiting teachersj fewer 
than a third of the visiting teachers have even one full-time clerical 
assistant to take care of paper work, most of which involves the con­
tinuing census.
Support of professional organisations♦ Almost all visiting 
teachers belong to the Louisiana Education Association and to the 
Louisiana Visiting Teacher Association, and threj-fourths of them at­
tend the annual meetings of these groups. More than half are members 
of the National Education Association, and more than half are members 
also of a national society of school social or attendance workers.
Half the members of the National League to Promote School Attendance 
go to the annual meeting of that association.
Most attend the annual spring conference of visiting teachers, 
and most take an active part in local and district professional meet­
ings.
In addition, visiting teachers belong to and attend the meet­
ings of a wide variety of other professional societies, many of which 
are closely connected with some phase of school attendance and social 
work.
Duties* Besides the duties prescribed by the attendance law, 
visiting teachers perform many other functions. Chief of these is the 
work of maintaining the continuing census, an up to date record of all 
children through the age of eighteen in each parish. This census 
makes it possible to enforce the attendance law and provides the basis 
for the distribution of three-fourths of the state school funds.
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Other duties are assigned by parish boards and superintendents. 
Host visiting teachers spend no time in these additional duties, or 
spend only a snail percentage of their tine in outside duties, but at 
least ten per cent of visiting teachers who are employed for full-time 
visiting teacher work are burdened with additional duties. Also, as 
nany nore who are employed with the understanding that they will be 
responsible for other functions must spend an appreciable amount of 
time in duties other than school attendance and social work. One- 
fifth of all visiting teachers have additional duties which interfere 
with their proper function as school social workers.
School population served, two visiting teachers each served 
7ii white and Negro schools In 1952-1953, and one served 97 Negro schools} 
approximately one-seventh of the visiting teachers served a school popu­
lation of more than 10,000 pupils each in that year. Almost two-thirds 
of all visiting teachers served school populations of more than five 
thousand each.
Number of referrals. One-third of to visiting teachers answer­
ing reported more than two hundred attendance and adjustment cases re­
ferred to each of them in 1952-1953} only one-seventh claimed to have 
had fever than one hundred referrals.
Judged by the number of referrals, Negro children have been re­
ceiving their fair share of the visiting teacher*s time. However, 
private schools, both white and Negro, have not been receiving their 
proportionate share of attention. Only two parishes have employed Negro 
visiting teachers.
19h
Hore than half the visiting teachers reporting on number of 
Negro referrals actually had referred to them a reasonable case load 
among the Negro school population alone.
Reasons for referrals. Two-thirds of all white referrals and 
two-thirds of all Negro referrals to visiting teachers in 1952-1993 
involved enrollment attendance problems. Visiting teachers in more 
than half the parishes reported having had to deal with children not 
enrolled in school* and the median number of such referrals was eight, 
(The average number was twenty-one,) Three-fifths of all referrals 
were attendance problems.
The number of referrals for other reasons is significant. The 
other reasons for referral of white children were behavior problems 
(about one-tenth of all white referrals)* poor home conditions (about 
half as many as for behavior)* problems of exceptional children (about 
the same number as for children In poor home surroundings), Almost 
one-tenth of referrals were for other unclassified reasons such as 
illness or personal problems.
Among Negro children about ten per cent of all referrals fell 
into each of these categories i behavior problems* adverse home conditions* 
and unclassified causes, A very small percentage of. Negro exceptional 
children were referred.
Visiting teachers reported being called upon for help with all 
kinds of adjustment cases. Almost all have had referrals because of 
problems connected with school adjustment* home adjustment* social ad­
justment* personal adjustment* and physical handicaps, For example* 
more than seven-eighths of all visiting teachers have been called upon 
to help with behavior problems and with problems arising from poverty
m
or economic die trees* more than three-fourtlis of all visiting teachers 
have had referrals of children not Interested in school, of children 
neglected by their parents, of children with physical handicaps, of 
children from broken homes.
Age groups of referrals* More white referrals came from the 
junior high school group than any other* fewest referrals came from 
the senior high school grades* There were more referrals among Negroes 
in the upper elementary and junior high school grades than in the other 
groups* fewest referrals among Negroes, as among whites, came from 
senior high school pupils*
Assistance by other agencies* Visiting teachers reported 
help in more than 2500 cases from other agencies and individuals* They 
made effective use of the resources of the Louisiana State Departments 
of Public Welfare, Health, and Labor, as well as service clubs and 
other community agencies, in trying to remedy or alleviate the causes 
of nonattendance*
Home and school visits* Visiting teachers averaged about one 
home and one school visit for every school day of the 1952*1953 session* 
one-third of them averaged more than one home visit and one school visit 
for each day of the term*
Problems in enrollment* Many visiting teachers could not re­
port the actual number of children of compulsory school age in their 
districts who were not registered in school* Sufficient information 
wa& obtained, however, to show that more than 7500 children seven 
through fifteen years of age were still not enrolled in school In
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1952-19531 almost two-thirds of those were Negro. Most children were 
legally not in attendances almost one-sixth of them were mentally or 
physically handicappedj almost as many were married* about five per 
cent were In ill health or were not enrolled because of parental poor 
health* approximately three per cent were working* and as many more 
could sot be accounted for.
Records of the attendance section of the State Department of 
Education are not complete enough to show for what reasons children of 
compulsory school age are not in school.
Almost two-thirds of the white educables who have reached the 
age of sixteen and are out of school, and almost nine-tenths of the 
Negro youth sixteen to eighteen who are not enrolled, did not complete 
their high school education before dropping out.
Many of the parishes are making an effort to educate children 
unable to go to school. More than half of the parishes reported home- 
bound instruction for white children, and almost one-fourth reported 
hospital classes. Almost one-fourth of the parishes have made an effort 
to instruct Negro children who are hontebound; fewer parishes have at­
tempted hospital instruction for Negro children.
In some parishes non-enrollment is no longer a problem* in 
more than half the parishes, however, non-enrollment still plagued the 
visiting teacher in 1952-1953*
Reasons for nonattendance. Visiting teachers regarded unde­
sirable home conditions as the chief deterrent to attendance of white 
and Negro children* economic difficulties and educational shortcomings 
of parents were the chief hindrances to school attendance in 1952-1953*
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Social and economic backgrounds of children contributed moot to de­
linquency In attendance*
Problems in enforcement of attendance law* Host visiting 
teachers considered "economic difficulties" or "family attitude toward 
school** as the chief problem they had to overcome In enforcing the 
attendance law, though many pointed out that the child’s retardation 
or his lack of interest in school was their chief problem*
Besides overcoming the problems of home background, visiting 
teachers often had too much clerical work to permit them to do a good 
job of visitation of schools and homes* Many of them had little or no 
clerical help*
Many mentioned that lack of adequate school facilities or cur­
ricula hampered their attendance work; others had little or no support 
from the courts; a few had little conya unity support in trying to enforce 
the law; a very few complained of lack of help by principals and 
teachers*
Use of the courts* At least thirteen Louisiana parishes have 
never used the courts to help enforce the attendance law; five others 
have resorted to the courts in only one case each; two others have taken 
two cases each to court* (Almost one-third of the parishes did not re­
port on the number of court cases*)
Fines have been Imposed in only thirteen parishes reporting; 
generally, defendants have been warned or placed on probation, though 
in many cases children have been taken from parents or guardians and 
placed in foster homes or institutions*
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In almost all instances, cases actually brought to trial have 
resulted in convictionj in only fifty of the more than nine hundred 
court cases reported did the trial result in "no action** by the court*
In all parishes, court eases are regarded as a last resort* 
Visiting teachers and superintendents report that they try many other 
measures before attempting to bring cases to trial* Conferences with 
the judge or district attorney often bring about the desired results*
Allocation of work time to various duties* Visiting teachers 
spend as much time in census accounting as in any other phase of their 
duties* About one-fifth of those estimating the allocation of their 
working time to various duties reported spending more than half their 
time in census work, and far more than half of them spent more than 
one day a week in working on the continuing census.
Generally, they were able to spend a little more than half 
their time in the field in making visits to schools and in working with
referrals j however, ten of them spent less than a third of their time
in school and home visits and other case work* Twenty-eight of them 
spent less than one day a week in work with referrals} only eight
spent more than half their time so engaged*
Professional relationships* Visiting teachers report that they 
have developed a highly satisfactory working relationship with school 
people, welfare workers, court personnel, and others* Working relation­
ships with all groups were generally classed by visiting teachers as 
"excellent." There were reported few unsatisfactory working relation­
ships with any group.
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Appraisal by superintendents. More than four-fifths of the
parish and city superintendents replying to the questionnaire sent to 
them thought the visiting teacher program had been "of considerable 
value" to their systems. (The checklist contained three possible rat­
ings j "of little value,* "of some value," "of considerable value.") 
Fourteen of fifty-eight replying to another section of the questionnaire 
indicated that they would find the money to employ a visiting teacher 
even if the state made no allowance for onej thirty-nine others said 
they would employ visiting teacher® if they had the money5 only six 
would not hire a visiting teacher if the state mad© no provision for 
one. Twelve superintendents thought they needed additional visiting 
teachers in their parishes.
Superintendents suggested that visiting teachers either should 
have more clerical help or should have less clerical work to do in order 
that they might spend more time in the field. They also thought that 
a better public relations program is needed among teachers and parents.
Appraisal by principals. Principals were generally agreed that 
the visiting teacher program has been successful. Megro and white 
principals alike indicated that the over-all program has been of "con­
siderable" value. At least, almost half the principals answering the 
questionnaire sent to them so considered it.
Principals considered that the work with adjustment problems had 
been least successfulj they thought that visiting teachers had bean al­
most equally successful in enrolling non-registrants and in getting 
children who w^re enrolled to attend school. An overwhelming majority 
rated the program of value in all respects.
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Attendance and enrollment figures. Louisiana high schools 
are increasing their holding power; since the session of 19kl*”l9kB 
approximately three-f5fths of each group who had entered high school 
four years before has reached the twelfth grade.
Per cent of attendance figures have also shown a steady climb 
since 1933-1939 among both whites and Negroes.
Since figures for educables have been available (19k7-19ii8), 
the per cent of white and Negro educables enrolled In school has steadily 
increased, at the rate of about one per cent a year.
XI. CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions seem justified from the data pre­
sented!
1. Visiting teachers are in general mature persons with many 
years of successful classroom teaching and a wealth of experience in 
otter educational and social welfare fields.
2. Most visiting teachers are well trained for their positions; 
some are not as well trained professionally as they should be*
3. Visiting teachers are a professional group. They belong 
to and support their professional organisations and attend their profes­
sional meetings.
iu Most visiting teachers have attained the status of full­
time professional workers; most are employed as full-time attendance 
workers for twelve months a year.
5>. Many visiting teachers must spend too much time in cleri­
cal work. Most of them need additional clerical help; moat of them 
need more time to spend In visiting homes and schools, though generally
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they have proved their right to be called 11 visiting” teachers.
6, Many visiting teachers are assigned duties which interfere 
with their proper function of enforcing the attendance law, though most 
visiting teachers perform only those duties prescribed in the law and 
by the State Board of Education.
?. Moat visiting teachers are required to serve too large a 
school population* They have more referrals than they can properly 
handle, even if they did not have the duty of maintaining the con­
tinuing census*
8* Moat referrals come from children in the early teens*
There are more white referrals from the junior high school grade than 
from any other group; most Negro referrals come from the junior high 
school and upper elementary grades*
9. Though more information is available than ever before 
about children who are not attending school, the continuing census is 
still neither as complete nor as accurate as it should be,
10. Visiting teachers have in most instances become resource 
people for teachers and principals, a source of help with pupils whose 
problems teachers have neither the time nor the training to solve*
11. Visiting teachers have effected a needed liaison between 
school and community or state agencies* They have effectively used the 
services of state and local agencies to combat the causes of nonatten­
dance* Visiting teachers have worked well with school personnel, wel­
fare workers, and court officials* Even closer cooperation is needed 
so that all eligible children may be enrolled in school.
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12* In some parishes visiting teachers need more support 
from the courts in order to enforce school attendance.
13• School administrators are convinced of the value of 
visiting teacher work* Superintendents and principals agree that the 
visiting teacher program has been a successful one.
Him According to the recommendations of superintendents and 
visiting teachers, the public relations part of the visiting teacher 
program needs greater emphasis* In some places, community opinion 
still is against the compulsory attendance law; some teachers and prin­
cipals need more opportunities to see the visiting teacher program in 
operation.
The visiting teacher program must be rated as successful* In­
creasingly larger percentages of the eligible population are being en­
rolled in school; the percentage of attendance of those enrolled is 
constantly increasing; individual children are finding help that never 
before has been available to then; visiting teachers are learning through 
conferences and experience how to do their job better. Louisiana is 
getting closer to the goal of education for all of the children of all 
of its people. Visiting teachers are doing their share to make it so*
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CHECK SHEET FOR SUPERINTENDENTS
The information obtained from this check list will not be used to 
identify any parish or city school system in Louisiana, Any information 
obtained will be used only to provide a picture of visiting teacher work 
in the State of Louisiana as a whole.
Please give the following information about visiting teachers, other 
than those now employed, who have served in your parish since 1944.
Monro ui x ui urai
visiting teacher 
(Omit if desired)
Tears he served 
in your parish 
(e.g.. 1944-47)
Position to which 
he went on leaving 
visiting teacher .iob
Position he now 
holds, if known
Please check the statement below which in your opinion most nearly 
represents the value of the visiting teacher program in your parish;
Of little value ____
Of some value ______
Of considerable value
If there were no state provisions for visiting teachers and no 
state money provided for their employment, check the statement below which 
most nearly represents your feeling about what you would dos
Would not have a visiting teacher____________
Would employ a visiting teacher if
sufficient local funds were available ____
Would find the money somewhere to
employ one or more visiting teachers ____
How many visiting teachers do you believe you need in your parish?
How many visiting teachers do you now employ?
Do you have one or two suggestions about how the visiting teacher 
program can be improved in Louisiana?
CHECK SHEET FOR PRINCIPALS m
T^e information obtained from this check list will not be used to 
identify any school or any city or parish in Louisiana. This check sheet 
is intended only to obtain results for the state as a whole*
Please check the statement below which in your opinion most nearly 
represents the value of the visiting teacher program to your school and 
to your parish:
Of little or no value _ _ _
Of some value _ _
Of considerable value
In your opinion, how much success have visiting teachers had 
in enrolling children who would not otherwise have been enrolled in 
school?
Little or no success ____
Some success ____ _
Considerable success _ _
In your opinion * how much success have visiting teachers had in 
getting children to attend school?
Little or no success_____
Some success  ___ _
Considerable success
Iii your opinion, of how much value has the work of visiting teach­
ers been with children who have adjustment problems?
Of little or no value_____
Of some value_____
Of considerable value
Please check the statements below which apply to your school:
Check one: Check one:
Combined elementary
and high school   Public ______
Senior high school _____  Private or
parochial
Junior high school _____  Check one:
Junior and White
senior high school _____
Elementary school _____
Negro
V/hat is the approximate total enrollment of your school?
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR VI31 TING TEACHERS
1. For how many years have you been a visiting teacher?
(Include 1953-54 as one year.)
2. For how nany years were you a classroom teacher? ______
3. What other school positions or social welfare positions have 
you held, and for how many years?
Position No. years
Position No. years
/i. What is your age?______  Date of birth __________________________________
Month Day Year
5. What is your marital status?
(Please check)_____ Single____  Married____ Widowed Divorced _______
How many children do you have? Boys  Girls___ _____
6* What academic degrees do you hold? B.A. ____  B.S. M.A.__^  M.Ed.___
(Please check)
If other degree is held, please indicate: _______________________________
7. What was your major undergraduate field of study? ________
What was your minor undergraduate field? ________________________________
At what institutions? _________________________________________________
From what institution did you graduate? _________________________________
8. What was your major field in graduate work? _____________________________
Your minor graduate field, if any? ____ _________________________________
At what institutions? _________________________________________________
Where did you receive graduate degree(s)? _____________________________
9. What course, graduate or undergraduate, did you find most valuable in prepar­
ing you for visiting teacher work?
10. What is your annual salary for 1953-54?_____________________$____________
What was your annual salary for 1952-53? $
(Please do not include travel or expense allowance.)
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MOST OF THE QUESTIONS IN THE FOLLOWING SECTION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE CAN 
BE ANSWERED SIMPLY BY PLACING A CHECK MARK IN THE APPROPRIATE BLANK.
IF THE QUESTION REQUIRES SOME ANSWER BESIDES A CHECK MARK, PLEASE 
ANSWER IN THE SPACE PROVIDED.
11. Do you receive a travel or expense allowance? Yes  No
Is this allowance paid at a flat rate? Yes  No
If so, what amount is allowed monthly? _____________
Do you receive gasoline or mileage in addition? Yes  No
How much mileage allowance do you receive? None
(If other, please explain:) 5$ mile ___
6# mile __
 _______________________________________________ 7$ mile __
mile __
  Other
Do you receive an additional allowance to attend
professional meetings?_____________________________________ Yes___  No
For what professional meetings do you receive travel allowance 
or expenses?
Louisiana Education Association _ 
Spring Workshop (Louisiana) ™
National League _
October Conference (LSU) _
Other (please name)__________________________________________
What amount is allowed for each of the above?
12, For how many months of the year are you employed? 12__  11__  10__  9.
13. What is the position for which you are employed?
(Questions 35 and 36 also deal with duties performed.)
Full-time visiting teacher
Visiting teacher & principal 
Visiting teacher & supervisor 
Other (please name)___________________________
21k 3
14. What kind of office space is provided you? Private office ____
Office shared with others ____
If office space is shared with others, how many others? ___ ______________
15. How much clerical help do you have? None  Part-time  Full-time____
(If you have clerical help, how many full-time secretaries? ______________
How many part-time secretaries? ______________
For how long? _____________________________________   )
16. What is your professional relationship with the following?
Excellent Good Fair , Poor .
Parish superintendent
Assistant superintendents)
Supervisor(s)
Principals
Teachers
Parents
Dept, of Public Welfare
Labor Department
Tuberculosis Association
Health Unit
Juvenile Court
District Attorney
17. To what professional organizations do you belong?
National Education Association ______ Louisiana Education Assfn
La. Conference of Social Welfare ___ Visiting Teacher Associa­
tion of Louisiana
National Ass!n of School Soc. Workers ______
National League to Promote 
Intematfl Council for Excep. Children  School Attendance
Other (please name)___________________________  _______
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IS. What professional meetings did you attend in 1952-53?
National Education Association ___  Spring Work Conference (La.) ___
Louisiana Education Association ___  National League to Promote
School Attendance ___
October Conference (L.S.U.) ___
District meetings of Visiting Teachers HOW MANY DISTRICT MEETINGS? __
Parish meetings (all groups)   HOW MANY PARISH MEETINGS? ___
Other (please name)
19. Please check below all reasons listed for which individual children have 
been referred to you as a visiting teacher. List also any other kinds of 
adjustment problems which you have been asked to handle in connection with 
referrals.
SCHOOL ADJUSTMENT PROBLEMS:
Attendance 
Behavior; attitudes 
Unsuitable curricula 
Failure; poor scholarship 
Lack of interest in school 
Misbehavior on way to or 
from school (incl. buses)
Other:
HOME ADJUSTMENT PROBLEMS:
Poverty; economic inadequacies^ 
Neglect; lack of adequate care 
Burdensome home duties 
Broken homes
Other adverse home conditions
SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT PROBLEMS: 
Stealing 
Cheating
Irresponsibility
Defiance
Lack of friends
Sex misbehavior
Other:
PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT PROBLEMS:
Withdrawing behavior _
Aggressiveness__________
Emotional immaturity _
Nervousness _
Unhappiness _
Other:
PHYSICAL PROBLEMS:
Problems of general health 
Physical handicaps 
Peculiarities causing a feel­
ing of rejection or ridicule 
Other:
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most of the following questions deal with your work as a visiting teacher
IN 1952-53* EACH QUESTION CALLS FOR MORE THAN CHECKING; IT REQUIRES A DEFINITE 
ANSWER.
20. For how many schools were you responsible in 1952-53?
White_______ Negro______  Total______
21. How many pupils were registered in the schools for which you were 
responsible in 1952-53?
White_______ Negro______  Total
22. How many pupils were referred to you in 1952-53? (Include all referrals 
for whatever reason: nonattendance, behavior, etc.)
White public _________ White private _________Total white______
Negro public______  Negro private   Total negro____
How many white referrals did you have for each of the following reasons 
in 1952-53?
Absence or nonattendance Not enrolled
Behavior problem _ Poor home conditions
.t
Exceptional child   Other
How many negro referrals did you have for each of the following reasons 
in 1952-53?
Absence or nonattendance Not enrolled
Behavior problem   Poor home conditions________
Exceptional child   Other _______
23. In what age groups did you have most referrals in 1952-53? Indicate the 
relative number of cases in each group by ranking the groups indicated 
1, 2, 3> 4.
For example, if you had most referrals among white pupils in the junior 
high grades, put a 1 by Junior high, and if you had the least number of 
referrals among senior high pupils, put a 4 by Senior high.
RANK 1, 2, 3, 4 
ACCORDING TO RELATIVE NUMBER OF REFERRALS.
WHITE NEGRO
Primary (grades 1-3)   Primary (grades 1-3) _____
Upper elem. (grades 4-6) _ _  Upper elem, (grades 4-6) _____
Junior high (grades 7-9)   Junior high (grades 7-9) _
Senior high (grades 10-12)   Senior high (grades 10-12)_________
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24. How many children were referred to state or other agencies in 1952-53?
Dept. of Public Welfare ____  Red Cross _
Labor Department _______ Health Unit ____
Tuberculosis Association ____  Civic organizations _
Juvenile Court ____  Crippled Children^ Ass*n _____
Other___________________________________________________
25. How many cases involving the attendance law were turned over
to the District Attorney for prosecution in 1952-53? ____
How many cases resulted in informal conferences or chamber 
proceedings, but not in court trials? __
How many cases in 1952-53 resulted in court trials? __
What were the results of these court cases? Fines ___
Suspended fines . Sent to foster homes __
Warnings and probation _____ Committed to institution ___
No action _ _  Other action __
26. How many court cases have there been in your parish since 1944? __
What were the results of these court cases? Fines __
Suspended fines _____ Sent to foster homes __
Warnings and probation ____  Committed to institution  
No action _______ Other action_______________
27. How many home visits did you make in connection with referrals
in 1952-53?________________________________________________ __
28. How many school visits did you make in 1952-53?__________________
29. How many children not in school were enrolled through your efforts
in 1952-53?
White ____  Negro Total___
How many children have been enrolled through your efforts in previous 
years (total)?
White   Negro   Total_
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30. What did you find to be the chief reason for nonattendance among white 
referrals in 1952-53?
What was the second most important reason for nonattendance of white 
children in 1952-53?
What do you consider the third most important reason for nonattendance 
of white children in 1952-53?
31. What did you find to be the chief reason for nonattendance of negro 
children in 1952-53?
What do you consider the second most important reason for nonattendance 
of negro referrals in 1952-53?
What do you consider the third most important reason for absence of 
negro referrals in 1952-53?
32. How many children age seven to fifteen inclusive were not enrolled in 
school in your parish in 1952-53?
White Negro ______ Total _
How many children seven through fifteen were not enrolled for each of 
the following reasons?
WHITE
Marriage
Mentally handicapped 
Physically handicapped 
Illness of child 
Illness of parent(s) 
Working
Living more than l| 
miles from bus route 
Living more than mi. 
from school (no bus)
NEGRO
Marriage
Mentally handicapped 
Physically handicapped 
Illness of child 
Illness of parent(s) 
Working
Living more than l| 
miles from bus route 
Living more than Z\ mi« 
from school (no bus)
Other Other
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33* How many children in your parish were in hospital classes in 1952-53?
8
White Negro Total
How many were receiving 
homebound instruction? White Negro Total
In correctional institutions? White Negro Total
In State School for Deaf? White Negro Total
In State School for Blind? White Negro Total
In State School for Spastics? White Negro Total
In school outside your parish? White Negro Total
34. How many white and negro educables sixteen or over (children sixteen 
through eighteen years of age) were not in school in your parish in 
1952-53 for each of the following reasons?
WHITE 
Graduated 
Working 
Handicapped 
Married 
Armed forces 
Unaccounted for 
Other
NEGRO 
Graduated 
Working 
Handicapped 
Married 
Armed forces 
Unaccounted for 
Other
35. What are your duties as a visiting teacher? Please estimate the 
percentage of your time spent in visiting teacher work which is 
spent in each of the categories below.
Professional meetings and 
reading
Census accounting
School visits
Work with referrals
Other
%
%
Total 100 %
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36. As a member of the parish superintendent's staff, you are probably 
assigned other duties besides those directly connected with visiting 
teacher work. The compulsory attendance law provides that the parish 
or city school board may prescribe your duties. Please list below 
on this page all duties which you perform which are not specifically 
visiting teacher work. Indicate whether the duty is one for which 
you are generally held accountable (DUTIES REGULARLY PERFORMED) or 
if the duty is one which you are only occasionally required to perform 
(DUTIES OCCASIONALLY PERFORMED).
Examples of assigned duties which might be either REGULARLY PER­
FORMED or 0CCASI0NAULY PERFORMED are theses distribution of pencils 
and paper, distribution of textbooks, serving as consultant in parish 
workshop, helping with annual statistical report.
Please list DUTIES REGULARLY PERFORMED:
Please list DUTIES OCCASIONALLY PERFORMED:
Estimate the
percentage of your working time spent in these duties you have listed:
37. What are the chief problems you have encountered in enforcing the 
compulsory attendance law? Listed below are a number of suggested 
reasons for difficulty. However, the list is not exhaustive. Please 
add other problems which have been difficult for you to overcome, and 
rank the five in the complete list according to importance.
RANK 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE
a. Community attitude toward
attendance law
b. Economic
difficulties
c. Child's attitude
toward school
d. Family
attitude toward school
e. Child's lack
of progress in school
f. Lack of cooperation
by school officials
g. Lack of cooperation
by District Attorney
h. Lack of cooperation
of other court officials
i. Too many children for
visiting teacher to handle
k.
m.
n.
o.
Too much clerical work for 
visiting teacher 
Lack of adequate 
school facilities 
Lack of adequate 
school curricula 
Lack of cooperation 
by state agencies 
Lack of adequate facilities 
for the exceptional child
r.
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38. Even the best of programs can be improved. You may have suggestions as to 
how the visiting teacher program can be made even better. Would you please 
list those suggestions below?
39* As a visiting teacher, you have had many rewarding experiences in working 
with children. Statistics reveal only the bare facts about any kind of 
work. If you would care to relate one or more experiences which illustrate 
the better adjustment which children have been enabled to make to school 
and to life, and which illustrate the way in which the visiting teacher 
goes about his most important work, please relate such case histories 
below.
APPENDIX B
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CODE:
Father’s Name_
Mother’s Name-
W a rd P o s t  O ffice
-Residence-
L a s t W a rd P o s t  O ffice
S t. N o . o r  R .F .D .
S t. N o . o r  R .F .D .
P h o n e  N o.
P h o n e  N o.
Educational | School Grade Comp. (Check) College 1 Read W rite Occupation Race Living
Status 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 I II III IV V Yes No Yes N o W hite Negro Other Yes No
Father
Mother
Distance of 
Residence from:
(a) School____
(b) Bus Route­
'S
gV
si
QW
N A M E S  O F  C H IL D R E N  
M id d le L a s t1
S E X D A T E  O F B IR T H
3ao (0Q
P L A C E  O F  B IR T H
10 11 12
SC H O O L  A T T E N D A N C E
N a m e  o f  Schoo l
13
R E C O R D  O F  T R A N S F E R S  
A N D  W IT H D R A W A L S *
14
roiv*w
1 L a s t  n a m e  o n ly  w hen  d if fe re n t f ro m  n a m e  o f  p e rso n  w ith  w h o m  ch ild  liv es .
2 U se  a b b re v ia t io n s  f o r  B ir th  c e r t if ic a te s , B .C .;  B ib le  reco rd , B .R . ;  C h u rc h  re c o rd , C .R .;  P a r e n t ’s  s t a t e m e n t ,  P .S . ;  C h ild ’s  s ta te m e n t ,  C .S .;  S choo l re c o rd . S .R .;  R o s te r  o f  B ir th s , R .B .
3 U se  a b b re v ia t io n s  f o r  V is io n , V ; H e a r in g ,  H ; S peech , S ; C rip p led , C ; M e n ta l,  M ; O th e r , O. (S ee  F o r m  L o rm  L a . C -4)
* U se  K  f o r  k in d e rg a r te n ,  R o m a n  n u m e ra ls  ( I , I I ,  I I I ,  e tc .)  to  in d ic a te  p re s e n t g ra d e  p la c e m e n ts  a n d  C  f o r  co lleg e  a t te n d a n c e .
* U se  one  lin e  o n ly  f o r  e a ch  m o v e  o f  fa m ily , g iv in g  p la c e  m oved  to  a n d  d a te .
Full Nam e of Person Child Lives With
Relationship (Check)
Parents G. Parents Sister
Father Uncle Boards
Mother Aunt Other
Guardian Brother
Certificate of Enumerator
I hereby certify that the family and children listed reside within the Parish of 
that the above information was obtained from__________________
I n s e r t  N a m e
and that the data recorded are correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Signature of Visiting Teacher_________________
CODE:
Educational School Grade Comp. (Check) Colle{re Read Write Occupation Race Living
Status 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 I II III IV V Yes No Yes No White Negro Other Yes No
Father
Mother
Father s Name
Mother’s Name
First Middle Parish
-Residence-
First Maiden Parish
Ward
Ward
Post Office
Post Office
St. No. or R.F.D.
St. No. or B.F.D.
Phone No.
Phone No .
NAMES OF CHILDREN 
First Middle Last1
SEX
O
DATE OF BIRTH
6
PLACE OF BIRTH
8 10 11 12
SCHOOL ATTENDANCE
Name of School
Distance, of 
Residence from:
(a) SchooL
(b) Bus Route.
RECORD OF TRANSFERS 
AND WITHDRAWALS®
13 14
1 Last name only when different from name of person with whom child lives, 
iatfo: '  "  .........
C3 29. 71, 79, 98
* Use abbreviations for Birth certificates, B.C.: Bible record, B.R.: Church record, C.R-: Parent’s Statement, F.S.; Child's statement, C.S.; School record, S.R.; Roster of Births, R.B.
* Use abbreviations for Vision, Vj Hearing, H ; Speech, S: Crippled, C; Mental, M: Other, 0 . (See Form La. C-4)
* Use K for kindergarten, Roman numerals (I. H, III, etc.) to indicate present grade placements and C for c
® Use one line only for each move of family, giving place moved to and date.
Full Name of Person Child Lives With
Relationship (Check)
Parents G. Parents Sister
Father Uncle Boards
Mother Aunt Other
Guardian Brother
ollege attendance. .
Certificate of Enumerator
I hereby certify that the family and children listed reside within the Parish of_ 
that the above information was obtained from.
Insert Name
and that the data recorded are correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Signature of Visiting Teacher.
30M 7-53 T.J.M.
F o rm  L a . C-4 LOUISIANA SCHOOL CENSUS, JA N U A R Y , 1 9 4 5  
STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION  
BATON ROUGE 4 ,  LOUISIANA
REPORT ON HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
Child’s
Name_____________________   Residence-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_____
L a s t  F i r s t  M iddle P a r is h  W a rd  P o s t  O ffice S tre e t  No. o r  R .F .D . P h o n e  N o.
Father’s
Name_____________   Residence----------------------— ---------------------------------------------------------------------- ,------- .— _________
L a s t  F ir s t  M iddle P a r is h  W a rd  F o a t O ffice S tr e e t  N o. o r R .F .D . P h o n e  N o.
’Full Name of Person Child Lives With 2Child Lives I n ------------------------------------------------------------------------ at
Date of Birth: ___________________________________ S e x ----------------------- Race
Y e a r M on th  D ay
Child A ttending___________      - __________School------ Public---------------------- P rivate------------------------Grade
If Not Attending School, Grade Last Completed
NATURE OF HANDICAP
Visual deficiency Disabled arm or arms Wheel chair case
Blind Disabled foot or feet Crutch case
Partially Deaf j Disabled leg or legs Other (specify)
Deaf Epileptic
Speech Impediment Heart
Mental Deficiency Tuberculosis
Curvature of Spine Foot or leg amputation
Disabled hand or hands Hand or arm amputation
D ate------------------------------------------------------------Name of Person Supplying Data Enumerator_____________________ ^
Ln
fTo be filled in only if child does not live with father
2Te be filled in if child lives in a school, hospital, or institution
Child*s 
Name
Child's
Address
Last Firs?
Race Sex
•Hsanr"
Date of Birth
School Attendance; 19 19
Year Month 
Nfaroe of School
H rls H  W5H Post" TJTHoe St'/ or I'lO .  Phone fro,
 Handicapped; Yes No
Day
Public Private Grade
Man's Name;
C-3 CHILD LISTED ON
Woman*s Name;
Las? First Middle Last i’irsi f$£fden
<n
ICM
CM
J$
S3r>m
>-3
8
g
O H
o
o to irv  ^» <O SK
1.
2/
3*’
fc/
5/
6.
RECORD Of' TRANSFERS AND WITHDRAWALS*
7..
S.
9/ 
10/ 
11/ 
12 '
* Indicate nature of change and date
Remarks ;
&  o
Form La. C-5 is printed on five inch by eight inch card, white for white students 
and blue for colored.
CODE_______________  227
R E P O R T O F__________ O R
Gains Losses
Parents’ Names: Mr.
L a s t F i r s t
Mrs.-
Last
M id d le
M id d le
tn^l BO „
25 =™Qa 
Ofa =
m l . -<2'?
Og g
-PS«
-
■ £ § «SQ=l
Moved From
Moved To:__
children:
C ity P a r i s h
C ity Parish
D a te  M o v ed
with the following
NAME SEX DATE OF BIRTH GRADE SCHOOL
Year Month Day
V is i t in g  T e a c h e r
D a te  R e q u e s te d
Acknowledgment of Loss:
V is i t in g  T e a c h e r
Date Sent
CODE_______________  228
R E P O R T  o f __________ o r
Gains Losses
Parents’ Names: Mr___________—--------- ------ ---------------------------------------------------
L a st F irs t  Middle
Mrs_________________________________________________________
L a st F irs t  Middle
Moved From:.
City P a r i s h D ate Moved
Moved To:_
City P a r i s h
with the following
children:
NAME
zo
QpcJft Cl
Pbi
0b°
gfcoO q -p
S8fi
fi
<
CD
SEX DATE OF BIRTH GRADE SCHOOL
Year Month Day
V is i t in g  T e a c h e r
D a te  R e q u e s te d
Acknowledgment of Loss:
V is i t i n g  T e a c h e r
Date Sent
UJTQBIOaRAPHI
Preston B* Allison was bom March 1, 191k» at Ida, Louisiana* 
Ho was educated In the public schools of Caddo Parish* In June, 193k» 
he received a Bachelor of Arts degree from Centenary College at Shreve­
port, and in August, 19l*7* he was swarded a Master of Education degree 
from Louisiana State University*
He taught at Vivian High School for seven years preceding and 
for (me year immediately following World War II* In 19h7 he became 
principal of Hoseton High School in Caddo Parish and remained there 
until 1953* He is now principal of Southeastern Louisiana College 
Training School at Hammond*
Hr* Allison spent the years from June, 191*1, to January, 191*6, 
in the armed forces, serving In both the European and Pacific Theaters 
of War*
He is married to the former Melba Bernard of Iota, Louisiana* 
They have two children, Melanie, born in 19li7, and Kevin, bom in 1950*
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